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V I R G I N I A: 

 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF LOUDOUN COUNTY 

 

In re:             ) 

  ) 

  ) 

The Citizens of the Leesburg District ) 

Petition this Honorable Court to ) Docket No.:  

Remove School Board Member ) 

Beth Barts, who presently represents ) 

These same citizens in Leesburg. ) 

 

PETITION TO REMOVE SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER BETH BARTS FROM OFFICE 

AND MOTIONS TO SEAL PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION AND 

RECUSE COMMONWEALTH’S ATTORNEY 

 

COME NOW the PETITIONERS, the CITIZENS OF THE LEESBURG DISTRICT, in 

reliance upon Virginia Code Annotated, Section 24.2-230, et seq.: 

(1) To move this Honorable Court to issue a rule to show cause, based upon the charges in 

the attached Petition (Exhibit 1), compelling School Board Member Beth Barts to show 

cause why she should not be removed from office, 

(2) To issue a protective order sealing the names and residential addresses of the individuals 

who signed the Petition to shield those individuals from likely harassment, 

(3) To appoint an independent counsel to prosecute this matter due to the apparent conflict of 

interest of Loudoun County Commonwealth’s Attorney Buta Biberaj, 

(4) To remove Beth Barts from office, and 

(5) To grant such other relief as this Court deems fit and just. 

In support of this petition, Petitioners state further as follows: 

Introduction 

1. It is difficult to believe that Beth Barts has been a Member of the Loudoun 

County School Board for less than two years given the sheer amount of controversy that she has 
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singlehandedly generated in that short time. Mrs. Barts (or “Barts”) has repeatedly clashed with 

her colleagues and constituents; shared misinformation concerning COVID-19 through her 

personal and official Facebook pages; publicized confidential information from closed Board 

sessions on social media; misused public assets by encouraging political supporters to email her 

official account and then forwarding those emails to her colleagues; emailed multiple Board 

members simultaneously to discuss official business in violation of Virginia’s open meeting law; 

used her personal social media accounts to discuss official Board business with other Board 

Members in private Facebook groups that are not equally open to all members of the public; 

deleted social media posts, comments, and even entire accounts that should have been preserved 

as public records under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act; and encouraged the 

harassment of private citizens who have expressed opposition to her preferred policies. 

2. This litany of charges will come as no surprise to the members of this community 

or Mrs. Barts’ colleagues on the School Board. The Board was forced to hold five closed sessions 

over the course of nine months in order to address Barts’ unprofessional conduct, first attempting 

to temper Barts’ behavior with a November 2020 reprimand and finally resorting to a unanimous 

censure vote in March 2021 when her violations of the School Board Code of Conduct refused to 

abate. Had Mrs. Barts altered her behavior in response to any of the repeated warnings and 

sanctions that she has received during her tenure on the Board, then this present removal action 

would be unnecessary. Unfortunately, she has proven totally recalcitrant, and the only 

governmental body that can now put an end to her abuse of her office is this Court. 

3. The citizens of the Leesburg District deserve a competent representative on the 

Loudoun County School Board who will treat her colleagues and constituents with respect and 

pursue policies that will benefit all of the children who attend Loudoun County Public Schools 
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(“LCPS”). Petitioners present this Petition to detail Mrs. Barts’ history of unacceptable behavior 

and to demonstrate that they have gathered the requisite number of signatures to prompt a 

judicial decision on her removal from office. Petitioners respectfully request that this Court 

consider all of the arguments and exhibits that they have included here, and then remove Mrs. 

Barts from the School Board on the basis of the substantial evidence of misbehavior. 

Motion to Seal Petitioners’ Personally Identifiable Information 

4. To preface their request for this Court to remove Beth Barts from office, 

Petitioners request that the Court seal all personally identifiable information contained in the 

Petition from public disclosure. 

5. Under certain circumstances, Virginia courts are authorized to withhold the 

identities of parties to an action from public disclosure. Indeed, “[t]he crucial interests served by 

open judicial proceedings are not compromised by allowing a party to proceed anonymously.” 

Doe v. Pittsylvania Cnty., 844 F. Supp. 2d 724, 728 (W.D. Va. 2012). Courts generally consider 

five factors when considering whether to allow parties to proceed anonymously: 

(1) Whether the justification asserted by the requesting party is merely to avoid 

the annoyance and criticism that may attend any litigation or is to preserve 

privacy in a matter of sensitive and highly personal nature; 

(2) Whether identification poses a risk of retaliatory physical or mental harm to 

the requesting party or even more critically, to innocent non-parties; 

(3) The ages of the persons whose privacy interests are sought to be protected; 

(4) Whether the action is against a governmental or private party; and 

(5) The risk of unfairness to an opposing party from allowing an action against it 

to proceed anonymously. 

 

 Id. 

 

6. Here, an evaluation of the five factors decisively supports Petitioners’ interests in 

keeping their legal names and residential addresses private. Petitioners understand that 

“annoyance and criticism” can often result from becoming a party to litigation, but the 
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harassment already suffered by the citizens involved in this removal effort goes far beyond mere 

annoyance and criticism. The photos and full names of some Petitioners were shared in a private 

Facebook group where they were attacked as “racists.”1 Leaders of this removal effort have 

received hate mail at their homes, and opponents of removal even sent a flyer to one woman’s 

employer branding her as an “active racist” in an attempt to get her fired.2 

7. Most worryingly, there has already been an effort to compile a list of individuals 

opposed to Beth Barts’ policy goals, including collecting personally identifiable information 

such as residential addresses and the names of minor children. A March 12, 2021 post from Barts 

in the private “Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County” Facebook group alerted the group’s 

members to the existence of a movement of LCPS parents who were opposed to the teaching of 

critical race theory (“CRT”) in Loudoun public schools.3 Members of the Anti-Racist Group 

responded in an extraordinarily aggressive fashion; one member commented on Barts’ post to 

ask members to gather information on the individuals involved, infiltrate the anti-CRT group, 

and even “expose these people publicly[.]”4 A second member of the group responded to Barts’ 

post by asking people to “comment below with legal names of these individuals, area of 

residence and or school board rep, known accounts on social media, and any other info you feel 

is relevant.”5 These posts ultimately prompted an investigation by the Loudoun County Sheriff’s 

Office.6 

 
1 Matt Leach, Virginia Parents Speaking Out Against Critical Race Theory Face Retaliation, Fox News (June 3, 

2021), https://www.foxnews.com/us/virginia-parents-face-retaliation-speaking-out-against-crt. 
2 Spencer Lindquist, Loudoun County Mom Targeted by Left-Wing Activists for Fighting Against Racist Curriculum, 

The Federalist, (July 13, 2021), https://thefederalist.com/2021/07/13/loudoun-county-mom-targeted-by-left-wing-

activists-for-fighting-against-racist-curriculum/. 
3 Beth Barts post in Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County group, Facebook, (Mar. 12, 2021, 8:23 AM) (Ex. 2). 
4 Loudoun Cnty. Sheriff’s Off., Official Law Enforcement Document SO210004217 at 9 (Ex. 3). 
5 Id. at 6. 
6 No criminal charges were ultimately brought against the participants because no personally identifiable 

information was supplied in response to their requests. 
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8. The risk of retaliatory harm remains particularly high because Petitioners reside in 

the same neighborhoods as the most vociferous opponents of this removal effort. Individuals 

involved with gathering signatures for this Petition have already been subjected to obscene 

gestures from their neighbors while out on the street.7 Tensions have risen so high that many 

Petitioners feel unsafe publicly sharing their opinions on pressing community issues, and upon 

information and belief other citizens—including LCPS staff—declined to sign the Petition due to 

their fear of suffering public backlash. Although Petitioners themselves are all over the age of 

18, they are naturally worried about the safety of their minor children in the volatile political 

environment that currently exists in Loudoun County. 

9. Furthermore, the sealing of Petitioners’ names and addresses would not result in 

any unfairness to the opposing party, Beth Barts. Mrs. Barts has an interest in verifying the 

names and addresses of Petitioners to ensure that they have submitted the requisite number of 

signatures of registered voters residing within her district, but she does not have a justifiable 

interest in releasing that information to the general public, and unfortunately her prior conduct 

detailed infra makes it foreseeable that she would indeed ensure that any information she 

receives is released. So long as Mrs. Barts and her attorney have access to the unredacted 

Petition for verification of signatures her interests will be satisfied, but the release of Petitioners’ 

names for public consumption presents substantial risks to their personal safety and that of their 

families, and that is a risk that this Court should not be willing to bear. 

10. Given the threats and harassment that Petitioners have already suffered and the 

likelihood that the filing of this Petition will result in an increase in such attacks, Petitioners 

respectfully request that this Court seal the portion of Petition containing the names and 

 
7 Lindquist, supra note 2. 
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residential addresses of Petitioners. The public will be adequately informed as to the specific 

charges contained in the Petition by the release of this and future pleadings in this action. The 

individual names and addresses of Petitioners, however, as opposed to the quantity of verified 

names submitted, will not add anything to the public’s understanding of this case. 

Statutory Authority for Removal 

11. Unlike most other states, Virginia does not authorize recall elections for local 

officials who fail to perform their duties. Rather, Virginia allows members of the public to register 

their dissatisfaction with a public official by filing a petition with the court, but leaves the ultimate 

decision concerning removal to judicial discretion. 

12. The relevant statute holds that, “[u]pon petition, a circuit court may remove from 

office any elected officer . . . residing within the jurisdiction of the court [f]or neglect of duty, 

misuse of office, or incompetence in the performance of duties when that neglect of duty, misuse 

of office, or incompetence in the performance of duties has a material adverse impact upon the 

conduct of the office[.]” Va. Code Ann. § 24.2-233. 

13. Beth Barts, the subject of this removal petition, is an elected officer of the Loudoun 

County School Board representing the Leesburg District and resides within the jurisdiction of this 

Court. 

14. In order to present a valid removal petition to the Court, petitioners must collect 

signatures from “a number of registered voters who reside within the jurisdiction of the officer 

equal to ten percent of votes cast at the last election for the office that officer holds.” Id.8 

 
8 The Virginia removal statute sets forth no requirements concerning the identity or qualification of the circulators of 

a removal petition. All circulators utilized to gather signatures for this Petition were qualified voters and residents of 

the Commonwealth of Virginia and signed affidavits attesting to those facts, which are the only statutory 

requirements for candidate petition circulators. See Va. Code § 24.2-506(A). Any attempt to analogize to the 

requirements for referendum petition circulators, Va. Code § 24.2-684.1, a section of the Code which contains 

different provisions such as a pre-circulation filing requirement and nine-month deadline for signature gathering 
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15. Here, 11,751 total votes were cast in the 2019 election for the Leesburg District of 

the Loudoun County School Board.9 Therefore, 1,175 signatures are required to state a valid 

removal petition for Beth Barts. 

16. The Virginia Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) was enacted to “ensure[] the 

people of the Commonwealth ready access to public records in the custody of a public body or its 

officers and employees.” Id. § 2.2-3700(B) (emphasis added). Courts are required to “liberally 

construe[]” the statute “to promote an increased awareness by all persons of governmental 

activities and afford every opportunity to citizens to witness the operations of government.” Id. 

Exemptions to FOIA are therefore “narrowly construed.” Id. 

17. FOIA defines “public body” to include, in relevant part, “any legislative body . . . 

of any political subdivision of the Commonwealth, including . . . school boards[.]”  Id. § 2.2-3701. 

(emphasis added). “Public records” are defined as “all writings and recordings that consist of 

letters, words or numbers, or their equivalent, set down by handwriting, typewriting, printing, . . . 

mechanical or electronic recording or other form of data compilation, however stored, and 

regardless of physical form or characteristics, prepared or owned by, or in the possession of a 

public body or its officers, employees or agents in the transaction of public business.” Id. 

Furthermore, “meeting” is defined, in relevant part, as “an informal assemblage of (i) as many as 

three members or (ii) a quorum, if less than three, of the constituent membership, wherever held, 

with or without minutes being taken, whether or not votes are cast, of any public body.” Id. 

 
which are clearly not applicable in the removal context, is totally inapposite to this case. See also, Libertarian Party 

v. Judd, 718 F.3d 308 (4th Cir. 2013) (residency requirements for petition circulators are unconstitutional). 
9 Va. Dep’t of Elections, 2019 November General, 

https://results.elections.virginia.gov/vaelections/2019%20November%20General/Site/Locality/LOUDOUN%20CO

UNTY/Index.html (see “Member School Board (LEESBURG DISTRICT)”). 
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18. FOIA allows public bodies to hold closed (non-public) meetings for certain defined 

purposes detailed in Section 2.2-3711, most of which concern the protection of individual privacy. 

If a given scenario does not fit within one of the enumerated exemptions, then a closed meeting to 

discuss such matters is prohibited. Id. § 2.2-3711. Members of a public body are also authorized 

to meet “at a public forum, candidate appearance, or debate” or “at any place or function where no 

part of the purpose of such gathering is the discussion or transaction of any public business.” Id. § 

2.2-3701. 

19. Loudoun County has its own laws governing the conduct of local elected officials 

like School Board Members, including an ordinance prohibiting the misuse of public assets. This 

provision holds, in relevant part, that no “elected official of the county, without lawful 

authorization, shall use . . . public assets for private or personal purposes unrelated to the duties 

and office of such . . . elected official, or any other legitimate governmental interest, when the 

value of such use exceeds $1,000 in any 12-month period.” Loudoun Cnty. Ord. 253.04. 

20. Finally, the Loudoun County School Board has its own Code of Conduct that all 

Members are obligated to follow. This Code of Conduct (“LCPS Policy 1030”) includes the 

following provisions that are relevant to this action: 

• 1030(A)(2): That the public expects my first and greatest concern to be in the best 

interest of each and every one of these young people without distinction as to who they 

are or what their background may be. 

• 1030(B)(4): To respect the stated purpose for, and maintain the confidentiality of, 

discussions that are held pursuant to the Code of Virginia as closed meetings or 

executive sessions. 

• 1030(B)(3): To show respect for and work with my fellow board members and staff in 

a spirit of harmony and cooperation in spite of differences of opinion that arise during 

vigorous debate of points at issue. 

• 1030(B)(9): To welcome and encourage active cooperation by Loudoun County 

residents, organizations, and the media of communication in the district with respect to 

establishing policy on current school operations and proposed future developments. 

• 1030(B)(10): Finally, to strive step by step toward ideal conditions for most effective 

school board service to my community, in a spirit of teamwork and devotion to public 
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education as the greatest instrument for the preservation of perpetuation of our 

representative democracy. 

 

Events Leading Up to School Board Censure of Mrs. Barts 

21. Over the course of the last year, the Loudoun County School Board has been 

forced to convene five times in closed session to address Mrs. Barts’ public conduct.10 

22. On June 2, 2020, the Board met to discuss “the performance or disciplining of a 

specific public officer”11—Beth Barts. On June 20, 2020, School Board Vice-Chair Atoosa 

Reaser (“Vice-Chair Reaser”) noted that the Board had offered legal advice to Mrs. Barts to stop 

her from “sharing unverified information that creates a liability[.]”12 This was in reference to 

Barts’ standard practice of sharing confidential information from closed sessions publicly on her 

Facebook page in violation of LCPS Policy 1030(B)(4)’s requirement that all Board Members 

protect the confidentiality of those discussions. 

23. Vice-Chair Reaser’s notes indicate that Barts’ violation of the Board’s 

confidentiality policy was not the only activity causing concern among her colleagues during the 

summer of 2020; they were also troubled by her apparent ignorance of Virginia’s FOIA 

requirements concerning open meetings and the preservation of public records. On July 21, 2020, 

the Board was again forced to provide legal advice to Mrs. Barts concerning “not deleting 

comments or emailing multiple board members simultaneously to decide issues[,]” a regular 

practice of Mrs. Barts which violated state law requiring public business to be discussed in 

public meetings unless subject to a statutory exemption.13 

 
10 John Battison, School Board Censures Barts for Controversial Social Media Activity, Loudoun Times-Mirror 

(Mar. 8, 2021), https://www.loudountimes.com/news/school-board-censures-barts-for-controversial-social-media-

activity/article_2b3abfdc-803b-11eb-bd44-73b6408d2f56.html. 
11 Loudoun Cnty. Sch. Bd., Agenda Item Details, (June 2, 2020) (Ex. 4). 
12 Atoosa Reaser, Notes on Closed Sessions Topics, (June 20, 2020) (Ex. 5). 
13 Atoosa Reaser, Notes on Closed Sessions Topics, (July 21, 2020) (Ex. 6). 
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24. Apparently, Barts did not get the message despite the repeated Board 

interventions (and it is not clear whether the other Members of the Board fully understand their 

obligations under Virginia open meeting law either). On October 10, 2020, Barts posted in the 

private “Loudoun for Evidence-Based Safe and Equitable Schooling” Facebook group 

(hereinafter the “Evidence-Based Group”) to discuss school board distance learning policies.14 

She proceeded to engage with members of the group and answer constituent questions 

concerning the policy.15 Upon information and belief, private Facebook groups are by definition 

not open to the public; requests for admission must be approved by a moderator of the group. Six 

other Members of the Board were members of this particular private group: Denise Corbo, Ian 

Serotkin, Brenda Sheridan, Atoosa Reaser, Jeff Morse, and Harris Mahedavi. Pursuant to LCPS 

Policy 1040(B), “a majority of the members shall constitute a quorum” for the purposes of a 

meeting. Hence, the participation of seven of the nine Members of the Board in this private 

group (a clear majority) qualified the group as a closed meeting of the Board, and Barts’ 

discussion of non-exempt public business with members of the group constituted a violation of 

Section 2.2-3711’s closed meeting requirements. 

25. On October 30, 2020, former Board Member Debbie Rose emailed LCPS 

Division Counsel Stephen DeVita to notify him that Mrs. Barts was using her personal Facebook 

page to discuss public business in the private Evidence-Based Group.16 Ms. Rose correctly 

recognized that Barts was improperly using her personal Facebook account under the mistaken 

assumption that this exempted any comments she posted from FOIA’s public records 

preservation requirement, when in fact she was openly using the personal account to discuss 

 
14 Beth Barts post on Loudoun for Evidence-Based Safe and Equitable Schooling page, Facebook, (Oct. 10, 2020) 

(Ex. 7). 
15 Id. 
16 E-Mail from Debbie Rose to Stephen DeVita, (Oct. 30, 2020, 9:47 PM) (Ex. 8). 
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public business in groups where public access to her comments was restricted. As evidence for 

this claim, Ms. Rose provided a screenshot of Barts claiming that she was “speaking as a 

member of the LCSB” while using her personal Facebook page to post in the private Evidence-

Based Group.17 

26. On November 1, 2020, a different Loudoun County resident messaged a 

moderator for one of the private Facebook groups in which Mrs. Barts regularly engaged in her 

official capacity to request that the moderator prevent Barts from deleting her comments on the 

page. The moderator responded that, “I can’t prevent her from deleting her own comments.”18 

This is an acknowledgement that Barts repeatedly deleted posts and comments that should have 

been preserved as “public records . . . open to citizens of the Commonwealth” under FOIA. Va. 

Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(A). 

27. After no change in Mrs. Barts’ online activity, Ms. Rose emailed the LCPS 

Superintendent and Board Chair on November 6, 2020 to notify them that Barts was evading 

Virginia open meeting law by using her personal Facebook page to comment on Board business 

in a variety of private forums.19 In other words, Mrs. Barts deliberately evaded FOIA 

requirements by using her personal account to opine in her official capacity upon School Board 

business in a variety of private Facebook groups that were not open to all members of the public. 

Moreover, she made a practice of deleting her comments—i.e., destroying public records—

whenever she received a negative response from others. This is a clear violation of FOIA’s 

mandate that “all public records shall be open to citizens of the Commonwealth” because Barts 

deleted her posts without making any attempt at preservation. Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(A). 

 
17 E-Mail from Debbie Rose to Stephen DeVita, (Oct. 31, 2020, 11:27 PM) (Ex. 9). 
18 Private messages from Amanda Bean to Melissa North, Facebook, (Nov. 1, 2020, 2:41 PM) (Ex. 10). 
19 E-Mail from Debbie Rose to Eric Williams & Brenda Sheridan, (Nov. 6, 2020, 4:53 PM) (Ex. 11). 
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28. On the same day, Barts posted an update to her official School Board Facebook 

page announcing that her previous official page (and all of the posts and comments associated 

with that page) “has been archived and it is not coming back.”20 Barts specifically noted that this 

announcement was made “[f]or everyone who is trying to FOIA my old page,” indicating that 

she did understand her Facebook comments constituted public records and that she deleted her 

official page despite that understanding.21 This demonstrates a knowing and willful violation of 

Section 2.2-3204(A). 

29. Mrs. Barts was no more diligent in observing her duty to preserve public records 

on other social media platforms. As recently as November 11, 2020, Mrs. Barts maintained an 

active Twitter account which she used to post about School Board business.22 That Twitter 

account has since been deleted in yet another violation of FOIA. 

30. On November 17, 2020, the Board finally took action to address Mrs. Barts’ 

erratic conduct. The Board formally reprimanded Barts in response to evidence that Mrs. Barts 

had disclosed confidential attorney-client privileged information that was shared in a closed 

session of the Board without authorization.23 The motion to reprimand Mrs. Barts passed 6-2, 

with Barts absent and not voting.24 

31. On November 30, 2020, a Loudoun County resident emailed the Superintendent 

and Board Chair to complain about Mrs. Barts’ fearmongering public remarks online concerning 

the dangers of school reopening. The constituent explained that Barts “now has parents on social 

media freaking out that doctors are saying their kids and the teacher will be dead if they return to 

 
20 Beth Barts post on Beth Barts School Outreach-Leesburg District page, Facebook, (Nov. 6, 2020) (Ex. 12). 
21 Id. 
22 See Screenshots of @beth_barts Twitter account (Ex. 13). 
23 Loudoun Cnty. Sch. Bd., Agenda Item Details, (Nov. 17, 2020) (Ex. 14). 
24 Id. 
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school.”25 Concerningly, they also reported that Barts “is encouraging people to call her so the 

info cannot be FOIA’d.”26 

32. The next day, on December 1, 2020, the Board was again forced to address Mrs. 

Barts’ unprofessional behavior only two weeks after her formal reprimand. This time, the issue 

was Barts’ threat to hold a solo press conference to demand that Loudoun County Public Schools 

return to remote learning.27 Board Chair Brenda Sheridan said that “a press conference by one 

individual would be highly inappropriate” and that “[t]he threats . . . must stop now.”28 This 

ultimatum was a clear violation of Mrs. Barts’ duty under LCPS Policy 1030(B)3) to “show 

respect for and work with” her fellow Board Members “in a spirit of harmony and cooperation.” 

33. In response to a perceptive constituent question as to whether the membership of 

seven members of the Board in a private Facebook group constituted a violation of Virginia’s open 

meeting rules, Mrs. Barts incorrectly claimed that an open meeting only resulted when “MORE 

than 2 elected representatives are having a conversation in real time on social media or in person 

about school business.”29 This is incorrect; a gathering of Board Members constitutes a “meeting” 

for the purposes of FOIA when at least three members are involved in a gathering where “part of 

the purpose of such gathering is the discussion or transaction of any public business.”  Va. Code 

Ann. § 2.2-3701. As previously explained, seven members of the Board—a clear majority and a 

quorum—were members of the private Facebook group in question. The group describes itself as 

“a group for Loudoun County Public Schools parents, teachers, staff, and policy makers to discuss 

local education issues[.]”30 Therefore, the group expressly holds itself out as a private forum for 

 
25 E-Mail from Melissa North to Eric Williams & Brenda Sheridan, (Nov. 30, 2020, 10:36 AM) (Ex. 15). 
26 Id. 
27 Atoosa Reaser, Notes on Closed Sessions Topics, (Dec. 1, 2020) (Ex. 16). 
28 E-Mail from Brenda Sheridan, Chair, to School Board (Dec. 10, 2020, 12:01 PM) (Ex. 17). 
29 E-Mail from Beth Barts to Peter Livingston (Dec. 2, 2020, 6:51 PM) (Ex. 18). 
30 Loudoun for Evidence-Based Safe and Equitable Schooling, Facebook (retrieved Aug. 19, 2021) (Ex. 19). 
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the discussion of public business. Participation in such a group by three or more Board members 

is therefore flatly impermissible under FOIA. 

34. Furthermore, even if Mrs. Barts’ understanding of the law was correct, it is not true 

that no more than two elected officials have discussed public business in the private Evidence-

Based Group. For example, on one occasion Member Morse tagged six of his Board colleagues in 

a comment asking for their thoughts on feedback from LCPS teachers, thereby openly conducting 

public business in a private forum and violating FOIA’s open meeting requirements. 

35. Mrs. Barts has also used her social media accounts to misrepresent to the general 

public the policy positions of her colleagues on the Board. On December 2, 2020, Mrs. Barts shared 

a post on her official School Board Facebook page that omitted key information concerning a 

proposal by Member Morse that would have required students to keep cameras on during class. 

Barts did not communicate that Mr. Morse would have allowed students to “opt out” of this policy, 

and she solicited public comment on the proposal via Facebook, saying that “I would like to hear 

thoughts on this from the community.”31 Mr. Morse texted Mrs. Barts to complain about her 

actions, saying “Can you see the frenzy you just created? . . . . Beth, this is sooo unnecessary! You 

have created angst beyond belief by the way you phrased this!!!”. This was a violation of Barts’ 

obligation under LCPS Policy 1030(B)(9) to work amicably with her fellow Board Members. 

36. Barts has frequently shared confidential information from closed Board meetings 

in order to stir up public anger against her colleagues, and in particular has repeatedly targeted 

her fellow School Board Member John Beatty. On January 5, 2021, Mrs. Barts shared 

information in a private Facebook group concerning Mr. Beatty’s actions in a closed meeting.32 

Barts did not have Board authorization to share this confidential information and has been 

 
31 Beth Barts post, Facebook, (Dec. 1, 2020) (Ex. 20). 
32 Beth Barts post on Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County page, Facebook, (Jan. 17, 2021) (Ex. 21). 
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repeatedly warned about the consequences of unauthorized disclosure. Nevertheless, she again 

attacked Member Beatty using her official Facebook page on February 24, 2021, both disclosing 

confidential information and gratuitously highlighting a prior controversy in an effort to stoke 

public ire against her colleague.33 

37. Mrs. Barts’ online harassment has not been confined to her colleagues on the 

School Board but has even extended to other Loudoun County local officials. On January 17, 

2021, Barts posted a screenshot of a private Facebook post from Phyllis Randall, Chair of the 

Loudoun County Board of Supervisors, advocating for school reopening. Barts denigrated Ms. 

Randall’s sincerely expressed concerns and indicated that she did not take them seriously.34 By 

seeking out a member of the community for public ridicule, Mrs. Barts violated her obligation 

under LCPS Policy 1030(B)(9) to “welcome and encourage active cooperation by Loudoun 

County residents.” 

38. Barts also publicly shared private correspondence from constituents and LCPS 

parents to hold these private citizens out for online ridicule. On January 31, 2021, Barts shared 

the text of an email on her personal Facebook page in which a constituent had expressed 

concerns over school reopening policies, thereby effectively inviting Mrs. Barts’ followers to 

ridicule and attack community members who shared similar concerns.35 This constituent 

subsequently emailed Barts to complain that “[s]haring emails from a parent (me) in a public 

forum (where no one can reply) and bashing me is completely appalling and unbecoming of an 

elected official.”36 Again, this action constituted a violation of LCPS Policy 1030(B)(9) requiring 

Members “[t]o welcome and encourage active cooperation by Loudoun County residents.” 

 
33 Beth Barts-Leesburg District School Board Member post, Facebook (Feb. 24, 2021) (Ex. 22). 
34 Beth Barts, Facebook, (Jan. 17, 2021) (Ex. 23). 
35 Beth Barts, Facebook, (Jan. 31, 2021) (Ex. 24). 
36 E-Mail from Elizabeth Boyko to Beth Barts (Jan. 31, 2021, 4:32 PM) (Ex. 25). 
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39. By early 2021, as Mrs. Barts’ behavior began to affect her colleagues’ ability to 

do their own work, their patience with her antics wore thin. On January 11, 2021, Barts posted a 

message concerning an earlier removal effort on her official Facebook page and asked voters 

who “want me to continue to represent our community” to email her official School Board email 

address Beth.barts@lcps.org with messages of support.37 For some reason, Barts also forwarded 

many of the emails that she received in response to this public appeal to Chair Sheridan and 

Vice-Chair Reaser.  

40. Vice-Chair Reaser’s private notes indicate that she was not only annoyed by this 

conduct, but considered the “copying of [Reaser’s] LCPS email on her messages related to the 

political recall effort” to be a “misuse of [Reaser’s] time [and] misuse of a division resource.”38 

After failing to convince Barts to cease this practice by repeated private interventions, Reaser 

emailed the full Board to complain that Barts’ forwarding of supportive constituent emails to 

other members of the Board was distracting and unnecessary.39 Reaser claimed that Barts’ 

incessant forwarding of praise from constituents was “impacting my ability to do my work,” and 

noted that this was her “fourth request” for Mrs. Barts to stop harassing her.40 Eventually, this 

practice of forwarding irrelevant emails to her colleagues—even after Vice-Chair Reaser had 

repeatedly asked her to stop—became so distracting that the Board was forced to hold yet 

another closed meeting on February 9, 2021 to address the problem.41 By asking constituents to 

email her official address concerning a political matter and then forwarding those emails to her 

 
37 Beth Barts-Leesburg District School Board Member post, Facebook (Jan. 11, 2021) (Ex. 26). 
38 Atoosa Reaser, Notes on Closed Sessions Topics, (Feb. 9, 2021) (Ex. 27). 
39 E-Mail from Atoosa Reaser, Member, to School Board (Jan. 2, 2021, 1:19 PM) (Ex. 28). 
40 E-Mail from Atoosa Reaser, Member, to Beth Barts (Jan. 9, 2021, 1:18 PM) (Ex. 29). 
41 Ex. 27. 
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Board colleagues, Barts twice violated Loudoun County’s ordinance criminalizing the misuse of 

public assets. See Loudoun Cnty. Ord. 253.04. 

41. After months of unceasing unprofessional behavior from Mrs. Barts, the Board 

finally censured her at its meeting on March 4, 2021 by a 7-0 vote. The Board cited four separate 

provisions of School Board Policy 1030 that it found Barts violated: (1) failure to put student 

interests first; (2) failure to show respect for fellow board members in a spirit of harmony and 

cooperation; (3) failure to welcome and encourage active cooperation of Loudoun County 

residents in the district; and (4) failure to work in a spirit of teamwork in service to the 

community.42 

42. When introducing the censure motion, Board Chair Sheridan explained that it was 

“not a reaction to any one event,” but rather a “response to a culmination of behaviors over the 

last 14 months.”43 Vice-Chair Reaser added that the censure “has only to do with your own 

misconduct,” and Member Ian Serotkin expressed that he felt censure was warranted because 

“[n]othing else we’ve tried has worked.”44 Clearly, by March 2021 Mrs. Barts’ unprofessional 

behavior had escalated to the point that the full Board felt obligated to publicly punish her. 

43. Unsurprisingly, Mrs. Barts was not dissuaded from her aggressive course of 

conduct. Rather than responding to formal censure by the full Board with contrition, she shared 

an unapologetic statement from her attorney criticizing the “judgment” of her fellow Board 

Members.45 

 

Beth Barts’ Continuing Violations of School Board Policy Since Censure 

 
42 Loudoun Cnty. Sch. Bd., Agenda Item Details, (Mar. 4, 2021) (Ex. 30). 
43 Battison, School Board Censures Barts for Controversial Social Media Activity. 
44 Id. 
45 Statement from Barts Attorney Charles King (Mar. 5, 2021) (Ex. 31). 
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44. Mrs. Barts has not ceased her unacceptable behavior since her censure in March 

2021. Instead, her harassment of her colleagues and of private citizens in Loudoun County has 

only escalated. 

45. On March 11, 2021, only days after her formal censure by the Board, Barts joined 

yet another private Facebook group: “Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County” (hereinafter the 

“Anti-Racist Group”). In addition to Barts, this private Facebook group which exists for the 

purpose of discussing LCPS equity policies included six other School Board members46, thereby 

making it a “meeting” under FOIA. As discussed supra in the Motion to Seal, Barts’ post in this 

group on the morning of March 12th highlighting anti-CRT efforts in Loudoun County prompted 

demands for personally identifiable information of supporters and a Loudoun County Sheriff’s 

Office investigation.  

46. On March 24, 2021, Barts was interviewed by law enforcement and told them 

that, after her initial post, she did not return to the Anti-Racist Group until the next morning.47 

That statement was false; Barts commented numerous times following her initial post and posted 

a message that very evening thanking the Anti-Racist Group for the advocacy. She also deleted 

one of her comments at some point before being interviewed, and once again violated her FOIA 

obligation to preserve records created in her official capacity as a Board Member. 

47. On March 26, 2021, shortly after being interviewed by law enforcement 

concerning her activity in private Facebook groups, Barts shared a post on both her official and 

personal Facebook pages from “LCPS Minority Student Achievement Advisory Committee – 

 
46 Chair Brenda Sheridan (Member since before September 5, 2020), Vice-Chair Atoosa Reaser (Member since 

before September 5, 2020), Ian Serotkin (Member since September 4, 2020), Denise Corbo (Member since 

September 6, 2020), and Leslee King (Member since before September 5, 2020). 
47 Ex. 3 at 1. 
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MSAACC” that read, in part, “we can and will silence the opposition.”48 Not only was this a 

clear threat to Loudoun County parents who had expressed concern over LCPS equity policies, 

but Barts later deleted this post on both pages in yet another violation of her FOIA obligation to 

preserve records created in her official capacity as a Board Member. 

48. On May 26, 2021, after a Board vote on a resolution recognizing LGBTQ+ 

Month, Mrs. Barts emailed her Board colleagues to express her dissatisfaction with some of their 

votes and blind copied several interest groups that supported the resolution.49 Not only was this 

yet another example of Barts’ flagrant disregard for the confidentiality of deliberations in closed 

Board meetings, but it also contained a threat of public retaliation: “I encourage you to have an 

answer ready for your constituents who are advocates and allies of our LGBTQ families. I have 

absolutely no doubt they will be coming for it.”50 Board Member Harris Mahedavi expressed in a 

subsequent email to a constituent that he was afraid to work towards a modification of the 

resolution because Barts’ conduct led him to believe that “he “would not have been heard.”51 

This was a violation of LCPS Policy 1030(B)(3) requiring Members “[t]o show respect for and 

work with [their] fellow board members and staff in a spirit of harmony and cooperation in spite 

of differences of opinion that may arise during vigorous debate of points at issue.” 

49. The Anti-Racist Group, of which Mrs. Barts remains a member as of the filing of 

this Petition, has been a hotbed of coordinated harassment campaigns against parents and 

teachers who have expressed unpopular political views. On June 1, 2021, one member posted in 

the group to encourage members to call Leesburg Elementary School to complain about teacher 

Tanner Cross, who had been the subject of public attention after he delivered a speech at a Board 

 
48 Beth Barts-Leesburg District School Board Member, Facebook, (Mar. 26, 2021) (Ex. 32). 
49 E-Mail from Beth Barts to School Board, (May 26, 2021, 10:03 AM) (Ex. 33). 
50 Id. 
51 E-Mail from Harris Mahedavi to Charlotte McConnell, (May 27, 2021, 7:38 PM) (Ex. 34). 
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meeting concerning the use of gender pronouns, explaining that they had received a confidential 

tip that “DISRUPTION OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES due to his employment can help keep Cross 

on leave.”52 Shortly thereafter, on June 3, 2021, Barts posted again in her Leesburg Outreach 

Facebook group to say, “Thank you. I appreciate everyone who took action today. #leesburg.”53 

50. On August 5, 2021, the Board was again forced to consult with legal counsel in a 

closed meeting for a sixth time concerning “specific legal matters pertaining to Board members 

involving . . . social media and advisory groups,” a clear reference to the problems that Barts’ 

ongoing recalcitrant conduct online has caused for the ability of the Board to conduct normal 

operations.54 

51. On August 7, 2021, Mrs. Barts again posted from her personal account in the 

private Evidence-Based Group to request feedback on proposed LCPS dress code revisions.55 

This is yet another example of how Barts has continued to use her personal Facebook account to 

engage in public business in private Facebook groups, even after being repeatedly informed that 

this practice is inappropriate and a violation of FOIA. 

52. At the Board’s most recent meeting on August 13, 2021, Board Member Morse 

expressed concern over harassment campaigns that had been undertaken in private Facebook 

groups and tacitly supported by incumbent Board members. Mr. Morse said it well: It is 

“divisive when a Facebook group starts a hit list against their own community members, asking 

for information on spouses, on jobs, even information on children of their neighbors so that they 

can plot against them. And when School Board members are in that Facebook group but don’t 

 
52 Hilary HL post on Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County page, Facebook, (June 1, 2021) (Ex. 35). 
53 Beth Rae post on Leesburg Outreach page, Facebook, (June 3, 2021) (Ex. 36). 
54 Loudoun Cnty. Sch. Bd., Agenda Item Details, (Aug. 5, 2021) (Ex. 37). 
55 Beth Barts post on Loudoun for Evidence-Based Safe and Equitable Schooling page, Facebook, (Aug. 7, 2021) 

(Ex. 38). 
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have the courage to stand here on the dais, apologize to the community members that were 

flagged, unequivocally denounce the attacks, and condemn the community members who 

participated[,]” then the community is left in a very dangerous place.56 

53. In short, Mrs. Barts has flagrantly and repeatedly violated Virginia public records 

law and multiple policies of the Loudoun County School Board and encouraged online 

harassment campaigns of community members who object to her policy goals. Barts’ behavior 

has been so extreme that she has been repeatedly disciplined by her colleagues on the Board: 

First reprimanded, then censured, and finally stripped of her committee assignments. None of 

these actions have sufficed to compel Barts to comply with School Board policies or to conform 

her actions to state law. Therefore, the only option remaining open to the residents of the 

Leesburg District is to respectfully request that this Court remove Mrs. Barts from office for 

“neglect of duty, misuse of office, [and] incompetence in the performance of duties” for the 

foregoing reasons. Va. Code Ann. § 24.2-233. It is long past time that the Leesburg District had 

competent representation on the School Board; a return to normal Board operations, focused only 

on the best interests of Loudoun County students and unimpeded by Mrs. Barts’ repeated 

violations of the law and Board policies, is overdue. 

Motion to Recuse Loudoun County Commonwealth’s Attorney Buta Biberaj 

54. Virginia law designates the Commonwealth’s Attorney in the relevant jurisdiction 

as the prosecutor of a removal case against an elected official. See Va. Code Ann. § 24.2-237. 

The Commonwealth’s Attorney effectively steps into petitioners’ shoes for the purposes of the 

trial and represents their interests and those of the Commonwealth. 

 
56 Ian Prior, Twitter, (Aug. 13, 2021), https://twitter.com/iandprior/status/1426314679283032072. 
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55. However, the state removal statute also provides for the court to appoint an 

independent prosecutor in cases where there is reason to believe the Commonwealth’s Attorney 

cannot be sufficiently impartial (for example, if the officer subject to a removal petition is the 

Commonwealth’s Attorney herself, in which case a different prosecutor would be necessary). Id. 

56. Here, there is compelling evidence indicating that Loudoun County 

Commonwealth’s Attorney Buta Biberaj does not share Petitioners’ interest in removing Beth 

Barts from office and, in fact, is actively opposed to the success of this Petition. On August 10, 

2021, Biberaj shared a Loudoun Now opinion piece on her Twitter account that criticized the 

group organizing this removal effort by name.57 That op-ed alleged that Petitioners have 

fabricated charges against members of the School Board and erroneously claimed that the same 

Petitioners involved in the Barts removal effort are also circulating a petition58 supporting the 

removal of Ms. Biberaj herself (they are not; even if some Loudoun County residents have 

signed both petitions, they are separate efforts undertaken by different groups). 

57. Moreover, according to an email sent by Beth Barts to a constituent in December 

2020, she is personal friends with the incumbent Loudoun County Commonwealth’s Attorney. 

According to Barts, “she and I campaigned together last year and I know her personally to be a 

great CA for our community.”59 

58. If Commonwealth’s Attorney Biberaj is predisposed to believe that Petitioners’ 

claims are meritless, or is otherwise biased in favor of the subject of this removal petition due to  

 

 
57 See @biberajbb, Twitter (Aug. 10, 2021, 9:24 PM), https://twitter.com/biberajbb/status/1425266752225751043. 
58 One of the stated reason for the removal petition against Attorney Biberaj is her membership and activities in the 

Anti-Racist Parents Facebook group. 
59 Ex. 18. 



her personal friendship with Mrs. Barts, then it is imperative for this Court to appoint an 

independent counsel who can vigorously prosecute this case. Petitioners respectfully request that 

this Court appoint a prosecutor who does not have a disqualifying conflict of interest and who 

has not publicly expressed antagonism towards Petitioners' cause. 

WHEREFORE, based upon the pleadings and charges contained herein, Petitioners seek 

the removal of Loudoun County School Board Member Beth Barts and such other relief as this 

Court deems fit and just. 

On behalf of Citizens of Leesburg District, 
Petitioners 
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Signed Petitions Filed in Court 



Fight For Schools 
Petition for Removal of Loudoun County School Board Member Beth Barts 

WHEREAS, Virginia Code section 24.2-233 states in pertinent part: “Upon petition, a circuit court may remove from office 
any elected officer or officer who has been appointed to fill an elective office, residing within the jurisdiction of the court … [f]or 
neglect of duty, misuse of office, or incompetence in the performance of duties when that neglect of duty, misuse of office, or 
incompetence in the performance of duties has a material adverse effect upon the conduct of the office.” 

WHEREAS, on March 2, 2021, Loudoun County School Board Member Beth Barts sent a text message to Loudoun County 
School Board Chairwomen Brenda Sheridan declaring that “We are now at War” with Loudoun County parents pushing to reopen 
schools. 

WHEREAS, on March 12, 2021, Beth Barts posted to a Facebook group of over 600 members, including other school board 
members,that she was “very concerned” that a movement against the radical “critical race theory” philosophy was “gaining support” 
and that she wanted to “call out statements and actions that undermine our stated plan to end systemic racism.” 

WHEREAS, in response to Beth Barts’s call to action, several members of the Facebook group began a campaign to target and 
harass Loudoun County parents and others opposed to the critical race theory philosophy, including efforts to: 

 Gather information (list of residents who are in charge of the anti-CRT movement)
 Infiltrate (create fake online profiles and join these groups to collect and communicate information)
 Spread information (expose people publicly, create online petitions, create counter-mailings)

WHEREAS, in response to the campaign of targeted harassment sparked by her March 12 Facebook post, Beth Barts 
responded “Thank you for the response to my posting … Thank you for stepping up. Silence is complicity.” 

WHEREAS, Beth Barts has a history of violating the Loudoun County Public School’s Code of Conduct for School Board 
Members, including for social media misconduct, that led her colleagues to censure her on March 4, 2021 claiming, in part, that she 
“fail[ed] to put student interest first … to show respect for fellow board members and staff in a spirit of harmony and cooperation … 
to welcome and encourage active cooperation of Loudoun County residents in the district … [and] to work in the spirit of teamwork in 
service to the community.” 

WHEREAS, as a school board member Beth Barts is subject to the Loudoun County Code of Conduct for School Board 
Members, and has a duty, among other things, to “render effective and creditable service to [her] constituents …[t]o welcome and 
encourage active cooperation by Loudoun County residents …[and] to strive step by step toward ideal conditions for most effective 
school board service to [her] community.” 

WHEREAS, Beth Barts has solicited and encouraged targeted online harassment against members of the Loudoun County 
community expressing their Constitutional right to Free Speech, and against those who oppose the radical critical race theory 
philosophy. 

WHEREAS, Beth Barts has failed to prioritize education per the requirements of Article VIII of the Virginia 
Constitution which requires an “educational program of high quality” be “established and continually maintained," instead focusing 
board attention on renaming schools, removing class rank, issuing special proclamations, improving weight rooms, changing 
attendance zones, and other issues unrelated to the core issue of reopening schools. 

WHEREAS, as her past actions demonstrate, Beth Barts routinely violates the Code of Conduct for School Board Members by 
failing to put students first, failing to show respect for others, failing to welcome participation by community members in the district, 
and failing to work in a spirit of teamwork and service to the community. 

WHEREAS, Beth Barts has shown no indication that she intends to conform her future actions to applicable laws or policies 
designed to foster constructive dialogue between members of the community and the school board, comply with open meetings or 
freedom of information act requirements, and, therefore, has demonstrated a wanton neglect of duty, misuse of her office, and 
incompetence in the performance of her duties that has a material adverse effect on her conduct. 

THEREFORE, we the undersigned registered voters of Loudoun County ask that the Loudoun County Circuit Court 
immediately suspend Beth Barts from the Office of School Board Member upon the filing of this petition, as allowed for by Virginia 
Code section 24.2-236, and subsequently set a trial for her removal. 

In signing this Petition, each signatory affirms and represents, under penalty of perjury that he/she has read and understands the 
foregoing allegations, is over the age of eighteen, a resident and registered voter in the Leesburg District of Loudoun County, and is 
in fact the person whose name that signatory purports to be and the signatory’s signature below is the genuine signature of the person 
that signatory purports to be. 



AFFIDAVIT 
Commonwealth of Virginia, County of Loudoun: 

I, , swear or affirm that (i) my full residential address in the Commonwealth of 

Virginia, County of Loudoun is ,(ii) I am not a minor, (iii) I am not a felon 

whose voting rights have not been restored; (iv) I have witnessed the signature of each person who signed this page; and 

(v) I consent to the jurisdiction of the courts of Virginia in resolving any disputes concerning the circulation of petitions,

or signatures contained therein. I understand that falsely signing this Affidavit is a felony punishable by a maximum fine 

up to $2,500 and/or imprisonment up to ten years. 

, signed in the presence of a notary. 
Circulator Signature      Date 

The foregoing instrument was subscribed and sworn before me this  day of , 2021, by 

(circulator name)      . 

(Notary Seal) 

Notary Signature Registration # Commission Expiration 

Printed Name Signature Residence Address Date Signed Last 4 Of Social Security 
Number (Optional) 

BARTS
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(4) Facebook' 

( 

■ ■ 0 

Beth Barts 
~ · March 12 at 8:23 AM · 6 

••• 

Good morning, 

I wanted to share that I am very concerned that this CRT "movement" 
for lack of a better word is gaining support. It is difficult for me to 
bring attention to it without calling out specifics which may violate 
our code of conduct. I hope to use public comment time at the 
equity committee to make members aware and to push our board to 
call out statements and actions that undermine our stated plan to 
end systemic racism is LCPS. I do feel there are people in positions 
of power that are encouraging this movement. We approved the 
Catoctin District appointee to our equity committee who appears to 
have donated $1000 to the group below. He decided to say no and 
wrote about it in the Loudoun Times Mirror. While eveyone is 
welcome to their opinion, as a board we should be calling out 
falsehoods such as those below. 

(This is just my opinion as one board member and does not reflect 
the opinion of the board as a whole.) 

RACE THEUHY. GOOD LORD, CAN'T X ._, M stoplcpscrt .com 
WE DO BETTER THAN THESE 
PEOPLE? LIE, LIE, LIE IS WHAT 
THEY KNOW 

Posted on M.arull,.ZQ.U by lli..12.lUY...Iwlll 
Leave a comment 

-, -, __ .. -------- __ ,__ -----
lfMH ft.ory (nf')" 

DoJ't!flnaJJ,ytJwJ.k '")-. 
tb•t dum.b !IU'lf' 

312121: BETH BARTS SAYS LCPS IS 
NOT TEACHING CRT. SHE'S FLAT 
OUT LYING AND NEEDS TO BE 
EXPOSED!! 

Posted on M.lli.11.l,.lQl.l by lh.ullr.LYJr.u.lh 

Leave a comroeot 

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id=1445530491 ... 390517518215&message_ id=mid.%24cAAAAAAg2hOKA0kml 0 16 oQRKbStYs 

7/1 3/21, 11:57 PM 

,.'.! 
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Loudoun County Sheriff's Office 
Official Law Enforcement Document 

SO210004217 

Subject : Interview With 

3/24/21 

On this date at approximately 0900, Detective Almborg and I went to the residence of■■■■■■■ located at-
. After knocking on the door and not receiving an answer, I placed my business 

card on the door. 
At approximately 0903 I received a call from __ She stated that she did not know who it was and did not answer the 
door because she has received some upsettirig"cairs. She agreed to speak with investigators and we returned to her 
residence at 0905. 
- agreed to speak with us and invited us into her residence. 
Det. Almborg and I recorded the interview; however, during the last few minutes of the interview, my Sony digital recorder 
was accidently shut off. This supplement is only intended to summarize tfle interview and is not intended to be a word for 
word transcription (see CD of interview for further details). 
- provided the following information: 
I explained that we were there to discuss the current conflict between the two FB groups and that we were not there to 
debate which side was wrong or tight. It was further explained that we were only there to ensure public safety and 
determine if any violations of the law had occurred. 
I explained that there was discussion on the group about creating a list and asked- if she knew what those lists 
were for. She stated that she was not on that post. She said that she did not add any names. She is not in charge of that 
group, is not an administrator on the group, but is only a members. 
She we□t on the site and asked for advocacy to share that LCPS is not supporting critical race theory. The superintendent 
came out on Friday and said that they are not teaching it. Her only intention was sharing this point. She denies that they 
are teaching CRT. 
She said that a lot of people were coming to her as a board member asking if the county was teaching CRT. She never 
posted asking for names or people. 
Following the superintendent's post, there other posts from PACT, saying that the superintendent and- were lying. 
She denied knowing members of the group personally. 

------='7 She said that she did not go back on the group until the next morning. When she did, she saw a post that said that if 
anyone wants to stay in the group you must post something you have done against racism. 
She said that she did post■■■■■■■■I name referencing him as a donor to PACT and writing an article in the 
paper. She said that was public Informat1on. 
She said that she knows several members of the group. Since January she has not seen school board members posting in 
the group, although there are several members. 
The next day she thanked everyone for their advocacy and mentioned going back to the other group and seeing them 
gone. 

I referenced the post from■■■I and that we believed she was■■-■■•••· - was asked if she knew 
and she denied knowing her. She was told that this post suggested creating hstsancl"'tiriding hackers to go into 

the other groups page. 
She asked if someone has hacked them and I told her that we looking into. 
- said that she has had some nasty phone calls over the last year. 
We reiterated that we were not there to debate ideology. I told her that I don't live in the county or have kids that go to 
school here. 
She said that she was accused of doxing people, but denied doing that. She again mentioned 
She was told that doxing was an issue that could possibly become a public safety issue. 
She said that someone in the group was sending screen shots to someone else, and it is a private group. - did not 
see the doxing post until the next morning. 
Her post thanking people for their advocacy was about educating people and not thanking them from doxing people. 
She said that she does not condone making lists and would not be a part of that. 
She asked if we talked to the members that made the lists. She was told we are reaching out to them and investigating 
them. 
- said that the only other thing she would reference would be about other politicians, and they are fair game. 
~sked about racketeering and I told her that it involves a criminal organization. 
She stated that■I■■■■ is her attorney and she spoke with him about this the other day. 
She said that PACT Is posting pictures of people as well. I told her that they can post anything that is public knowledge. 
Doxing is the posting of private identifiable information. 
She asked if we wanted her to oost on the site that we needed to talk to people and she was told we have identified the 
people that we need to talk to. She was further requested not to post anything regarding the investigation on the page. 
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Loudoun County Sheriff's Office 

Official Law Enforcement Document 

SO210004217 

She was asked if she should leave the group. I told her that I would suggest that should she see anything that would be 
illegal or possibly doxing, that she contact the admin of the group or remind the group to keep things on the legal side. 
She was asked how PACT was involved and she was told that they made the complaint. 
She continued to deny doing anything illegal. She said that PACT has done nothing illegal, but they are sharing 
misinformation. 
She identified the admin of the Anit-Racist Parents of Loudoun County group as 
- denied any illegal activity as it applies to the Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County. 
I was later contacted by Leesburg attorney ■■■■· asking that I contact him with any further questions. 
CASE STATUS: UNCHANGED 

Date of Report : 03/25/2021 
Entered By : 2993 - ALMBORG, SHANNON K 
Report#: SO210004217-N005 
Subject : Interview with 

On March 24, 2021 I, along with Det. Orr, interviewed inside her residence at 
around 2:45pm. The interview was recorded using my issued audio recorder. The following 1s just a 

summary of the interview. 

I gave my business card and asked her to explain in her own words what was going on. She said she is 
a member of this Facebook group (referring to the Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County). She said they were trying to 
look into·the political affiliations and financials of the PACT group. I asked her about the initial post by■■■I- She 
said she didn't respond to that post, but that she was trying to find out who was involved in financing the group and 
organizing it from a political standpoint. 

I asked about how she got the names that she put on the list. She said some of them are just known (such as the person 
that started PACT), and others were people who had contributed to a GoFundMe account for PACT, and other names 
were given to her by other people. She said the intention behind creating this list was for research purposes, so they 
could discuss with school board members and other politicians what was going on and how to best "attack" from a political 
perspective, and educational purposes. 

Detective Orr asked her if her Facebook name is "Hilary HL" and she confirmed that it was. He explained we weren't 
interested in the different ideologies between the two parties, we just wanted to make sure there was nothing illegal going 
on. said she never had any intention to harass anyone and said she did not have any belief that anyone 
else was either. She explained that the reason she asked for the "area of residence" in her Facebook post when soliciting 
names for the list was to determine who their school board representative would be so they could determine if there were 
more specific school board representatives they needed to converse with specifically. 

Det. Orr asked if anyone shared the list outside the group, and she said the only people who did were the people who took 
screenshots and shared them, but that they never did and had no intention of sharing the list outside the group. 

was ask~that while she doesn't know her in real life, she does know who 
she 1s and confirmed that~. 

Det. Orr asked her if anyone discussed with ~the request to find a hacker. She said that her understanding 
and that what she thinks many people understoocI-- to be saying was not hacking but doing "that thing where you 
buy a domain name that's similar to the one you're targeting so it looks like people are going to their address but they go 
to a different one to get education information." She did not know of anyone who reached out to■■■I who said they 
could do the hacking. She said the initial conversation centered around creating their own website and/or a re-direct type 
"spoof" website where it's similar to their address. 

I asked about what meant when she posted that she wanted to expose these people publicly 
in her initial post. She said that what was speaking about was that the people who organized and contributed to 
PACT have not been using their own names, and that's what she was referring to. I asked about if there's been continued 
conversation about the hacking, spoofing, the list, etc. in private chats and she said no. 

We asked if she had been threatened as a result of all of this, and she said no, she just received a voice mail from an 
anonymous number that was expletive laden, but nothing threatening. She tried to show up the number on her phone but 
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Loudoun County Sheriff's Office 

Official Law Enforcement Document 

SO210004217 

it just appeared as "anonymous". We asked her to reach out to the Sheriff's Office if she does receive any threats and to 
call 911 if anyone shows up to her house uninvited . 

.. Assist** 

Date of Report : 03/25/2021 
Entered By : 2993 - ALMBORG, SHANNON K 
Report# : SO210004217-N006 
Subject : Phone Interview with 

On March 25, 2021 I called 
Loudoun County, at 
back a short time later aroun 

, whose name had been listed by the members of the Anti-Racist Parents of 
a voicemail when he did not pick up asking him to call me back. I received a call 

I explained to IV that the Sheriff's Office is conducting an investigation into some posts and a list that members 
of the Facebook Group had created and that he name was on the list. Mr .• said he didn't know anything about the 
list or the group, other than what he had read in a news article about it. Mr. explained that he has no affiliation 
with PACT, and had not heard of it before the news articles. Mr. - saI t at 11 doesn't surprise him that his name 
made it on their list as he has been very vocal about his displeasurewiili Loudoun County Public Schools (LCPS) and 
their policies, so that's probably why they put his name on their list. 

I asked him if he had any contact with members of the group, and he said not personally. He advised that he works at 
-· which is a federal contractor, and that this year his employer has received multiple calls from people asking them to 
7ire"Fiim, but he does not know who. He said that the phone calls to his employer pre-date the article and are based off 
posts on the LCPS Facebook page, not anything to do with PACT. He mentioned that he believes one of the people who 
has called his employer is a ' " and said that another person ' ..... who is a former teacher has 
advocated for people to call his employer to try and get him fired, but again, that this has all been happening since the 
beginning of the year and is related to posts on the LCPS Facebook page. Mr. - did not have any information to 
add about either PACT or the Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County group as 'lie'liacT"not heard of them prior to the news 
articles, though he mentioned that his beliefs probably do align more with PACT. 

I thanked Mr. for talking to me and asked him to contact me if he had any questions later on. 

•• Assist** 

Date of Report : 03/29/2021 
Entered By : 2372 - ORR, DAVID C 
Report # : SO210004217-N00? 
Subject : Interview of 

3/25/21 
On this date at approximately 1258, Detective Pickrell and I interviewed complainant,··••■ at the Loudoun County 
Sheriff's Office headquarters building. This narrative is a summary of this interview and will not contain all things said 
during this interview (see CD for further details). This interview was recorded, downloaded to a disk and that disk was 
placed into property. 
I asked to see his ID and he complied. 
I explaine to that the idea of speaking with him was to go through the packet of information that he had previously 
sent in an ema1 t Is packet was uploaded into the case file by me). I further explained that we wanted to make sure we 
had all of the information to move forward and that we were not missing anything. 
I asked that- share anything regarding the investigation. I told him that we were not going to discuss whose side is 
right or wrong and that we were only interested in determining if any laws had been broken. I told him that we needed to 
maintain objectivity and that it would come down to what we can prove. 
- said that he does not have any evidence but believed that the prior evening a doxing campaign had been going on. 
'R'e"s'aid that the allegation was meaningless without screen shots. 
I asked how he got the screen shots that he sent us and he said, "Concerned citizens". 
Pickrell asked about the specifics on the doxing attempts from the prior evening and- said that he did not know and 
had no particular names. He said that they were naming kids. One individual was apprenensive about calling the sheriff's 
office because nothing would happen. - encouraged this person to call the sheriff's office. 
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I told him that we know whose names are out there and that we are reaching out. He was encouraged to tell people in the 
group to call us if anyone starts showing up at their houses. 

said that a former school board member and former PTA member were asking to censure SB member-. 
had his GoFundMe account. 

en created this campaign, he used a letter that the GOP crafted for a news release. It contained a link to two 
news artIc es and an image otJ■■■. His attorney is looking to see if he violated any of the 28 GoFundMe rules. 
- did not look at the list of vIolatIons because he did not want to fight it. He said that he will send us the email from 
Gol!u'ndMe. 
I asked if he had screenshots that he has not already sent us. He stated that there was an email requesting the censure of 
1■11■1 · There was another email regarding the outing of a donor. I asked if this was■■■• and he said, "Yea" . 
He added that- wrote this from a "parent perspective". 
- stated thatlie would go home and see what else he had. He has over 120 screenshots and he has kept them in 
order of date how he got them. He is trying to place them in order of the conversation. 
I explained to- that I wanted to cover the list of complaints as outlined in the aforementioned packet that he had sent. 
I asked about the first point as to what personal identifiable information (hereafter referred to as PII) that he knows to have 
been leaked and if he has any information that he has not provided. - said that the information that was leaked came 
from a teacher named 111111111 and it contained his wife's name anascnool location where she works. She sent that 
information to the NAACP. Pickrell advised that information was in the packet. 
- said that that the letter was sent to the president of the NAACP and there was no reason for them to have his wife's 
information. - has sent a FOIA request but has yet to hear back. He knows that it was because she went 
after him on race6ook. 
I told him that people have different ideas of what PII is and that can differ from what the laws define as PII. I told him that 
some of the laws we have been looking define what that is. I asked if there was anything released other than her name 
and where she works. - said, "Not that I've seen. I don't know if that was a stretch or not, but I just really, and I know 
that if you go on the sc"liciors website you can find the teacher's name and stuff like that, but there is no reason for them to 
know who my wife was". ( 
He said that his last name is unique and the only way she ) could have got it was to look it up in the system that 
all of the teachers have access to and see if there is match. His wife does not know■■■ and has never worked with 
her. 
I asked what fraud he was referencing in his complaint. He asked, "Can I get back to you on that one? I think that's a good 
question". He said that he did not want to be over reaching. 
I told him that we just want to make sure that we were not missing something in the complaint. I explained that there are 
multiple types fraud. 
- was asked if the "employee endangerment" listed in his complaint referred to his wife's information being shared 
aria"lie nodded in the affirmative. He said that what he meant by that was the NAACP. He said that in his opinion they are 
a hateful and vindictive group and they are running LCP. He said that he had stuff on them outside of this that we don't 
know and we told him that we did not want to get into that. 
He said that the employee endangerment was regarding his wife. 
I asked if anyone from the other group (Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County) has approached anyone from his group 
other than on the pages of their FB group. He said that no one has shown up at his house that he knows of. 
I told him that regarding his second complaint regarding School Board Member , we have all of that 
information and will make a determination on that later once we have all of the information. The reason he put this in is 
because of her email and her "thank you" to the other women in their group. 

The tt.hird dpoint ind~is ctohmpla
1 
int wast PII d h or d H 'd th t h .

1
1 asthkedtihf .that covedr~d what was previohusly 

men Ione regar Ing e re ease o an e saI yes. e saI a t e on y o er mg regar mg■■■ was er 
pointing other members of the group to his Twitter account. 
He said that next point regarding the NAACP, he believes that they are doing research on him and his wife. He said that 
does not know if they were waiting on the right day to act on that or if they were waiting for him to "piss them off". He said, 
"That may not be a crime but it was something I wanted to put down there". He then began to say that he knows what 
happened with the individual that was arrested for the incident at Trump's golf course. He knows why he had to pay 
$3,000.00, which leads to why they are being vindictive. He said that he meant■■■■■I specifically. 
He said that the second page was a summary of the comprehensive equity plan. He said that It Is not necessarily relevant 
to this case. He said that the only thing relevant, but not criminal, is regarding the Equity Ambassador Program. 
I referenced the summary at the bottom of the third page, which outlines the crimes that we should be looking at. These 
include conspiracy to commit computer fraud (hacking), solicitation of a felony, violation of the Racketeering and Corrupt 
Practices Act, conspiracy against rights and domestic terrorism. He said that this came from a press release that the GOP 
release and that RICO might be a stretch. He said that■ll■■I from the Virginia Project has been speaking about 
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RICO. He again said that he got this from another press release. 
- said that the lawyers he is working with are separate from-. but- has not "signed on" with a lawyer. 
iTolci1,im that asking someone to hack is not illegal and that we wcii'.ilaiieed a Turtnerance of the act. At present we do not 
have information that anyone has been hacked. He was asked if he knows if his site has been hacked and he said that it 
has not. I told him that we are looking into but that we will have to wait and see where the evidence takes us. 
I asked if he has filed a lawsuit yet. He said that he is talking to lawyers and he sent them some information and they are 
reviewing it for civil litigation. He said that they are looking for "nefarious" dealings between the NAACP and the Loudoun 
County School Board. 
Pickrell asked if there was anyone else we should talk to you and he said, ' ". He knows of no other 
names. He did say that he placed Pickrell's name on the website previously but he has since taken it down. - said 
that everything we have now is what he has. 
He said that he is not sharing anything else right now because it will only hurt him. 
I explained that we are not near determining any charges right now. 
- said that there may have been some crimes committed but not "the crime of the century". When he was preparing 
ttiirigs for the attorneys he said that there may be more civil elements to this than criminal. I told him that if they are 
proceeding with a civil case to let us know. 
- asked if we could tell him how far back we have asked Facebook for information. He was to ld that we would not 
aiscuss that. 
He was told that he can share our contact information with anyone that needs to speak with us. 
He asked if we have reached out to or■•■l•I and we told him that we will not say who we have 
spoken to. He believes that■■■ as receive some unwelcome phone calls. 
I again told him that I just wante to e sure to clarify what it was he is reported. We explained that when it comes to 
making charges, we needed to make sure that we were in line with what the legal definitions of his complaint with what is 
an actual crime. He said, "If there's no crime there, there's no crime there". We told him that we are not near making that 
determination yet. 
END OF INTERVIEW 
3/27/21 
On this date I received an email from - that read as follows: "Hi Detectives! 
Hopefully your weekend is going wellsci"lar'I Below are a few screenshots of some activity last night. Not the crimes of 
the century but both 11■111 and LCPS MSAAC are calling to have us silenced and did so from official LCPS accounts. 
This would probably fall more to civil litigation but didn't seem like a wise move by- with open investigations." 
It also contained screen shots from LCPS Board Member regarding the~S Minority Student Achievement 
Advisory Committee. The post was re-tweeted by , •••••••••• at LCPS. There 
was nothing in the these posts that indicate a crime was commItte 
CASESTATUS: UNCHANGED 

Date of Report : 03/29/2021 
Entered By : 2372 - ORR, DAVID C 
Report# : SO210004217-N008 
Subject : FOLLOW UP WITH PERSONS LISTED ON ARPLC FB PAGE 

3/29/21 
During the course of investigation there were multiple persons named on the Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County 
Facebook page. Members of ARPLC were keeping of list of these persons and asking that others be identified as being 
against their group. 
On this date I contacted the following persons that were listed on the ARPLC: 
1 . ■■■I■ at : - stated that she had started another group several years ago and that she was 
already "on their radar". At present s'lie'tias not been contacted and is not really worried about it if they do. She had 
nothing relevant to add to the investigation. She was provided my information should she have anything further to add. 
2. ■■- at■II■■ :- has not been contacted at his home or place of business. He stated that if it 
happened, he would file a lawsuit against them. He was provided my contact information. 
3. alll!: No answer. 
4. at : No one has attempted to contact him regarding this case. He had no relevant 
in ormatIon an was provI e my contact information. 
5. ■l■■■I■ atl■■■■: She stated that she had received a Facebook message from someone she did not 
know because she Is advocating for schools to re-open, but was unaware of her name being on any other lists. No one 
has tried to contact her from the AR PLC group. She stated that she is a government employee and will report if this L happens. 
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6.-at : No answer. 
7 . at ■■I was unaware of his presence on the list on the ARPLC group. He was 
vocal at one time a out getting I s ac m sc ool. He does not know who would have put him on the list. He is not 
concerned about any retaliation and stated that he does not care about it. He was very appreciative of us reaching out to 
him. 
8. ■l■I■ at l■■l■I: - has not been contacted or threatened. He found he was on the list from another 
friend that heard it through Faceboo'k."R'e stated that he was one of the first ones that questioned whether CRT should be 
taught in schools. He was provided my number should any other information come available. 
CASE STATUS: UNCHANGED 

Date of Report : 03/30/2021 
Entered By : 2095 - PICKRELL, CLA YE 
Report#: SO210004217-N009 
Subject : Subject Contacts 

A comprehensive list was compiled of the subjects that were named on the March 12, 2021 "Anti-Racist Parents of 
Loudoun County" ("ARPLC")Facebook page that is the focus of this investigation. Detective's D. Orr, S. Almborg and I 
made contact with (or attempted contact with) all known subjects that were named under the "AR PLC" Facebook post of 
"Hilary HL" ■■-■ ) on 03-12-2021 . The "Hilary HL" post stated the following: 

"Regarding the anti-CRT movement, we'd like to compile a document of all known actors and supporters. Please comment 
below with the legal names of these individuals, area of residence and or school board rep, known accounts on social 
media, and any other info that you feel is relevant. It may also be useful to compile a list of allies who are not in the group." 

Though subjects were named under the "ARPLC" post by "Hilary HL" 
information", as specified in Virginia Code 18.2-186.3(C), was posted/ published. 

), no other "identifying 

Additionally, no known subjects were listed under the "ARPLC" Facebook post submitted by "Jen Morse" -
~ 2-2021 and no evidence has been obtained that shows subjects were named under the~orse" 
-----) post from that date. 

Based on the interviews conducted, a majority of the subjects named had opposing views on "Distance Learning" from that 
of the members of "ARPLC" and a minority of the subjects named had opposing views on "Critical Race Theory" ("CRT") 
from that of the members of "ARPLC". 

The following subjects were either contacted by this Detective or unsuccessful attempts were made: 

SO210004217 

: Contacted on 03-18-2021 . Against distance learning and "CRT" 
: ontacted on 03-22-2021. Against distance learning. 
: Contacted on 03-1 7-2021. ■11■1- Not a resident of Loudoun 

r lated to···· and ANTIFA 
: Contacted on 03-17-2021. Against distance learning and "CRT". 

: Contacted on 03-17-2021. Against distance learning. 
: Contacted on 03-17-2021 . Against distance learning . 

. Contacted on 03-24-2021. SO210004175 report filed. Against distance 

: Contacted on 03-19-2021 . Against distance learning and has spoken/ posted on 

: Contacted on 03-30-2021 . Against distance learning. 
: Contacted on 03-29-2021 . Against distance learning. 

: Contacted on 03-29-2021. Against distance learning. 
: Contacted on 03/18/2021. Against distance learning. 

: ontacted on 03-30-2021. Made past public comments against Dr. Suess books being 

: Contacted on 03-30-2021. Against distance learning and "CRT". 
: Contacted on 03-19-2021. Against distance learning and in part of Facebook group 

: Contacted on 03-17-2021 . Against distance learning. 
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: Contacted on 03-19-2021. Against distance learning. 
: ontacte on 03-17-2021 . Against distance learning. 

: Contacted on 03-19-2021 . Against distance learning and "CAT". 
ontacted on 03-17-2021 . Against distance learning. 

: Contacted on 03-19-2021. 
ontacted on 03-19-2021 . Against distance learning. 

: Contacted on 03-17-2021. Against distance learning and has opposed 
: Contacted on 03-24-2021 . P.A.T.C. donor. Against "CAT". 

: ontacted on 03-17-2021. Against distance learning and "CAT". 
: Contacted on 03-19-2021. Against distance learning. Member of Facebook group 

: Contacted on 03-19-2021 . Was not fully named, only first name. Against distance learning . 
. Contacted on 03-19-2021 . Not named, but had screenshots from "AAPLC" from an 
member of the group. 

: Contacted on 03-19-2021 . Against distance learning. 
ontacted on 03-172021 . Not named under post, however was in a picture with others that 

o pu 1c stance on "CAT". 
■l■-■■1111■■1: Contacted on 03/18/2021 . Against distance learning and posted views on Facebook. No 
public stance on "CAT". 

: Inquiring if she was on the list, she was not. 

Non of the above subjects knew the subject(s) who listed their names in the comment section of the "Hilary HL" -
) "ARPLC" Facebook page post dated 03-12-2021 . 

As of the date of this report {03-30-2021), none of the above subjects have encountered any activity (calls, texts, emails, 
mailings, personal contacts) that they would deem "suspicious" or "threatening" that could be tied back to their names 
being placed on the "Hilary HL" ■■■■■■-) "AAPLC" Facebook post dated 2021 . 

This case is pending. 

***PENDING/ ACTIVE*** 

Date of Report : 04/06/2021 
Entered By: 2372 - ORR, DAVID C 
Report#: SO210004217-N010 
Subject : Follow Up 

4/5/21 
On this date I was contacted by■■■I via telephone. She stated that she was made aware of the list on the ARPLC 
page but was unsure who put her on there or why. - stated that she has been vocal with the school board on regarding 
the issue of getting the kids back in school. She has not been involved in any discussion regarding the schools teaching 
CRT. She has not been directly threatened and does not fear for her safety at this time. She was advised to contact the 
sheriff's office should that change. 
CASESTATUS: UNCHANGED 

Date of Report: 04/27/2021 
Entered By : 2095 - PICKRELL, CLA YE 
Report#: SO210004217-N011 
Subject : Search Warrants 

On March 19, 2021, a search warrant was obtained on the Facebook account belonging to the "Anti-Racist Parents of 
Loudoun County" (https://www.facebook.com/groups/331231768121885/about). This search warrant was subsequently 
executed and submitted on the same date. 

A second subsequent search warrant was obtained on March 29, 2021 in relation to this investigation. The search warrant 
was for the contents of the Facebook account belonging to "Jen Morse" {https://www.facebook.com~en.durham.98). This 
search warrant was obtained after positive identification had been made as to the accounU account holder. This search 
warrant was subsequently executed and submitted on the same date. 
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On or about April 20, 2021, Facebook supplied the requested information from the "Jen Morse" 
(https://www.facebook.com/jen.durham.98) and for the "Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County" 
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/331231768121885/about) on or about April 26, 2021. 

Both search warrants were filed with the Loudoun County Circuit Court Clerks Office. 

The contents of both search warrants are attached to this case folder, as is a digital copy of the search warrant returns. 

Upon completing a review of the contents of both Facebook accounts, a supplemental report of findings will be completed. 

* .. PENDING* .. 

Date of Report : 04/28/2021 
Entered By : 2095 - PICKRELL, CLA YE 
Report#: SO210004217-N012 
Subject : Facebook Search Warrant Content 

The following excerpts posted by "Jen Morse" were obtained from data provided by Facebook pursuant to a search 
warrant on the accounts belonging to "Jen Morse" (https://www.facebook.com/jen.durham.98) and to the "Anti-Racist 
Parents of Loudoun County". They are directly related to the premise for this investigation: 

Time 2021-03-12 13:54:16 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to a comment on Beth Barts's post. ·1 think infi ltrating their online 
and in-person events is a start. I think creating and sending out mailings to counter 
their anti-CRT sentiments is something. -
Object Id S:_ I100009582251988:2773013186361396:14 

Time 2021-03-1213:58:12 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to a comment on Beth Barts's post. 'Just a postcard or two is a 
start. Maybe those who can do this can let us know of their Paypal info so that we can 
donate.' 
Object Id S :_1100009582251988 :2773013186361396: 15 

Time 2021-03-12 14:01 :21 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to a comment on Beth Barts's post. 'Showing up to thei r events 
(online and in-person) to counterprotest. Create and send mailings to counter the 
ones they send. -
Object Id S :_1100009582251988:2773013186361396: 16 

Time 2021-03-12 14:02:47 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to a comment on Beth Barts's post. '@[1429530668:2048:Cortney 
Brooke] I'll be away from home this weekend, but I'm happy to help in any way I can. 
I'm a bit of an over-organizer and a pain in the ass about taking action and stuff. Just 
let me know.' 
Object Id S :_1100009582251988:2773013186361396: 17 

Time 2021-03-12 14:05:07 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to a comment on Beth Barts's post. ' We need to collect mailing lists 
(use your neighborhood directories, HOA info, etc.), we need moles to infiltrate their 
groups (people who are willing to create and maintain fake user profiles/email 
accounts) and listen and funnel info to us, we need volunteers to attend these events, 
we need folks who can create online petitions, etc.' 
Object Id S :_1100009582251988:2773013186361396: 18 
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Time 2021-03-12 14:35:10 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse commented on Beth Barts's post. · 1 think a good starting point would be 
getting volunteers to: - Gather information (community mailing lists, lists of folks who 
are in charge of the anti-CRT movement, lists of local lawmakers/folks in charge) -
Infiltrate (create fake online profiles and join these groups to collect and communicate 
information) - Spread information (expose these people publicly, create online 
petitions, create counter-mailings) - Find a way to gather donations for these efforts. 
Volunteering is great, but these activities can be costly and not everyone has extra 
funds readily available' 
Object Id S :_11 00009582251988:2773013186361396:2 

Time 2021-03-1214:58:12 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to your comment on Beth Barts's post. 'That is a fantastic idea. 
Thank you. How soon could you start noodling around on it? Also .. . anyone know any 
hackers?' 
Object Id S :_1100009582251988 :2773013186361396:26 

Time 2021-03-12 15:09:44 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to your comment on Beth Barts's post. '@[660088849:2048:Jamie 305 / 560Facebook 
Business Record Page 306 Ann Neidig-Wheaton], is it okay if I post a call for volunteers for these counter activities?' 
Object Id S:_I100009582251988:2773013186361396:28 

Time 2021-03-12 16:22:46 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to your comment on Beth Barts's post. '@[745725130:2048:Hilary 
HL] I put up a call for volunteers post. :)' 
Object Id S:_I100009582251988:2773013186361396:37 

(Referring to the following post which is the catalyst for this investigation: 

***CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS*** 
(Pulling this out of the last post's thread for attention) 
This is a call for volunteers to combat the anti-CRT activities of P.A.C.T. folks, the stopcrtlcps website, and the like. 
Looking for folks who are interested in volunteering to organize, lead, and execute, and donate regarding the following 
points: 
- Gather information (community mailing lists, list of folks who are in charge of the anti-CRT movement, list of local 
lawmakers/ folks in charge) 
- Infiltrate (create fake online profiles and join these groups to collect and communicate information, hackers who can shut 
down their websites or direct them to pro-CRT/ anti-racist informational pages) 
- Spread information (expose these people publicly, create online petitions, create counter-mailings) 
- Find a way to gather donations for these efforts. Volunteering is great, but these activities can be costly and not everyone 
has extra funds readily available 
Anyone who is interested in this, please feel free to comment here or PM me directly and indicate what you can help with. 
Then we can hold a kickoff call and start on action items. 
Thanks in advance. (Heart Emoji)) 

***It should be noted, that no name list was compiled under the above "Jen Morse" post. Neither, was there any additional 
discussions regarding the "hackers" portion of the post*** 

Time 2021-03-12 16:26:59 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse commented on a post from March 12. 'Okay-- I'm listing them this way: -
First name - Last name - Alias(es) - Location - Reps· 
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Object Id S :_I 100009582251988 :2773013186361396:38 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) 
Text If I was still in that stupid LCPS Parents group, I'd remember more names .. . 
Time 2021-03-12 17:42:27 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} 
Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] We have a mole. Smoke them out. 
Time 2021-03-12 19:24:30 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) 
Text Any citizen detectives have time and energy to comb through this group's member list and start investigating for the 
mole(s}? 
Time 2021-03-1219:42:02 UTC 

Time 2021-03-12 20:06:46 UTC 
Type Comments 
Summary Jen Morse replied to your comment on a post from March 12. 
' @[660088849:2048:Jamie]. while I understand and 100% appreciate your vision and 
desire for this group, knowing that there are moles in here (which there absolutely 
are, given that since this post, the anti-CRT folks have shut every1hing that was public 
down} puts the group at higher risk. True, we have nothing to hide. But the stakes of 
what we have to lose are quite high.· 
Object Id S:_1100009582251988:2773013186361396:80 

Author Jen Morse (Facebook: 100009582251988} 
Sent 2021-03-13 13:51 :30 UTC 
Body Awesome, thank you! I'm at my manfriend's house for the weekend 
amd away from my computer, but I'll keep adding to both lists 
(volunteers and anti-CRTers) on Sunday. 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) 
Text I'm creating a volunteer list from the folks who indicated desire to participate in this group and will hold a kickoff call 
with them within 1-2 weeks to come up with action items to counter the anti CRT /racist efforts taking place in Loudoun 
County. 
Time 2021-03-13 19:23:33 UT 

The following complete posts were obtained from data provided by Facebook pursuant to a search warrant on the account 
belonging to "Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County" (https://www.facebook.com/groups/331231768121885/about). They 
are directly related to the premise for this investigation: : 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Beth Rae (1439234777) Id 457965728781821 Time 

) 

2021-03-12 13:23:45 UTC ' 
· Text Good morning, I wanted to share that I am very concerned that this CRT "movement" for lack of a better word is 
gaining support. It is difficult for me to bring attention to it without calling out specifics which may violate our code of 
conduct. I hope to use public comment time at the equity committee to make members aware and to push our board to call 
out statements and actions that undermine our stated plan to end systemic racism is LCPS. I do feel there are people in 

l 
positions of power that are encouraging this movement. We approved the Catoctin District appointee to our equity 
committee who appears to have donated $1000 to the group below. He decided to say no and wrote about it in the 
Loudoun Times Mirror. While eveyone is welcome to their opinion, as a board we should be calling out falsehoods such as 
those below. (This is just my opinion as one board member and does not reflect the opinion of the board as a whole.) 

Comments: 

User Dana Maier (1165172554) Text This PACT group is horrid. How can we effectively combat this? I'm an LCPS 
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teacher, currently on leave, so I'm happy to put some time into shutting down their hateful garbage. Time 2021-03-12 
13:30:47 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed {1361691361) Text The "CRT" crowd is disruptive and damaging to equity and those in privileged 
positions need to push forward through the damaging rhetoric instead of appeasing. Time 2021-03-12 13:31 :02 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Can you imagine being so threatened by people who have a 32 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 33 different culture than you that you have to resort to THIS? I'm physically disgusted. And 
honestly, I'm losing any hope that remaining civil towards these people changes anything. Time 2021-03-12 13:32:30 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text The donors are too ashamed to even put their names on the GFM. That's pretty 
telling in and of itself. That coward The Dirty Truth won't even use his name on his byline. Time 2021-03-12 13:33:26 UTC 

User Heather Elise Barclay (1037743218) Text My daughter has one of their awful postcards in her room as a joke, it 
horrifies me. Do we know the people behind this group? Time 2021-03-12 13:34:20 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1037743218:2048:Heather Elise Barclay) - yes. Well, at least some of them. 
Scott mineo. Geary Higgins. Aliscia Andrews and Patty Hidalgo (or whatever her name is). Time 2021-03-12 13:35:37 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1037743218:2048:Heather Elise Barclay) I'm sure Brian Davison is involved 
as well. But that is speculation on my part. Time 2021-03-12 13:35:50 UTC 

User Kimberly Gould Crawley {1038523135) Text These lunatics scare me. I haven't paid much attention, until now. What 
is the actual program that Loudoun is using? I can't believe these people are my neighbors .... Time 2021-03-12 13:36: 19 
UTC 

User Nie Blackburn (1208593401) Text I have been pushing back on this narrative for about a year now. It started when 
the postcards were in circulation that equated Teaching Tolerance to Marxism. About as disingenuous as it gets. It takes 
all of us to call out the misinformation when it pops up. CRT is a useful, collegiate level theory that is being cast as simply 
"anti-white" which it is not. Additionally, Teaching Tolerance is not CRT. There is a HUGE difference. Time 2021-03-12 
13:37:55 UTC 

User Heather Elise Barclay (1037743218) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] noting people to avoid .... Time 2021-
03-12 13:40:16 UTC 
User Kimberly Gould Crawley (1038523135) Text @[1208593401 :2048:Nic Blackburn] how are you pushing back? I'd like 
to do the same. Time 2021-03-12 13:40:30 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 33 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 34 34 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 35 Photo ID 10226146909885783 Text @[1037743218:2048:Heather Elise Barclay) all of these twattopusses. Time 
2021-03-12 13:40:52 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Whoever Kat HC has left some really gross comments on the LCPS parent page. 
Time 2021-03-12 13:43:08 UTC 

User Heather Elise Barclay (1037743218) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) "Twattopusses" HAHAHA adding 
this to my vocab Time 2021-03-12 13:43:40 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[10377 43218:2048:Heather Elise Barclay] - it fits. Sprinkle it everywhere. Time 
2021-03-12 13:44:23 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed {1361691361) Text @[1208593401 :2048:Nic Blackburn], we need more MSAAC parents to be vocal. 
The schools are hearing the racist voices louder and clearer than voices pushing for equity. The collaboration on certain 
FB groups pushes the narrative of the "CRT" crowd and when a member makes a call for action against equity initiatives, 
the vocal locals and their followers organize heavily. We need more voices to call, write, and speak up. Please, use your 
voices. Time 2021-03-12 13:44:31 UTC 
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User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Duyvelaar Barreto] - I don't know any of them. I've 
just been taking names and notes and trying to stay far away from these "community" members. Time 2021-03-12 
13:45:08 UTC 

User Nie Blackburn (1208593401) Text I engage any posts that spread the misinformation @[1038523135:2048:Kimberly]. 
Not in the hopes of changing the minds of the people spreading the misinformation, they know what they are up to. I do it 
to give the passersby who doesn't know the real story an opportunity to see the counter-argument and investigate for 
themselves. Time 2021-03-12 13:46:14 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Duyvelaar Barreto] - I don't think this is from a 
PACT event. But I note several commenters names in this photo and assume white supremacy isn't a deal breaker for the 
rest of the posse. Time 2021-03-12 13:46:21 UTC 35 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 36 

User Chelsea Landman (1225020008) Text @[1038523135:2048:Kimberly Gould Crawley] I agree! I feel like I don't know 
what to do but I am just inexperienced and unsure where/how to start. Time 2021-03-1 2 13:48:36 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1682260084:2048 :Marion Duyvelaar Barreto] - I totally understand. I said 
goodbye to a few lifelong friends after their hate for others came rearing to the surface the last 4 years. Time 2021-03-12 
13:48:38 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Avoiding these people isn't enough to stop the spread of their evil rhetoric. Time 
2021-03-12 13:48 55 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] - that's a good point. How can we shut 
them down?! From afar ... Time 2021-03-12 13:50:01 UTC 

User Kimberly Gould Crawley (1038523135) Text @[1208593401 :2048:Nic Blackburn] got it. I've started emailing the 
board and my rep more as it seems this smaller, very loud crowd is guiding the narrative. I'll start paying attention to this. 
Time2021 -03-1213:50:09 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text I don't think it can be from afar. I think it requires more of our numbers to show 
up at their events and counterprotest Time 2021-03-12 13 :51 : 12 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527419491) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] Go figure ..... yet again I see faces from my 
neighborhood. At least 3 in that pie. Time 2021-03-12 13:51 :38 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text I know that takes a lot of, "spoons" (physical energy, emotional energy), but 
talking about it online or even responding directly to them online has done nothing. Time 2021-03-12 13:52:30 UTC 

User Nie Blackburn (1208593401) Text Start with familiarizing yourself with the actual program Teaching Tolerance now 
called Learning for Justice @[1225020008:2048:Chelsea]. https://www.learningforjustice.org/ Then, if you want, learn what 
Critical Race Theory is. Even at a basic understanding it's useful to debunk what is being said about the Theory. Also, how 
it's not what Learning for Justice is teaching to young people. Time 2021-03-12 13:53:08 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I think they are just meeting on zoom and at the board Meetings at this point tho 
(and maskless). I am all in favor of protest - when 36 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 37 and where? Time 2021-03-
12 13:54:05 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text I think infiltrating their online and in-person events is a start. I think creating and 
sending out mailings to counter their anti-CRT sentiments is something. Time 2021-03-12 13:54:16 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I can't infiltrate. I'm a known (and hated) voice. Happy to work on a flyer for 
mailings and contribute to postage and show up as needed tho. All of our kids are better off when they are all treated 
fairly. Time 2021-03-12 13:55:46 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Just a postcard or two is a start. Maybe those who can do this can let us know 
of their Paypal info so that we can donate. Time 2021-03-12 13:58:12 UTC 
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User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Showing up to their events (Online and in-person) to counterprotest. Create and 
send mailings to counter the ones they send. Time 2021-03-12 14:01 :21 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @(100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] • I'm going to noodle on this over the 
weekend. Maybe we can design a postcard or two and hit the ground running. Are there areas we should target in 
particular? Maybe @[527419491 :2048:Kristen]'s neighborhood? Time 2021-03-12 14:01 :45 UTC 

User Sylvia Valls (1615884556) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) I'm here to do what's needed Time 2021-03· 
12 14:01 :46 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1615884556:2048:Sylvia Valls]• you rock! Sounds like a plan is coming 
together. Even If slowly ... Time 2021-03-12 14:02:41 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] I'll be away from home this weekend, but 
I'm happy to help in any way I can. I'm a bit of an over-organizer and a pain in the ass about taking action and stuff. Just 
let me know. Time 2021-03-12 14:02:47 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse)• well, that's good. Because I have a 
tendency to "squirrel!" a lot. Time 2021-03-12 14:03:42 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text We need to collect mailing lists (use your neighborhood directories, HOA info, 
etc.). we need moles to infiltrate their groups (people 37 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 38 who are willing to 
create and maintain fake user profiles/email accounts) and listen and funnel info to us, we need volunteers to attend these 
events, we need folks who can create online petitions, etc. Time 2021-03-12 14:05:07 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text We can probably use the tax assessors' site for addresses outside of our own 
communities. I'll revert on Monday. Time 2021-03-12 14:11 :16 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Good thinking! I'm just spitballing here. Time 2021-03-12 14:11 :56 UTC 

User Carol Bebee Turpin (100000880527424) Text Thank you @[1439234777:2048:Beth Barts] on behalf of all of 
Loudoun. Time 2021-03-12 14:15:23 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text I've emailed the board and superintendent. I'm disgusted by how they silenced you. 
Please let me know what else I can do. Time 2021-03-1214:19:49 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] I reported that thing numerous times. Also isn't 
Vito not the person's real name? Time 2021-03-12 14:21 :00 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed (1361691361) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina Elena], can we organize a petition and collect 
signatures? Time 2021-03-12 14:21 :14 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed (1361691361) Text Individual emails are not as impactful as collective organizing. Time 2021-03-12 
14:21 :47 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] please let me know how I can help. Time 2021· 
03-12 14:22:58 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina Elena] It's Scott Mineo Time 2021-03-12 14:23:03 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text I want to do something but I don't know what to do. I'm new here, I know nobody (thanks 
pandemic!), and I've just been watching this group ramp up for months. Scott Mineo is absolutely nuts and his wife is 
TEACHING OUR CHILDREN. Time 2021-03-12 14:23:11 

UTC User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[1361691361 :2048:Neelam Ahmed] I would start one but I feel like my name is 
a hindrance. As I'm sure you've probably experienced. I'll support anyway I can. But I don't want my name 38 / 
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849Facebook Business Record Page 39 to hurt the cause. Time 2021-03-12 14:25:26 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] I know you from lb and think you 're wonderful. Time 
2021-03-12 14:27:45 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] so I reported not only false and hate speech but that 
Vito is a false identity. Uggg I can't ever get what I want to say correctly the f irst time. Time 2021-03-12 14:28 :54 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I reported as well. Time 2021-03-12 14:28:57 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed (1361691361) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina Elena], I hear you loud and clear. We should not 
utilize any single person's name. I think it should be a collective push for equity and declaration that they can not silence 
all of our voices. Beth Barts has been brave and needs support and names also need protection from backlash. Sad to 
have to even say that... Time 2021-03-1214:29:11 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[1361691361 :2048:Neelam Ahmed] spot on! So how do we start Time 2021-03-12 
14:29:56 UTC 

User Shannon Pecora (506987173) Text I don't have the funds or an abundance of free time, but how can we put together 
a newsletter, website, etc.? Something similar and just as public. I'll volunteer to at least copy edit everything! Time 2021-
03-12 14:30:13 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[506987173:2048:Shannon Pecora] well this group is a good start. The name 
should be carried if that's ok @[660088849:2048:Jamie Ann]? Time 2021-03-12 14:32:30 UTC 

User Neelam Ahmed (1361691361) Text I think we should reach out to MSAAC Leadership and NAACP. Anyone in this 
group who can help organize? Time 2021-03-12 14:34:25 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1439234777:2048:Beth] is using your photo without permission 
copyright infringement? Time 2021-03-12 14:37:47 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text doubtful. She's a public figure. Generally speaking, you are entitled to use the 
images of public figures or celebrities in noncommercial uses. Right of publicity laws may prohibit commercial uses of a 
person's likeness without their consent. Time 2021-03-12 14:39:41 UTC 39 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 40 

User Darcy Rawlings (687463096) Text The lady in the white sweater and her daughter were very hateful in one of the SB 
meetings - I remember. Time 2021 -03-12 14:40:59 UTC 

User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text I think another necessary approach is to craft a public statement for publication in 
the local papers/online that call out and condemn PACT, the people that support it as well as those in positions of power 
that tacitly support it. Calling out the SB members for their tacit support would ramp up the pressure. (I would not call out 
anyone by name of course. But call out the overarching support and how that support is delivered) LCPS commissioned a 
study on racism and the findings were awful. I cant think of anything that has been done to implement the reports' 
recommendations. It took very vocal call from the public to get any response to Beatty's terrible comments. And now we 
see the implicit support in the form of Ms. Barts censure. It is appalling. I guess what I am suggesting is don't just 
challenge these people, cut off the support structure. Time 2021-03-12 14:41 :19 UTC 

( 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[1439234777 :2048:Beth Barts]can I share share these pies? Time 2021-03-12 
14:42:50 UTC User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] Good grief! where does she teach? D.. '1 ~ W tr$ 
Time 2021-03-1214:43:09 'Dvt { S h° ()h 

UTC User Beth Rae (1439234777) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina Elena] ... yes. They are on that site. Time 2021-03-12 ~ 
14:44:28 UTC User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina] of course. Time 2021-03-12 
14:52 :40 

UTC User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[610600767:2048 :Brooke Josties] Little River Elementary and I think the other is 
Cardinal Ridge Elementary? In South Riding. Time 2021-03-12 14:53:30 
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UTC User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[764800230:2048:Amina Elena) that's so nice of you to say! Thank you! Time 2021 
-03-12 14:54:12 

UTC User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Tex1 @[660088849:2048:Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton] - would your Saturday 
evening crowd be interested in helping? They may have better ideas. Time 2021-03-12 15:19:33 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text I'm so in and have been collecting info as well. Let's go to all SB meetings with 
signs. Ponchos with face shield over hood with mask they need to hear and see us. 40 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 41 Time 2021-03-12 15:59:03 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text I'm happy to, I just need someone to tell me what to do. Loi. How/where to start 
petition. I may need some help with verbiage/editing for right message to come across. Time 2021-03-12 16:05:24 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] Can you guys name the people in the 
photo? Time 2021-03-12 18:46:29 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Tex1 @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] - bottom left was the only one I can 
name, because she ran for office. I think I checked out Kat's page after seeing some really egregious comments and 
pulled this photo for a "note to self" moment. Time 2021-03-12 18:50:10 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Tex1 @[749798267:2048:Jessica Gordin] I'm putting you down on my volunteers list, 
if that's okay. Where are you located? Time 2021-03-12 18:53:42 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527419491) Text @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] I know the names of the 3 on the bottom 
left. I'm sure some of the rest have kids at Briar too. Time 2021-03-12 19:10:04 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text @[527419491 :2048:Kristen Wright] Can you dm me. Decades ago I had some 
unpleasant interactions with one of them I think. Time 2021-03-12 19:11 :29 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527 419491) Text @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] sure Time 2021-03-12 19:14:42 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Something is going on. Since this conversation started here the pact website, group, fb 
page, and "vito malara" account have all come down. @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] Time 2021-03-12 19:23:55 
UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] We have a mole. Smoke them out. Time 2021 -03-
12 19:24:30 UTC --- Co mrYI t.11 h °11 

User Beth Rae (1439234777) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] ... well isn't that interesting .... Time 2021-03-1 2 19:28:40 J 
OTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 41 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 42 42 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 43 Photo ID 10226151303675625 Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray) - yup. Can't see any of that stuff. Time 2021-03-
12 19:28:42 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Ahhh, it became log in/password protected. Ours needs to be as well. @ 
(1458452468:2048:Cris Candice Tuck], we'll make a note of that. Time 2021 -03-12 19:29:35 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Good thing I have screenshots Time 2021-03-12 19:29:39 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text RECEIPTS. KEEP YOUR RECEIPTS. Time 2021-03-12 19:30:01 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text it's almost like they are ashamed of what they say/believe in. Time 2021-03-12 
19:31 :45 UTC 

User Kimberly Gould Crawley (10385231 35) Tex1 @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] they certainly don't seem to like 
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the thought of competition Time 2021-03-12 19:35:11 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130} Text Google still has pages saved from the website Time 2021-03-12 19:35:11 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Like all bullies, they're scared fucking babies. GOOD. STAY SCARED. Time 
2021-03-12 19:36:34 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text They won't disappear-- they'll regroup and resurtace. Let's get ahead of them. 
Time 2021-03-1219:37:40 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) 43 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 44 44 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 45 
Photo ID 10165570871310131 Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] They oughta hide how dumb they are. Time 
2021-03-1219:38:16 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text Any citizen detectives have time and energy to comb through this group's 
member list and start investigating for the mole(s)? Time 2021-03-12 19:42:02 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] I'm working on it. I have that groups member list 
and I'm looking at this one to see if anything sticks out. Time 2021-03-12 19:46:27 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text Thank you so much. I'm still "working" today and I have a call from 4:30-530 so I 
can't do much but stoke the flames and motivate folks who do have time. Time 2021-03-12 19:4 7:4 7 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674} Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] How on earth would we be able to tell? 
I'm going through it but don't know if I'm much help. I've made assumptions about people on the OPENSCHOOLSNOW! 
groups but that probably isn't entirely accurate. Time 2021-03-12 19:50:42 UTC ( 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text Hm. Well. Profiles that have never posted in the group or reacted to posts might 
be an indicator. Profiles that were just created recently and don't have any pictures/friends, etc. could be fake. Admins and 
mods have more of an eye on join dates, etc. Time 2021-03-12 19:53:40 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text Anyone know Mike Jones? Just joined, just added FB profile and cover photo 
on Feb 26th. Time 2021-03-12 20:00:17 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text What we used to do in another private group was--before a person was ever 
sent an invitation to join our group, they'd have to be vouched for by an existing and known member, and that vouching 
would have to be approved by an admin/mod. I know it's extra steps but this is what needs to happen when people who 
aren't fully vetted join groups. Time 2021-03-12 20:02:17 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen] I gently suggest we balance privacy 
with transparency. We are on the right side of this and 45 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 46 have nothing to hide. 
We want to welcome people who may be new and not have friends who are activists .. . while still keeping the trolls out. 
Time 2021-03-12 20:05:03 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[660088849:2048:Jamie], while I understand and 100% appreciate your vision 
and desire for this group, knowing that there are moles in here (which there absolutely are, given that since this post, the 
anti-CRT folks have shut everything that was public down) puts the group at higher risk. True, we have nothing to hide. 
But the stakes of what we have to lose are quite high. Time 2021 -03-12 20:06:46 UTC 

User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] Perhaps we keep this as is and create a 
different communication network for action items Time 2021-03-12 20:17:41 UTC 
User Jen Morse (100009582251988} Text @[610600767:2048:Brooke Josties] I dig it. Time 2021-03-12 20:19:51 UTC 
User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[100009582251988:2048 :Jen Morse] exactly which one I was going to point out. Also 
Kim Balton. Time 2021-03-12 20:22:00 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267} Text YES please do. Sterling I'll check my mssgs this weekend sometime. I don't have 
FB apps. You get better searching power that way I'm on voice restriction for 4 more weeks so I need this, lol. Time 2021-
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User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text I'll take any racist screen shots y'all have send to diversifiedmom@gmail.com. 
Subject line: REAL Change Now. I have a brand new hard drive! Time 2021 -03-12 20:51 :50 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Well, looks like GFM might've taken them down, too. Time 2021-03-12 20:55:46 
UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text Our reports to gfm seem to have worked. Time 2021-03-12 21 :13:33 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] your profile picture breaks my heart every 
time I see you post Time 2021-03-12 21 :19:04 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text All the cases are horrible but I can't let this one go. Thugs murdered him. Bullies 
murdered him for sport. I never knew the police were created initially to "manage" slaves and it makes so much sense 
now. This kid was never a threat to anybody. But then this story is repeated again and again. Time 2021 -03-12 21 :21 :53 
UTC 

User VonEnde Lowkie Coleman (1047700289) Text As an equity lead at one of the high schools, please let me know how 
I can help. Time 2021-03-12 21 :56:50 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] it hurts really hard because he reminds me of 
a friend Time 2021-03-12 22:15:07 UTC 

User Kim Pourciau Kim (1435337537) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] I would think the admin can see who 
saw the post. That would be a good place to start. Time 2021-03-12 22:45:37 UTC 

User Amy Tomlinson Truluck (1462173817) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse], PM sent Time 2021-03-13 
02:32:38 UTC User MJ Ray (208702206) Text The group and page are back now Time 2021-03-13 02:45:05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] Wonder what they did in the interim when it was dark. Time 
2021-03-13 02:47:47 UTC User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) same. A lot of people have 
blocked me now though Time 2021 -03-13 02:49:49 UTC 48 I 849Facebook Business Record Page 49 

User Andrea Weiskopf (501495881) Text Question: what did the school board think would happen when they decided to 
let every member appoint someone? Time 2021-03-14 11 :43:00 UTC 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Hilary HL (745725130) 
Regarding the anti-CRT movement, we'd like to compile a document of all known actors and supporters. Please comment 
below with legal names of these individuals, area of residence and or school board rep, known accounts on social media, 
and any other info that you feel is relevant.? It may also be useful to compile a list of allies who are not in this group. 

Comments: 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Scott Mineo heads the group and created the website, manages social media. Fb alt 
"Vito Malara" Time 2021-03-12 16:23:35 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Fb name "Kat HC" Time 2021-03-12 16:25:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Natassia Grover? Time 2021-03-12 16:25:15 UTC User Jen Morse (100009582251988) 
Text Okay-- I'm listing them this way: - First name - Last name - Alias(es) - Location - Reps Time 2021-03-1 2 16:26:59 
UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Fb name "John Dina DC" Time 2021-03-12 16:27:24 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text "Mark Thomas Bullock" Time 2021 -03-12 16:27:32 UTC 
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User Susan Courtney (1011736711) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] John DC was so creepy commenting on the 
Brambleton FB page about teen girls in shorts. Time 2021-03-12 16:36:28 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text lives in Ashburn Time 2021-03-12 16:39:15 UTC User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @ 
(1011736711 :2048:Susan Courtney] ?? Time 2021-03-12 16:45:09 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Karlee Copeland Harvey. Lives in South Riding. Time 2021-03-12 16:51 :29 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) 53 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 54 Text Ashburn Time 2021-03-12 16:56:21 UTC 

User Apple Em (5310001) Text Ian Prior Aldie Serotkin https://thefederalistcom/2020/10/13/moreva-public-schools-using
kids-as-gui nea-pigs-for-critical-race-theory/ Time 2021-03-12 17:43: 12 UTC 
User Apple Em (5310001) Text Aliscia Andrews Aldie Serotkin Time 2021-03-12 17:43:39 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[5310001 :2048:Emily J. Morford] Got 'em, thank you! Time 2021 -03-12 
17:45:15 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text I'm blocked by all those fools. Time 2021-03-12 17:51 :09 UTC 

User Apple Em (5310001) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] also, I am happy to help. The ones I mentioned are 
neighbors and mouthpieces for this in my community. Time 2021-03-12 17:51 :13 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text I'll put you down. Thank you! Time 2021-03-12 17:53:21 UTC 

User Chris Jenny (100007281161162) Text I didn't listen to the guy at the school board meeting who was saying vulgar 
things about Beth Barts, but his name is Austin Levine. Don't know if he's specifically against CRT Time 2021-03-12 
18:03:56 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text "Susie Lynn" on Fb Time 2021-03-12 18:21 :58 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text individual removed Time 2021-03-12 18:26:10 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[100007281161162:2048:Chris Lynn] I've seen that name spewing horrible 
shit before. Thanks for the reminder. Time 2021-03-12 18:26:48 UTC 

User Janann Schroeder Mercker (1498689692) Text someone said she's planning to run for school board in 23 after losing 
her congressional campaign Time 2021-03-12 19:31 :48 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Patti Hidalgo Time 2021-03-12 19:50:38 UTC 54 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 
55 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Geary Higgins Time 2021-03-12 19:50:45 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Ashburn, married to Douglas Menders Time 2021-03-12 19:51 :26 UTC 

User Anne Paulin (558618382) Text Time 2021-03-12 19:53:59 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Waterford/Pville Time 2021-03-12 19:54:54 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Also transphobic Time 2021-03-12 19:55:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Jason Bursey/Parallel Bistro Time 2021-03-12 19:57:14 UTC 56 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 57 

User Rasha Saad (562130456) Text @[745725130 :2048:Hilary HL] why is she on this list? I haven't seen her support anti
CRT? Time 2021-03-12 20 :17:48 UTC 
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User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[562130456:2048:Rasha Saad] I put a question mark next to her be I'm curious about 
some of her comments re the Dr. Seuss nonsense and racial equity generally. Happy to remove if I'm off the mark. Time 
2021-03-12 20:19:28 UTC 

User Rasha Saad (562130456) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] no no, I wouldn't go so far as to take her off. However, 
from what I've seen she is very carefully neutral, so it made me wonder what YOU saw to put her on the list. Let's see if 
anyone else has seen anything we might have missed Time 2021-03-12 20:21 :06 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230} Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] I saw him the other day when I was riding bikes with A. 
It took everything Time 2021-03-12 20:37:35 UTC 

User Darcy Rawlings (687463096) Text @[1498689692:2048 :Janann Schroeder Mercker] interesting. She would likely be 
running against Ian. They live near each other. I'll be interested to see how the lines are drawn after the census. Time 
2021-03-12 20:42:17 UTC 

User Janann Schroeder Mercker (1498689692} Text @[687463096:2048:Darcy Rawlings] Yes redistricting is a good 
point. .. Who knows what that will look like! I have a feeling blue Ridge district will not look the same Time 2021-03-12 
20:43:24 UTC 

User Darcy Rawlings (687463096) Text @[1498689692:2048:Janann Schroeder Mercker] agree. I hope not! Time 2021-03 
-12 20:43:50 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527419491) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] She's in the Briar zone somewhere and we have 3 
SB reps. She used to (still does) live in Broadlands. Time 2021-03-12 21 :03:06 UTC 

User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text I am not thrilled about naming people. But I will direct people to the March 10, 
12:27 post on Loudoun County public schools post. plenty of people commenting there with vitriol. It may not rise to the 
needed standard but it's clear the positions they take. Time 2021-03-12 21 :21 :05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[610600767:2048:Brooke Josties] Unfortunately, Beth Barts' photo is only one 
example of citizens who have been posted and called out on the website/Fb group. It's brigading. 57 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 58 Time 2021-03-12 21 :28:12 UTC 

User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] I hear you! I am all in for the good fight! There are 
many I would happily call out to their faces. But there are several I only have incidental contact with. I want to be careful 
not to be wrong? But if others happen to recognize names and behaviors, then great. Time 2021-03-12 21 :30:51 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] is his wife actually a teacher in South Riding? 
Time 2021-03-12 21 :34:37 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[100005792550674:2048:Dg Denice] yes Time 2021-03-12 21 :35:02 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130} Text @[610600767:2048:Brooke Josties] This is why I think it's best practice to pool our info 
here and confirm details (in private) before taking further steps. Time 2021-03-12 21 :35:21 UTC 

User Brooke Josties (610600767) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] agreed but this is not private. there are nasty moles 
here Time 2021-03-12 21 :39:24 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[610600767:2048:Brooke Josties] I hope they get an eyeful Time 2021-03-12 21 :40:1 O 
UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Are we including Michele Lefler? Time 2021-03-12 21 :42:27 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674} Text FB user De Grif has stumped for the anti crt group. Time 2021-03-12 22:04:09 
UTC 
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User Jackie Schworm (641053960) Text Does anyone have a list of the parents who organized against the diversity library 
books? I'm betting (no proof) that those parents will join ... Time 2021-03-12 22:08:01 UTC 

User Apple Em (5310001) Text @[610600767:2048:Brooke Josties] I agree. I only noted names that can be easily 
defended with written, publicly available evidence. I'm assuming those are likely the most vocal influencers. Time 2021-03-
12 22:36:03 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[641053960:2048:Jackie Schworm] Ok, IDK her details. She's in Ashburn? Who is her 
SB rep? Time 2021-03-12 22:37:32 UTC 58 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 59 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[5310001 :2048:Emily J. Morford] This is a reasonable point, but I can't think of any 
evidence that isn't written and public. (Others may have evidence I don't) Time 
2021-03-12 22:38:28 UTC 

User Jackie Schworm (641053960) Text Hilary HL - I'll see what I can find out. She blocked me a while ago ... Time 2021· 
03-12 22:51 :02 UTC 

User Jackie Schworm (641053960) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] - Her SB Rep is Jeff Morse. Time 2021-03-12 
22:57:38 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] - she's Aldie. Morse. Time 2021-03-12 22:58:58 
UTC 

User Apple Em (5310001) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] true! Lol ... l guess that's what I meant. There are certainly 
people I've heard say some messed up stuff, but they prob wouldn't put it in writing. Time 2021-03-12 23:01 :12 UTC 

User Jill Weiss (1131121091) Text Just curious, what are you going to do with this list of miserable people? Time 2021-03· 
12 23:32:16 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1131121091 :2048:Jill Weiss] Please see Jen Morse's post re volunteers?? Time 
2021-03-13 00:11 :05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Barbara Klein Barr (Fb name), Leesburg, USDOT Time 2021-03-13 00:27:54 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Nick Curran (Fb name) and spouse Alicia Curran Time 2021-03-13 00:28:21 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Karen Cecula Cole (Fb name), Ashburn Time 2021-03-13 00:28:55 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Cheryl June (Fb name), business ''The Chocolate Palette" Time 2021-03-13 00:29:33 
UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Erin Hoffmann Dunbar (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:30:12 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Linda Wood Heinze (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:30:28 UTC 59 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 60 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Christian Childers (Fb name), Ashburn, Accenture Time 2021-03-13 00:30:57 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Bryan Beatty (Fb name), Ashburn Time 2021-03-13 00:31 :19 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Michell Fuentes Price (Fb name), JP Morgan Chase Time 2021 -03-13 00:31 :52 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Robert Lindsey (Fb name) Time 2021 -03-13 00:32:31 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Nie Fin (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:32:37 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Michael D. Hart (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:32:53 UTC 
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User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Derry Riddick (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:33:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Ko Chris (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:33:24 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Emily Whiteed Emshwiller (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:33:51 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Keller Weimer Irons (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:34:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Joseph Wharton (Fb name) Time 2021-03-1 3 00:34:34 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Elicia Brand Leudemann (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:34:53 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Bill Kotraba, Aldie Time 2021 -03-13 00:35:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text "Ann Crawford" (Fb name, sock account?) Time 2021-03-13 00:35:41 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Cheryl Onderchain (Fb name), Verint 60 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 61 Time 
2021-03-13 00:36:20 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text "Jack Shelton" (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:36:37 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Kathryn Hoke (nee Stephenson, Fb name), PoshSeven Time 2021-03-13 00:37:13 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Taylor Welch (Fb name), Lsbrg Time 2021-03-13 00:37:26 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Barbara U Osborne (Fb name), South Riding Time 2021-03-13 00:37:50 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text De Grit (Fb name) Time 2021-03-13 00:38:20 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Pville? Time 2021-03-13 00:41 :02 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text SB member Mahedavi? Time 2021-03-13 00:47:26 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Ashburn Time 2021-03-13 00:49 :58 UTC 

User Heather Parks (541570733) Text @[687463096:2048:Darcy Rawlings] or she could run as the AtLarge rep. Time 
2021-03-13 00:58:14 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[541570733:2048:Heather Dianne Parks] All these names are folks who have spoken 
out against CRT Time 2021 -03-13 01 :16:57 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Debbie Doolittle? ETA: Full name Deborah Edsall Time 2021-03-13 01 :18:38 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[541570733:2048:Heather Dianne Parks] I can't find a page for her on Fb - she may 
have me blocked. Do you have any details? Time 2021-03-1 3 01 :23:58 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Works at Verizon. Does not appear to conform to their policy on equity and inclusion. 
Time 2021-03-13 01 :33:24 UTC 61 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 62 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[541570733 2048:Heather Dianne Parks] Thanks for filling us in. Time 2021 -03-13 
01 :38:18 UTC 

User Amina Mina (764800230) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary] you're amazing Time 2021-03-13 01 :50:58 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Oh I have details Time 2021-03-13 02:00:01 UTC 
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User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Deborah Edsall, South Riding Time 2021-03-13 02 :04:26 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @(745725130:2048:Hilary HL) - she was tagged in thst photo w Patti. Time 2021-
03-13 02:07:33 UTC 

User Candy Murphy (649082291) Text John Saah. (Wife is Dina Saah.) Lives in Brambleton. Rep is Serotkin. Time 2021-
03-13 02:20:10 UTC 

User Candy Murphy (649082291) Text Nick Curran lives in Brambleton. Serotkin. Time 2021-03-13 02:22:52 UTC 

User Liney Marks (16829123) Text Erika Cotti Time 2021-03-13 02:23:03 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @(764800230:2048 Amina Elena] Just getting started, mama. Def a group effort Time 
2021-03-13 02:33:55 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @(16829123:2048:Liney Marks] Oof that's a can of worms Time 2021-03-13 02:34:14 
UTC 

User Liney Marks (16829123) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) yupppppp Time 2021-03-13 02 :37:11 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text When I get home, I'm gonna add all the rest of these. Thank you!!! Time 2021-
03-13 02:49:45 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text Christopher Kohr Time 2021-03-13 02:58:01 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text "We're gonna need a bigger boat." Time 2021-03-13 05:53:55 UTC 62 / 
849Facebook Business Record Page 63 

User Jill Fujisaki Rodeffer (711997759) Text @(649082291 :2048:Candy Murphy] ?? Time 2021-03-13 12:32:12 UTC User 
Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I'm going through meeting minutes now ... Richard Lindsey expressed concern about 
the Teaching Tolerance materials being used by LCPS. Scott Mineo expressed doubts about teaching materials 
concerning battling systemic racism used by LCPS. Brian Davison spoke against the use of tolerance.org in the LCPS 
curriculum. Dan Salenger spoke about the need for a middle ground in constructing a comprehensive equity plan. 
https://www. I cps. org/site/handlers/filedownload. ashx?moduleinstanceid=86941 
&dataid=393422&FileName=September%208.pdf Time 2021-03-13 12:58:22 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] Nice work! Time 2021-03-13 13:38:42 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Dan Salenger. Time 2021-03-13 13:38:52 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] - I squirreled out. I couldn't find the post again. 
Still working. Time 2021-03-13 13:39:17 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Ian Prior spoke about First Amendment concerns. Alastair Gregory expressed 
concerns about the presentation of dogma in schools. (This was a PACT donor.) https://www.lcps.org/site/handlers/filedo 
wnload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=86941 &dataid=396371 &FileName =October%2013.pdf Time 2021-03-13 13:40:54 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] Open more tabs!! ?? Time 2021-03-13 13:41 :02 
UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Three of four of these names are indicative as to what the criticisms were. Brian 
Davison, Deborah Edsall, Dave Rosell and Austin Levine criticized the School Board. https://www.lcps.org/sit 
e/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=86941 &dataid=3 97814&FileName=November%201 0.pdf Time 2021-03-
13 13:46:51 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Austin Levine and Sherry Zamora addressed comments by School Board 
member Beth Barts. https://www.lcps.org/site/handlers/filed ownload.ashx? 
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moduleinstanceid=86941 &dataid=398586&FileNam e=December%201 .pdf Time 2021-03-13 13:48:26 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) 63 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 64 Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) Was 
Austin speaking to CRT? I've seen him being super hulk angry about school opening but not known him to mention CRT? 
(Although he does tend to use POC as a weapon). Ditto Sherry Zamora Time 2021-03-13 13:50:20 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text Pro tip, if you use phone/internet you can do a lot more. That big log out, not a 
problem. Time 2021-03-13 13:50:30 UTC User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Elizabeth Boyko and Brei Bailey 
criticized School Board member Beth Barts. Elizabeth Perrin and Brian Davison criticized the School Board. 
https://www.lcps.org/site/handlers/filedownload. ash x ?moduleinstanceid=86941 &dataid=399098& FileName=Decembe 
r%2015.pdf Time 2021-03-13 13:53:14 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527 419491) Text @[641053960:2048:Jackie Schworm) Didn't a woman run for the school board as a 
write-in for this platform? Time 2021-03-13 13:54:12 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I am not 100% - I left the links so folks could make that determination 
themselves. Sadly, in my mind, they go hand in hand. But that isn't really fair. Time 2021-03-13 13:57:39 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Austin Levine criticized a School Board member. Here he is again ... 
https://www.lcps.org/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?mod 
uleinstanceid=86941&dataid=399883&FileName=January%2012.p df Time 2021-03-13 14:04:02 UTC 

User Shannon Pecora (506987173) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) Parallel started promoting themselves in this 
group. Admin was made aware of the recent history and said he didn't care. So, maybe stay away from this group Time 
2021-03-13 14:19:43 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[5069871 73:2048:Shannon Pecora) Hm, good info Time 2021-03-13 14:20:48 UTC 64 
I 849Facebook Business Record Page 65 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Goes by " Jody'', Ashburn. Time 2021-03-13 14:32:09 UTC 

User Michelle Emerson-Russell (100001390905218) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) I do think we have to be 
careful not to let our unconscious bias link the two together. And it's hard. I have friends that believe we should be back in 
schoolthat are completely opposed to all this bigoted BS around CRT. I am choosing to believe that board members can 
have similar stance. Time 2021-03-13 14:36:00 UTC 

User Michelle Emerson-Russell (100001390905218) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) thanks for sharing that. "The fact 
is, tolerance is not justice. It isn't a sufficient description of the work we do or of the world we want." Time 2021-03-13 
14:43:06 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100001390905218:2048:Michelle Emerson-Russell] - I completely understand 
and agree. I want my kid back in school safely more than anything. I've seen some comments from him that I'm trying to 
remember we're offensive because of racism or the lack of concern over teacher lives. I'll have to go back and look. Time 
2021 -03-13 14:47:18 UTC 

User Michelle Emerson-Russell (100001390905218) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) Frankly- my expectations 
for any school board member is that their passion for improving education for all students is why they want to serve. They 
should be looking under every rock to find ways to protect our most vulnerable children, prepare children for a world that is 
evolving at a faster speed than ever before and challenges the "we've always done it that way'' mentality. At the top of that 
list should be to give teachers tools to recognize their potential biases and a curriculum that is not whitewashed. If they 
aren't- then they aren't what or who we need. They should have already shut down HARD any more commentary. And 
they should have already spoken out LOUDLY against the groups pushing this vitriol. So maybe- I am retracting my initial 
"let's not assume the worst" statement. ?? Time 2021-03-13 16:05: 15 UTC 

User Jackie Schworm (641053960) Text @[527419491 :2048:Kristen Wright) - I'm not sure but that would be awful! Time 
2021-03-13 16:05:53 UTC 
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User Rebecca Johnson ( 138387 4916) Text I don't know if any of you remember when the parents of Loudoun were up in 
arms about classroom libraries? There was one group that created websites and spread falsehoods. I contacted the SPLC 
and asked about the group in particular and they were amazing. They wrote me back immediately with what larger hate 
group the ideology was from . It gave gravity to the emails I wrote to the school board about why they shouldn't be allowed 
to use hate 65 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 66 speech at school board meetings. I'm happy to reach out to them 
again about this if that would help? Time 2021-03-14 12:38:02 UTC 

User Rebecca Johnson (1383874916) Text Sorry for another comment, but if anyone is creating websites and would like 
to talk I'd be happy to help. There's a specific language that's been proven to change people's mindset and words that can 
be used to persuade. White Fragility covers it really well. Time 2021-03-14 13:19:05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1383874916:2048:Rebecca Johnson] Yes, PACT. This is the same group (or 
overlap). Please do reach out to SPLC if you can. Time 2021 -03-14 14:47:36 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) 66 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 67 67 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 68 Photo ID 2775588539437194 Text Sooo, this unsent message by this asshat was in my spam messages. He was 
posting some rife shit in the LCPS page I left. Obvi a pseudonym. Time 2021-03-1415:22:41 UTC 

User Dan Johnson (688638761) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] Parent and Child Loudoun with Natassia Grover as 
ringleader. They brought a Liberty Council representative in to address around 100 people at Cornerstone Chapel in 
January, 2020. During that meeting, newly-elected LCSB member John Beatty spoke and said that Grover had convinced 
him to run for office. I believe PCL was taking philosophical direction from Focus on the Family but seems to have 
scrubbed their web site of those references/resources. He said that election was "a disaster", "Disaster is virtue's 
opportunity", that the attendees should tell the schools what they wanted taught, and "in four years we will prove our 
strength". (Just reviewing some notes here from back then.) Time 2021-03-14 15:25:28 UTC 

User Rebecca Johnson (1383874916) Text @[688638761 :2048:Dan Johnson] Do you have a specific website I can 
reference when contacting SPLC? They are great that even when websites have been "scrubbed" the ideology is there 
and they normally parrot a group they think is not already listed as a hate group but the SPLC is watching. I've also 
reached out to my board member and asked for the code of conduct or bylaws that address outside speakers. I did that 
because if we can prove they're parroting a listed hate group and there's something in the LCPS board about hate speech, 
we could potentially have them banned from speaking publicly at meetings? Time 2021 -03-14 15:30:15 UTC 

User Jackie Schworm (641053960) Text He's truly scary ... Have seen him "around" and he makes Michele Leffler look 
sane .... Time 2021-03-14 15:31 :51 UTC 

User Dan Johnson (688638761) Text @[138387 4916:2048:Rebecca Johnson] SPLC had already listed the national 
organization, and I'm almost certain an SPLC analyst had already done a detailed review on PCL back when this was in 
the news. Here's the local group's website, though. There's also a Fairfax County analogue, I believe. 
https://pacloudoun.com/Time 2021 -03-14 15:33:34 UTC 

User Dan Johnson (688638761) Text @[138387 4916:2048:Rebecca Johnson] Ahh, I found the report from a senior SPLC 
analyst. I could PM you the contact info if you're interested. Time 2021-03-14 15:38:27 UTC 68 / 849Facebook Business 
Record Page 69 

User Rebecca Johnson (1383874916) Text @[688638761 :2048:Dan] I have a contact, thank you tho! ?? They always get 
back to me in less than 24 hours. Time 2021-03-14 15:41 :35 UTC 

User Rebecca Johnson (1383874916) Text @[688638761 :2048:Dan Johnson) I opened the website and it doesn't seem to 
refer to anything anti CRT or teaching tolerance? I think it's the same one I reported years ago due to their anti LGBTQ 
views. Is there a link I'm missing? Time 2021-03-14 15:44:13 UTC 

User Rebecca Johnson (1383874916) Text @[688638761 :2048:Dan Johnson] They actually parrot the organization called 
Family Watch International almost word for word, and they are a listed hate group. Sorry just trying to not go back to my 
friend who's a researcher with the same thing! ?? Time 2021-03-14 15:46:12 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text That dude is one fragile fucker. Time 2021 -03-14 15:49:15 UTC 
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User Dan Johnson (688638761) Text @[1383874916:2048:Rebecca Johnson] You're right, it was Family Watch. No, I 
believe PCL was specifically set up against LGBTQ materials, but they were struggling to inject their preferences into 
books available to students which would now include anti-racism materials. It seems like two sides of the same coin to me. 
I am taking the opportunity to prevent their efforts from being lost to the obscurity of the passage of time, because I don't 
expect they're "finished" with our community. Time 2021-03-14 15:51 :24 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Has Dave Larock addressed CRT? He's such a dumpster fire that I can't remember if he 
has specifically or not, but certainly for looking up money and activism he's someone to consider Time 2021-03-14 
16:18:54 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 69 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 70 Photo ID 10226168341261554 70 I 
849Facebook Business Record Page 71 Text Time 2021-03-14 16: 19:20 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) - I think @[100000817305346:2048:Kathy] might 
have details on an upcoming engagement... Time 2021-03-14 16:20:56 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text Pretty sure I have some ..... that name right? Can't forget it Time 2021-03-14 
16:21 :44 UTC 

User Kathy Beynette (100000817305346) Text this doesn't mention CRT but it is an upcoming engagement. however, he 
might have to do it from jail as his trial is on the 25th. Wednesday March 31, 2021 7:00 PM EST The Cost of Democrat 
Control in Virginia: A Conversation with Delegate Dave LaRock Total Democrat control has come at a steep price to the 
people of the Commonwealth of Virginia. In 2019, radical Democrats took control of the Virginia legislature. Delegate Dave 
LaRock (R-HD33) has had a front-row seat to the resulting Democrat malfeasance and maladministration wrecking the 
Commonwealth. In this webinar, Del. LaRock will give an overview of the Democrats' dangerous incompetence, including 
the unemployment board scandal that left thousands of Virginians without compensation in the middle of the pandemic, 
and the parole board scandal that exposed extreme corruption at the very heart of the Virginia Democrat Party. This 
conversation will answer the questions: what could have been done differently? Does any oversight exist? Where are the 
journalists? Will the 2021 election make a difference? How can citizens respond? LOGIN INFORMATION WILL BE 
EMAILED THE MORNING OF THE EVENT. Questions? Email info@virginiaproject.com. Event Tickets: Register f Time 
2021-03-14 16:29:13 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text "David Gordon" (runs The Virginia Project)? Time 2021-03-14 16:49:15 UTC User Rasha 
Saad (562130456) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) can we go ahead and take Shelly off this list please? I think 
someone would have come forward with more evidence against her by now. I just think we need to be careful about who 
we call out. Time 2021-03-15 22:41 :57 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @(5310001 :2048:Emily J. Morford] PACT donor Time 2021 -03-15 22:57 :58 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Scott Goodspeed, PaCT donor Time 2021-03-15 22:59:13 UTC User Hilary HL 
(745725130) 71 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 72 Text Rachel Middleton, PACT donor Time 2021-03-15 22:59:22 
UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Jennifer Friend, PACT donor Time 2021-03-15 23:01 :52 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] Alastair Gregory, PACT donor Time 2021-03-15 
23:02:15 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Operator of Twitter handle @TickTockLoudoun PACT website can be accessed through 
their tweets Time 2021-03-15 23:06:20 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text On the site you will find nonsense like this, as well as photos and 73 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 74 names of those who support equity, including members. That "hit list" has been ongoing on their 
website and Fb page. Time 2021-03-15 23: 12:32 UTC 
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User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[138387 4916:2048:Rebecca Johnson] you want to look at stoplcpscrt.com Time 2021-
03-16 03:25:20 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text They spelled whitelisted wrong?? Time 2021-03-16 04:09:29 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text We almost forgot Delgaudio, but he's so irrelevant these days anyway. Time 2021-03-16 
16:54:36 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Time 2021-03-1616:54:51 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) 76 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 77 77 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 78 
Photo ID 10165588431300131 Text Time 2021-03-1616:55:04 UTC 

User David Jones (1035217460) Text Wait, Larock might go to jail? Time 2021-03-16 18:24:48 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100000817305346:2048:Kathy Beynette] Is it trespassing and destruction of 
property? Time 2021-03-16 18:26:09 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text Can I ask a genuine question? What is this list for? I have seen multiple 
members here say we don't keep "list" of people ...... how is this not exactly that? Time 2021-03-16 18:39:39 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) 78 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 79 Photo ID 10165588811845131 Text@ 
[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] Time 2021-03-1618:44:35 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[745725130:2048 :Hilary HL) Seriously? Infiltrate? I joined this group 
because I can't stand trumpistas pretending racism doesn't exist. But keeping lists and infiltrating is exactly the bullshit 
they do Time 2021-03-16 18:50:10 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] If you don't care to participate in these fact
finding and education activities, don't. There is no obligation. Time 2021-03-16 18:55:40 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] - how do you suggest 79 / 
849Facebook Business Record Page 80 we counter those who hide behind fake personas? I'm all ears. Time 2021-03-16 
18:56:53 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke) who cares if there are fake 
personas? Perhaps their dumb asses will learn something! This is anti racism, let people see it! This group shouldn't even 
be private, how on earth can we spread the message if we are hidden from the world ? Time 2021-03-16 19:55:09 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) keeping private lists and infiltrating out of a 
private group is "education"? Ha Time 2021-03-16 19:57:25 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] - how can we teach them anything 
if they won't tell us who they are? Time 2021-03-16 19:59:03 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] Again, if you're not interested, you are not 
obligated to participate. Enjoy your day. Time 2021-03-16 20 :02:13 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] again so what? Time 2021-03-16 
20:04:37 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) I am a supporter of CRT. I engage with 
that daily. I will not engage or support tactics that racists and NAZls themselves use. We are better than them. Time 2021-
03-16 20:05:46 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey) Your comments are noted. I will not repeat 
myself again. Time 2021-03-16 20:09 53 UTC 
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User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL) OK, just to confirm, when someone earlier 
today said "we don't keep lists", that was a straight up lie? Time 2021-03-16 20:10:49 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey) I can't speak to anyone else's knowledge 
or intentions, since it is almost certain there are members who haven't seen this post. Time 2021 -03-16 20:33:39 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey] - please educate me on how to 
educate people who refuse education. Time 2021-03-16 20:35:59 UTC 

User Nathan Poliskey (100058419495964) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] For starters, you don't have 80 / 
849Facebook Business Record Page 81 groups like this be private. You don't HIDE this knowledge. Time 2021-03-16 
20:42:56 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[100058419495964:2048:Nathan Poliskey) You're welcome to start your own public 
group, if you disagree with the way our modmins of color have chosen to list this group on Facebook. I wish any such 
group much success, Nick. Time 2021-03-16 20:55:04 UTC 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Marion Barreto (1682260084) Id 458294155415645 
Time 2021-03-13 02:02:34 UTC Text Today I needed to apologize to someone who got a screenshot of a comment I made 
on a post in this group. She (the person I apologized to) is NOT in the group so someone who is and isn't here for the right 
reasons sent it to her. The person who was sent the screenshot messaged me about it and was not happy. Although I do 
feel bad about the choice of word(s), of course not knowing there are spies here, I really felt bad and embarrassed. I stand 
by my apology but I will not apologize for being against racism. We may have very different political views but there is a 
real need for learning how to be accepting of others who don't look like us in this county. The Ashburn lcehouse incident, 
14 year old Ashburn area kids calling the other team racial slurs, how is any parent ok with that? Comments User Antoine 
Wilson (836099874) Text I get "white power" hand signs flashed at me, driving through Ashburn. Welcome to Loudoun, 
where I grew up. It's actually worse now because it's so blatant. Time 2021-03-13 02:29:57 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[836099874:2048:Antoine), that's awful, I'm so sorry that happens to you. 
Hopefully we'll see the day when this kind of thing 82 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 83 no longer happens. Time 
2021 -03-13 02:35:38 UTC 

User Antoine Wilson (836099874) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Barreto] I'll be 50 this year. Nothing has changed, nor 
will it. Trump emboldened them, and now they feel vilified. However, the parents are the cowards because they know we 
can't smack their kids. But not a single one will confront me face to face and try that shit. Time 2021-03-13 02:39:07 UTC 

User Melissa Johnson (759689221) Text If what you screenshot was a racist comment from that woman, then 
honestly ..... tough shit. She should have known better than to make any statement of that kind. Maybe (most likely not 
though) she will have learned a lesson. If she believes that racism, in any form, is ok then shame on her. Time 2021-03-13 
02:43:33 UTC 

User Julia Holcomb (722960755) Text Not sure you have anything to apologize for: and I am a stickler for etiquette. Time 
2021-03-13 02:54:17 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[759689221 :2048:Melissa Johnson] it was a comment I made, not racist, on a 
post. It was not against anyone in this group but screenshotted by someone who's in the group then sent to someone 
who's not. It's hard to explain without going into all the details, but unfortunately there is someone in this group who's not 
here for the right reasons. Time 2021-03-13 02:57:21 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[836099874:2048:Antoine Wilson] real brave of them to do it while you're 
driving. Time 2021-03-13 02:58:57 UTC 

User Antoine Wilson (836099874) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Barreto) Exactly Time 2021-03-13 02:59:53 UTC 

User Heather Engen (536970908) Text So not cool to take screenshots and share them with others! Smh Sorry that 
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happened to you but yeah, I'm with you that I don't care who knows that I don't stand for racism! Time 2021-03-13 
03: 16:04 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Barreto] Have you addressed th is with admins? Time 2021-
03-13 03:16:45 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] yes, I did. Time 2021-03-13 03:19:00 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1682260084:2048:Marion Barreto] Ok thank you! I'm sorry you 83 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 84 got stuck in the middle here Time 2021-03-13 03:19:36 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text The admins are aware and are trying to figure out the right path 
forward. Time 2021-03-13 03:23:30 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[536970908:2048:Heather Engen] it's not. Live and learn, you can't assume that 
because you're in a closed group all the members are in it for the same reason. Someone here is clearly only here to spy. 
I'm proud to be against racism, unfortunately this isn't a safe space. Time 2021-03-13 03:23:32 UTC 

User Rasha Saad (562130456) Text Yep, we def have people taking SS and sharing, I was messaged by someone not in 
this group because they were concerned about their name being mentioned. Time 2021-03-13 03:40:04 UTC 

User Janet Wenzel Tamassia (675022936) Text I'm so sorry this happened to you in this way. ?? I know you better than 
most and know that your heart is ALWAYS in the right place. ?? We ALL have room to grow and perspectives to 
see/understand and can do better; NO ONE (clearly including the sharer of your comment) is excluded from that. When 
the approach of kindness and grace is offered, it's much easier. I'm sorry you were not given that opportunity. I always try 
to remember what Oprah says - (something like) "If I wouldn't be ok with it being on the front page of the newspaper, I ( 
don't say it." Unfortunately, private group or not - everything is shareable today. To answer your question, though, NO, no 
parent should be ok with their teenagers using racial slurs! Time 2021-03-13 04:00:53 UTC 

User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[675022936:2048:Janet Wenzel Tamassia] thank you!! And you're right, lesson 
learned! Time 2021-03-13 04:11 :34 UTC 

User Court Alison (100004229375818) Text I'm sorry that happened. That's really disappointing that someone is not here 
for the purposes of the group, which serves an incredibly vital need in Loudoun county. Time 2021-03-13 05:10:36 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text Wow. I am sorry that happened. I am sure she was embarrassed for being outed 
as a racisVnot an antiracist. I am also sorry that there's such a small, fragile human in the group that s/he finds it appealing 
to protect the racists, but we all know those folks are ashamed of their beliefs - or they would put their names on their 
donations and their bylines. Time 2021-03-13 05:50:48 UTC 

User Di FD (100005687 404104) Text I appreciate knowing that the Ashburn Ice House is not a safe place 84 I 
849Facebook Business Record Page 85 for children. I certainly don't want my grandchildren hearing racist language even 
if they are not the targets. My granddaughter is the type to get in the face of anyone talking like that and then to get her 
skinny little self hurt. So - not a safe place for any child from a decent family. Time 2021-03-13 06:11 :27 UTC 

User Heather Elise Barclay (10377 43218) Text They should be more embarrassed for being racist jerks. And the person 
taking screenshots and running off like a little pathetic Karen should get a life. Time 2021-03-13 08:23:03 UTC 

User Michele Garza (1646472513) Text I'm sure whatever you said was justified. Time 2021-03-13 11 :07:26 UTC 

User Dana Maier (1165172554) Text Isn't that funny. People will attach their names to their own hateful comments in a 
public forum, but bringing them up elsewhere is .... off limits? Time 2021-03-13 12:43 :32 UTC 

User Lisa Warno Such land (1352756103) Text @[100005687 404104:2048:Di FD] I would not say that Ashburn Ice house 
is not a safe place! I don't know what happened with the screen shot but the racial slur was on an ashburn hockey team 
during at least two different games. Please don't blanket the whole ice house as being racists. I last heard the hockey 
association is investigating but haven't heard the outcome. The hockey program uses the ice rink. Time 2021-03-13 
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User Marion Barreto (1682260084) Text @[100004229375818:2048:Court Alison] agreed! Time 2021-03-13 14:48:52 UTC 

User Di FD (100005687404104) Text @[1352756103:2048:Lisa Warno Suchland] Ok, that's good to know. I was 
comprehending through a headache last night, so everything seemed dark and threatening. Time 2021-03-13 17:39:02 
UTC 

User Elle Wicke (52200884) Text We do our best to screen the incoming people. I've also made the questions harder in 
the past couple months in hopes to weed people out. We don't accept people who don't answer the questions. I'm so sorry 
this happened to you. I wish people wouldn't join a group for nefarious reasons. We are also going through the members 
one by one and will boot anyone we think doesn't want to be here for anti-racism. Time 2021-03-13 18:43:32 UTC 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Id 
458855802026147 Time 2021-03-13 23:59:11 UTC Text MODMIN POST: The modmin team is aware that there's a "mole" 
in the group sharing screenshots outside the group, resulting in unfounded accusations. We understand the sense of 
violation members feel and share in it. We should all keep in mind that nothing we say online is private despite our 
attempts to keep this space one of psychological safety - especially for our BIPOC members. That said, we need to 
balance the need for a private, supportive space with the world's need for us - especially those of us who benefit from 
white privilege - to very publicly own our ideals. We need to be willing to lose the friends who will dump us for being anti
racist 174 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 175 (why would we want those friends, anyway?) and we also need to 
be willing to sit ourselves in the uncomfortable space of making others who don't hold anti-racist views uncomfortable in 
hopes the discomfort causes introspection and growth. We are actively working to address this situation and want to 
reiterate that this group exists to support diversity, equity, and inclusion in Loudoun County, especially at our schools. We 
support non-violent means of social change. And we support each other as we navigate through these especially difficult 
times. The modmin team asks that you please grant us grace as we figure out who is here for good and who's here just to 
undermine progress. To that person, the "mole": it is our most sincere hope that you see these posts and actually LEARN 
something. We would welcome you to our efforts to create a better world. 

Comments: 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text I have no shame in my anti racism efforts, but still have a lot to learn. Study after 
study shows ALL of our kids are better off when they ALL get an equitable education. Time 2021-03-14 01 :34:27 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 175 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 176 176 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 177 Photo ID 10226163955071902 Text Time 2021 -03-14 01 :54:51 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 177 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 178 178 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 179 Photo ID 10226163956911948 TextTime 2021-03-14 01 :54:55 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text They are doubling down hard. Legal threats sounds like a local we all know and 
detest ... Time 2021-03-14 01 :55:20 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney] they must have gone to law school at 
Trump University Time 2021-03-14 01 :55:50 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text "We are holding them accountable for our words and actions." Time 2021-03-14 
01 :58:05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @(660088849:2048:Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton] What's the Lansdowne equivalent of a 
jailhouse lawyer? Be that's at least one of the folks I think we're dealing with lol Time 2021-03-14 01 :59:03 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney] I don't th ink Brian Davison would go 
this route - he wants credit. I think he'd use is "brand". Time 2021-03-14 02:00:11 UTC 
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User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[660088849:2048:Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton) - I believe his brand may've 
been zucced. Did he use his brand on the rape allegations against the Trailside teacher? He was funding the litigation. 
Time 2021-03-14 02:03:37 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney] I can't believe such a catch is single?? 
Time 2021-03-14 02:04:26 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text (I have not really been following that closely so I'm not sure if they were 
corroborated allegations.) Time 2021-03-14 02:04:35 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney) I'm focused on positive change, not one 
loud loser incel pissed his wife left him. Time 2021-03-14 02:08:24 UTC 

User Amanda Ryan (15622074) Text This makes me sick. How can people live with themselves. In 179 / 849Facebook 
Business Record Page 180 most things in life there is grey. When it comes to racism there is a right and wrong side of 
history. Time 2021-03-14 02:08:32 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text https://www.loudountimes.com/news/loudoun-county-public-school s-teacher
files-counterclaim-in-trailside-m iddle-school-sexualassault-case/article_273b4068-a 730-11e9-a649-ff14b9346bf 4. htm I 
Time 2021-03-14 02:08:51 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[660088849:2048:Jamie] - sure but he is scared of that positive change and 
will file a lawsuit to try to stop it. Time 2021-03-14 02:09:35 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney] that says the lawsuit was filed by a 
woman, so not Davison, then. Time 2021-03-14 02:17:38 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) 180 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 181 181 / 849Facebook Business Record 
Page 182 Photo ID 10226164073834871 Text @[660088849:2048:Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton] - shoot. Sorry. I posted the 
wrong article. https://www.loudountimes.com/news/fa mily-files-lawsuit-against-loudoun-county-public-schools-officials-ov 
er-alleged-rape/article_014d2fa6-8606-11 e9-8e3cdfc9cd223df0.html Time 2021-03-14 02:24:16 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text (I will also add that I have the privilege of being employed by folks who support 
my anti racist activism. I know we aren't all that lucky.) Time 2021-03-14 02:54:41 UTC 
User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Photo ID 2775653842763997 Text A friend PMed this ... 182 / 849Facebook Business 
Record Page 183 Time 2021-03-14 17:25:53 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen] I agree it's defamation Time 2021-03-
14 17:59:34 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[100009582251988:2048:Jen Morse] have you tried reporting the tweet Time 2021-03-
14 23:59:14 UTC 

User Jen Morse (100009582251988) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] I think at least one person reported it on my 
behalf. I just got home and I'm trying to regroup a bit after all that's happened. Time 2021-03-15 00:00:25 UTC 

User Denice Dg (100005792550674) Text I will donate if you need funds. I am serious. Time 2021-03-15 19:37:22 UTC 

User Erin Lewis Roberts (1319910646) Text @[1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] i'm confused -- what do the trailside 
rape allegations have to do with CRT? What have I missed? Time 2021-03-15 19:45:01 

UTC User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1319910646:2048:Erin Lewis Roberts] - nothing. Just that Brian Davison 
was funding that litigation. That was my only point. Time 2021-03-15 19:47:38 UTC 

User Erin Lewis Roberts (1319910646) Text @(1429530668:2048:Cortney Brooke] ohhhhh, gotcha. i don't know all the 
players by name. sorry:) Time 2021-03-15 19:48:16 UTC 
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User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1319910646:2048:Erin] - no worries at all. There are a lot of names to keep 
up with. just when Dick Black is gone, Mick Staton fills his shoes for a minute and then off to the next one ... Time 2021-03-
15 19:49:29 UTC 

User Dana Maier (1165172554) Text Unfounded legal threats combined with inflammatory rhetoric? I've got one guess as 
to which local lunatic this is. Time 2021-03-15 22:43:18 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text @[1165172554:2048:Dana Maier] - I actually don't think this guy is local. I 
listened to a podcast earlier. He was focused on the BraVCantor race. https://hubhopper.com/episode/david
gordonfounder-of-the-virginia-project-1580969292 Time 2021-03-15 22:47:27 UTC 

User Cortney Brooke (1429530668) Text same tactics; different dude. Time 2021-03-15 22:47:58 UTC 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Denice Dg (100005792550674) Id 
459977118580682 Time 2021-03-15 19:39:22 UTC Text Can someone explain to me what is going on? Why is Jen Morse 
no longer a member? Also someone from the group sent me a message. Nothing bad about it just info I requested then 
deleted their message. Comments User Hilary HL (745725130) Text Jen stepped away for the moment. She may return. 
Time 2021-03-15 20:04:22 UTC 

User David Jones (1035217460) Text Ahh, she shut off her account for a time.? Time 2021-03-15 20:09:18 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[1035217460:2048:David Jones] No, just stepped out of the group. Time 2021-03-15 
20:18:30 UTC 

User Mike Lunney (668936359) Text Serious question: why step out of the group when you can just hide notifications so 
that you don't see updates in your feed? Time 2021-03-15 20:43:29 UTC 
User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[668936359:2048:Mike Lunney) I believe there was legal advice on the issue. Time 
2021-03-15 20:44:31 UTC 

User Mike Lunney (668936359) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] Holy crap, it got that bad?? Time 2021-03-15 20:53:00 
UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[668936359:2048:Mike Lunney] Check out The Virginia Project on Twitter Time 2021-
03-15 20:54:57 UTC 187 /849Facebook Business Record Page 188 

User Di FD (100005687 404104) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] I saw her name on that. It looked truly terrifying. Time 
2021-03-15 21 :08:14 UTC 

User Mike Lunney (668936359) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] I'm not a regular Twitter person so had to look it up. 
And .... Holy. Shit. This person is off their rails batshit crazy. Is this Brant? I would almost think this is Brant, it sounds like 
his psychotic rants. It also means we've clearly got some moles in here. Time 2021-03-15 21 :28 :05 UTC 

User Hilary HL (745725130) Text @[668936359:2048:Mike Lunney) Brant is involved, and the language pattern is similar, 
but there are several actors involved. Adm in is working on the moles. Time 2021-03-15 21 :40:38 UTC 

User Kimberly Gould Crawley (1038523135) Text @[745725130:2048:Hilary HL] it's disturbing, and I'm only seeing bits of 
what they share on Facebook. I'm so sorry a reasonable request and effort to simply oppose turned into this. Time 2021-03 
-1521 :48:01 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text This is freaking me out. AND they can do it on Twitter but we can't on FB? Is it a 
platform issue? Time 2021-03-15 21 :48:06 UTC 

User Kimberly Gould Crawley (1038523135) Text @[749798267:2048:Jessica Gordin] this is how they get away with it -
they beat you down. So horrible. Time 2021-03-15 21 :50:37 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[749798267:2048:Jessica Gordin] don't freak out. No one here did anything wrong. If 
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you read over that guy's Twitter he has about 1 0 loyal followers and posts ?Ox a day ranting about how everyone is out to 
get him. Time 2021-03-15 21 :50:59 UTC 

User Jamie Ann Neidig-Wheaton (660088849) Text Admin note: Jen left the group voluntarily. She's welcome to return at 
any time. She received a threat on Twitter. Bottom line: a crazy right wing conspiracy theorist accused the group of 
racketeering and hacking. We have a strict no fundraising rule and are unaware of any funds changing hands related to 
the group. If anyone asks you for money, as always, tag an admin, and don't give them any money. There also hasn't been 
any hacking. None of that is in alignment with our mission, much less our skill sets. My personal opinion is that the Qanon 
crowd got bored. They're trying to be scary and intimidate people. Again, though, there's no money changing hands here 
and no hacking. This whole thing is ridiculous. The mission is clearly stated in the "about" section of the group. On behalf 
of the modmin team, just a reminder that the opinions expressed in the group belong to that individual alone. We are here 
188 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 189 to foster discourse. Time 2021-03-15 21 :52:00 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text There is a reason they have 40 people in their Facebook group and we have over 600. It's 
all made up mindless crap. Time 2021-03-15 21 :52:53 UTC 
User Mike Lunney (668936359) Text @[208702206:2048:MJ Ray] I noticed the multiple daily posts with very few "likes" so 
that's at least encouraging. But the fact that nutjobs like this live close by - and their kids may go to school with ours - is 
still freaky. Time 2021-03-15 21 :56: 15 UTC 

User Jessica Gordin (749798267) Text CRT will be at my child's either way?? Time 2021-03-15 22:03:52 UTC User MJ 
Ray (208702206) Text @[668936359:2048:Mike Lunney] and are teaching our kids. Time 2021-03-15 22:05:44 UTC 

To Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County (331231768121885) From Elle Wicke (52200884) Id 460960561815671 Time 
2021-03-17 10:20:11 UTC Text These are the kinds of people they are. I put one comment on one post and it simply said 
"based on what?" -Talking about their charges being filed. (They also blocked me from commenting so who is the scared ( 
one again?) ?? they can't even lie well. We aren't running. We are protecting members, you ought to see the kinds of 
people who were trying to join after that article ... they had plenty of disgusting things to say. If you are still in this group to 
cause trouble (the bad kind) you should just leave. This group was about learning and educating people on being actively 
ANTI-RACIST. If you're against that then you are probably a racist and you don't belong in a group of people trying to do 
good in the world. We never doxxed anyone btw. Anything that was posted was from social media or published and 
therefor NOT private. We never went after anyone. But they are coming for us HARD. We are scaring them by coming 
together to dismantle wyyyte supremacy and doing what we can to be ANTI-RACIST. Comments User Heather Elise 
Barclay (1037743218) Text I would not engage this trash. You give them too much energy, and to what end? Time 2021-
03-17 10:27:27 UTC 

User Elle Wicke (52200884) Text @[1037743218:2048:Heather Elise Barclay] I'm not anymore. I realize it's an exercise in 
futility. I'm just fired up over the bs they keep spewing and the fact that THEY doxxed MY friends and people I care about. 
Time 2021-03-17 10:39:02 UTC 

User Heather Elise Barclay (1037743218) Text @[52200884:2048:Elle Wicke] I get it. Time 2021-03-17 11 :06:24 UTC 

User Emily Manuel Powers (1477266140) 216 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 217 Photo ID 10225439120913092 
Text He doesn't recognize RBG? If you engage again with your current photo all Italian restaurants better watch out. ?? 
Time 2021-03-17 11 :38:46 UTC 

User Lynne McKeever Ormsby (647877499) Text I feel like I want to check and see if any of my friends are in that group. 
And then I don't want to, because it'll be so disappointing. Time 2021-03-17 12:23:09 UTC 

User Elle Wicke (52200884) Text @[1477266140:2048:Emily] oh that is actually about the woman in the photo in the 
article. These people are just incels in their parents basement commenting on women they couldn't have anyway. Time 
2021-03-17 12:38:57 UTC 

User Darcy Martoccia (631684699) Text Their lack of logic is astounding! How do they not understand that if they truly try 
to press charges a.they expose their moles as the true doxxers as they are the ones who committed the crime here and b . 
this Virginia Project douche canoe is captain of the going down for doxxing ship with posting private posts from a private 
group publicly with the intention to harm, threaten and intimidate. The moles in this group should be the ones running 
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scared not 217 / 849Facebook Business Record Page 218 anyone in this group. Time 2021-03-17 12:47:29 UTC 

User MJ Ray (208702206) Text @[647877499:2048:Lynne McKeever Ormsby] the funny thing is now that the Loudoun 
County Republican Women's group has decided to publicly back this, all of their members that were in the PACT fb group 
left. Time 2021-03-17 13:28:20 UTC 

User Kristen Wright (527419491) Text @[647877499:2048:Lynne McKeever Ormsby] I have been thinking the same. I did 
that with a "Va Women for Trump" group and was so disappointed. But I'd rather know. Time 2021-03-17 13:50:31 UTC 

User Julie Windsor (1229356205) Text @[647877499:2048:Lynne]. I joined the group two days ago to do the exact same 
thing. Maybe I should peruse the list and then quickly exit. Time 2021-03-17 14:06:25 UTC 

User Mel New (1512143628) Text This is comical! Why should anyone feel threatened by them? Pathetic. Time 2021-03-
17 14:25:08 UTC 

User Elle Wicke (52200884) Text @[1512143628:2048:Mel New] suburban moms are scary. They were targeted for 
avoidance!?? Time 2021-03-1714:27:33 UTC 

User Lynne McKeever Ormsby (647877499) Text @[1229356205:2048:Julie Windsor] DEFINITELY quickly exit before any 
of their dirt gets on your skin Time 2021-03-17 15:48: 18 UTC 

***CASE STATUS IS PENDING*** 

Date of Report : 05/05/2021 
Entered By: 2372 - ORR, DAVID C 
Report#: SO210004217-N013 
Subject : Telephonic Interview of 

5/5/21 

On this date I received a phone call from from ■-■■I· He stated that he is aware of the situation and 
that his name was mentioned on the ARPLC site. He said that he has spoken out about getting kids back in school and 
what they are teaching in school. No one has contacted him directly or made any threats. He will reach out to us if that 
happens. He was advised that if it is a life threatening situation to call 911 first and then contact us. 
He had no other information to relay. 
CASE STATUS: UNCHANGED. 
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BoardDocs® Pro 7/12/21, 10:27 PM 

Agenda Item Details 

Meeting Jun 02, 2020 - School Board Meeting to Address COVID-19 Crisis 4:00 p.m. (Virtual 
Meeting) 

Category 5. Closed Meeting 

Subject 5.01 Motion to Convene Closed Meeting 

Type Action 

Recommended Action That the Loudoun County School Board Convene Closed Meeting. 

I move that the Loudoun County School Board recess this public meeting and enter into a closed meeting, pursuant to §2.2-3712 of the 
Code of Virginia, for the following purpose(s): 

• Consultation with legal counsel (Bancroft, McGavin, Horvath and Judkins, P.C.) and Division Counsel employed by the Loudoun 
County School Board regarding specific legal matters involving Board Members' social media that requires the provision of legal 
advice by such counsel as authorized by Section 2.2-3711 (A)(8) of the Code of Virginia. 

• Discussion or consideration of the performance or disciplining of a specific public officer as authorized by 2.2-3711 (A)(1 ) of the 
Code of Virginia. 

Motion: That the Loudoun County School Board Convene Closed Meeting. 

Motion by Atoosa Reaser, Second by Leslee King. 
Final Resolution: Motion Approved 
Approved : Jeff Morse, Brenda Sheridan, Atoosa Reaser, Beth Barts, Denise Corbo, Harris Mahedavi, Ian Serotkin, John Beatty, Leslee 
King 

htt ps ://go. boa rdd ocs .com/vs ba/loudou n/Board. ns f /Publi c Page 1 o f 1 
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Notes on Closed Sessions Topics 

June 20,2020 

Legal advice to Beth and Board on the difference between how a Board Member can be transparent 

and honest versus sharing unverified information that creates a liability, which Beth was doing. 
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July 21, 2020 

Legal advice to Beth and Board on not deleting comments or emailing multiple board members 

silmultaneoulsy to decide issues that were upcoming on the agenda (consitutes a meeting) 
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< Beth's Post ••• 

Loudoun for Evidence-Based Safe 
and Equitable Schooling 
Beth Barts · Oct 10, 2020 • !El 

I saw that my post was shared. I do not 
support changing the rules in the middle of 
the game. We committed to those that 
picked DL for first semester a certain 
format. 

If we move to live streaming second 
semester , we must allow eveyone an 
opportunity to chose again. The proposed 
hybrid at the secondary level never was 
possible. It is doable at the elementary 
level, MATA and even in some special 
education programs but not in mass. There 
simply is not a double of every teacher in 
each middle and high school at their 
subject level. 

Flu season is right around the corner. 
Colleges are sending kids home for months 
starting at Thanksgiving. I cannot support 

r • I • ., I r ' I • 
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< Beth's Post ••• 

Flu season is right around the corner. 

Colleges are sending kids home for months I 
starting at Thanksgiving. I cannot support 

a change of this magnitude for this 

semester. Exception- -1 would support a 

small pilot program for a few weeks this 

semester to see what this live streaming 

looks like with both staff and parent buyin. 

I do want to see a change to ABAB and I 

would like to see the grading policy 

suspended and a simpler and more 

reasonable one take it place for this year. 

These are just my thoughts. If you want to 

share an opinion you are welcome to email 

me. I read every email. I am one vote of 9. 

Please remember that. 

Thank you. 

(6 Like 

0 0 153 

CJ Comment 

[Q) Write a comment. .. e @ Q 

A @ l ~ rJ) 
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< Beth's Post ••• 

c6 Like CJ Comment 

0 0 153 

Sharon Claire 

Can you confirm that part of the 
reason secondary kids are 
being swamped is teachers 
having a requirement to have a 
specific (& high) number if 
graded assignments per week? 

43w Like Reply 4 0 

Beth Barts 

Sharon Claire ... A survey is 
being done of students. I 
hope it shares some light. 
have heard from teachers 
the grading policy is not 
appropriate for pandemic 
teaching. 

43w Like Reply 

Sharon Claire 

Is that policy county 

(Q) Write a comment. .. © @) (0 

C, 
News Feed Groups News Notifications Menu 
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< Beth's Post 

Write a reply ... 

••• 

Carrie Torgesen Calvert I 
Paul VI has been doing hybrid 
from the start and is having the 
HS students stream on the days 
they are home. Perhaps there 
are lessons they can share 
about what works. I have 
several friends with freshmen 
that attend and they have been 
happy with the program. 

43w Like Reply 10 0 

Beth Barts 

Carrie Torgesen Calvert ... 
yes. Perhaps we can. 

43w Like Reply 

• Carrie Torgesen Calvert 
Beth Barts from 
comments here, it 
sounds like for 
secondary students, 
there is the issue of HL 

[Q) Write a comment... e @ @ 
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< Beth's Post 

Chris Shumway 

"The proposed hybrid at the 
secondary level never was 
possible." 

Then why was it even offered? 

What else is the SB and LCPS 
"offering" to parents, but in 
reality is "never possible"? 

••• 

43w Like Reply 11 0 0 

Beth Barts 

Chris Shumway ... that is a 
good question. I did not 
create it but as a parent of a 
recent graduate I did 

question it. 1'i), 

43w Like Reply 

Q Laurie English 

Chris Shumway because it 
was offered as a way to 
appease the parents who 

@ Write a comment... 8 @ @ 
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< Beth's Post 

Write a reply ... 

••• 

-~ 
~ Jason White 

Not confident, but I'm also 
going to say some major 
improvements would need 
to be made to internet 
service at schools if all 
teachers are going to 
stream HD video. My wife 
tried to go to her elementary 
school to teach from her 
classroom, one or two days 
a week, and the internet was 
so bad that she left at her 
break and finished the day 
from the house. 

43w Like Reply 13 C 

Beth Barts 

Jason White ... valid 
point. 

43w Like Reply 

till~ 
"!..-O Peter Lee 

@ Write a comment... e @ Q 
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9:23 

Beth's Post ••• 

Michael Gast 

The logistical challenges that 
exist for DL/hybrid in high 
schools do not prevent us from 
implementing a 5 day/week plan 
for elementary for those who 
want and need it. 

43w Like Reply 

Beth Barts 

Michael Gast ... I will go over 
this again with you Mr. Gast. 
We can't social distance if 
we bring in all the kids 5 
days a week who wants in 
person. I will not stop social 
distancing until the health 
department says that it is ok 
to stop. I won't debate this 
with you anymore. I am 
supporting bringing in 
special education students 
based on their IEP but we 
still must social distance. 

[Q) Write a comment... 9 @ @ 
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Yahoo Mail - Re : (EXTERNAL) Beth Barts use of a group FB page to conduct official SB business 7/14/21, 12:26 PM 

r 

( 

L 

From: Debbie Rose <rosepotomacfalls@verizon.net> 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2020 9:47 PM 
To: Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Beth Barts use of a group FB page to conduct official SB business 

Hi Steve-
Alerting you to how Beth Barts is using her personal FB account to make comments about SB business on 
another page- the Loudoun Parents for Evidence Based Decisions. As you know, her use of her personal FB 
account to inform the public of official business and interact there with constituents puts her legally at risk 
because the page operators will block people who disagree with Beth or make comments she finds offensive. 
She is trying to get around the rules of a public forum by having one page where she does not allow comments 
but then uses her private page to engage as a SB member on another group page that will restrict access to the 
page and therefore Beth's official comments. 
-Debbie 

ht tps://mail .yahoo.com/d/searc h/keyword=Beth%2520barts/messages/119402 Page 2 of 2 
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Yahoo Mail - Re: [EXTERNAL) Beth Barts use of a group FB page to conduct official SB business 7/14/21, 12:26 PM 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Beth Barts use of a group FB page to conduct official SB business 

From: Debbie Rose (rosepotomacfalls@verizon.net) 

To: Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org 

Date: Saturday, October 31, 2020, 11 :27 PM EDT 

Here is a photo showing just a one incidence. Notice she says she is speaking as a board member from her personal 
FB page. 

their concerns. 

6d Like 

S Beth Barts 

Michele Hersey-Leffler ... you have a family member who works 
for the County. I appreciate that. It is important to hear different 
perspectives. Wanted to make sure the community understands 
that you are not speaking on behalf of the BOS or LCPS when 
you share various posts such as the one above but as a 
concerned resident. To be clear the BOS and LCSB have a 
collaborative relationship. I am speaking as a member of the 
LCSB. 
Have a good day. 

6d Like 

Samantha Woolf Garvin 

Perhaps if less things in the county were open, schools would have 
been able to open a while ago. Food for thought. If schools are the 
priority, make them the priority and reign in the activities that are 
causing the virus to spread. We don't actually meet the CDC 
thresholds for opening, but are close, and are doing so, anyways. 

6d Like 23 0 

View 1 previous reply ... 

@ Samantha Woolf Garvin 

Michele Hersey-Leffler businesses aren't necessarily the issue. 
The biggest issue now from what I understand locally is what 
people do in their personal lives that spreads the virus. 

6d Like 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

Loudoun Parents, Teachers and 
Staff for Evidence-Based Safe 
Schooling 
Private group 
6,492 Members 

See Group 

On Saturday, October 31, 2020, 10:39 AM, Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org> wrote: 

L Debbie, 
Thanks. I'm on it. Steve 

https://mail.yahoo.com/d/search/keyword=Beth%2520barts/messages/119402 Page 1 of 2 
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◄ Facebook ,11 5G E 4:19 PM 

< Amanda Bean 
Active 56m ago 

NOV 01, 2020, 2:41 PM 

I can't prevent her from 
deleting her own comments 

Facebook does not have a 
• setting for that 

Aa 

.ey 68% (• )1 
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Yahoo Mail • Fw: Charging constituents for access to Beth Barts Illegally using her personal FB page as an official one? 7/14/21, 12:29 PM 

( 

From: Debbie Rose <rosepotomacfalls@verizon.net> 
To: Stephen DeVita <stephen.devita@lcps.org>; Brenda Sheridan <brenda.sheridan@lcps.org>; Atoosa Reaser 
<atoosa.reaser@lcps.org>; Eric Williams <eric.williams@lcps.org> 
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020, 03:19:41 PM EST 
Subject: Fw: Charging constituents for access to Beth Barts illegally using her personal FB page as an official 
one? 

To follow-up on the previous message- Beth is now using her personal FB page to make comments on her 
Outreach page where she shuts off comments. This might technically get around public forum laws, but it 
doesn't get around the fact that her personal page has become an official one and she now must make that 
page available to the public. 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Debbie Rose <rosepotomacfalls@verizon.net> 
To: Stephen DeVita <stephen.devita@lcps.org>; Brenda Sheridan <brenda.sheridan@lcps.org>; Atoosa Reaser 
<atoosa.reaser@lcps.org>; Eric Williams <eric.williams@lcps.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 3, 2020, 04:53:27 PM EST 
Subject: Charging constituents for access to Beth Barts illegally using her personal FB page as an official one? 

All-
It has come to my attention that a FOIA request has been submitted for Beth Bart's social media/facebook posts 
from her personal account and that the requester has been informed it will cost over $700 to do that. 
One, has Brian Davison paid the balance on his FOIA requests? I don't think so. Where is the legality of 
charging some but not others? 
Two, Beth Barts has intentionally tried to avoid constitutionally protected public forum law by using her personal 
FB account in other FB pages to comment as a Board Member on school board business. Attached is a screen 
shot of just one of those comments where she specifically states she is commenting as a "School Board 
member". 
Beth Barts now estimates that it will take 20 hours to collect all her social media comments from her private 
accounts and that time plus that of the PIO will result in costs exceeding $700 to fulfill the FOIA request. So 
Beth can intentionally try to avoid her obligations to uphold her constitutional duties and then charge 
constituents who wish to have access to the material she tried to avoid making public? And, either she has A 
LOT of material to collect- meaning she has been violating her constitutional obligations extensively- or the task 
of collecting screen shots and documents is very challenging for her. 
I suggest that counsel weigh in on the wisdom of charging the constituent for the FOIA request AND that the 
Chair review options to sanction Ms. Barts for her actions and consider removing her as chair of the 
Communications Committee. 
Regards, 
Debbie Rose 

97ED70A7-55DF-4C3F-BC36-33704A54DFB6.jpeg 

315.1 kB 

https://mail.yahoo.c om/d/search/keyword=Beth%2520barts/messages/119936 Page 2 of 2 
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< Beth Barts ► Beth Barts 
School Outreach-Leesburg 
District • Join 
Nov 6 · 0 

••• 

For everyone who is trying to FIOA my old page-
It has been archived and it is not coming back. 
There are hundreds of posts and thousands of 
replies going back to July of 2018 when I started it 
as a campaign page. Then there is my personal 
page. Kids pies and the latest thriller I am reading
kind of lame but makes me happy. 

This forum and my newsletter are your best bets at 
getting my outreach information. But feel free to 

do what you got to do .. it's your money. 'ii' 

> <. h _, Ha a e:;> Share 

0 • "' You, Joseph Newcomer and 35 others 
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(1) Face book 

( • 0 ■ ■ ■ 

◄ Camera 

< August 22, 2020 
9:oa AM Edit 

11 ¥ C t t (.U II Lt L '-=-' t ~ 1 10 --

All Ment ions 

Beth Barts @beth_bar ts • 3m 
Replying to @suburbanitonup 

@LoudounEA and 2 others 

Field hockey. Smh. 

Q tl. <:? i.!i 

Beth Barts liked your reply 

Stop bullying @ewilliams65 and 

@LoudounSchools to keep schools 
shuttered! The kids of Loudoun cleserve 
lo be in school in person 5x a week. How 
about putting #studentsfirst instead of 
last? 

Greg O'Connell liked your Retweet 

The constitution that created three 

branches of government has been 
replaced by a State of Ernergency. Laws 
are now written by one person. They are 

called executive orders. No public 
hearing or debate. Residents are r. 
longer permitted to testify before 
enacted. 



■ r 0 ■ 

• 

Torlso Slogotonu 

@,tcrtsasl.igotonu 

■ 

Getting a new president is one 
thing but have you ever been 
hyped about getting a new 
Secretary of Education 

■ 
Austin Levine 
19m • ■ 

I ! • 
■ Like 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10226395950793069&set=p.10226395950793069&type=3 

8/9/21, 9: 00 PM 

0 

II 

■ Comment 

Page 1 of 2 
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BoardDocs® Pro 7/12/21, 10:18 PM 

Agenda Item Details 

Meeting Nov 17, 2020 - Special School Board Meeting to include a Closed Session and School Board 
Elementary School Attendance Zone Work Session (Virtual Meeting) 6:30 p.m. 

Category 

Subject 

Type 

4. Closed Meeting 

4.01 Motion to Convene Closed Meeting 

Action 

MOTION TO CONVENE CLOSED MEETING 

I move that the Loudoun County School Board recess this public meeting and enter into a closed meeting, pursuant to §2.2-3712 of 
the Code of Virginia, for the following purpose(s): 

( 

• Discussion and consideration of the resignation of a specific district-level administrator as authorized by Section 2.2-3711 (A) (1 ) 
of the Code of Virginia; 

• Discussion and consideration of prospective candidates for employment or transfer, assignment, appointment and salaries for a 
district-level administrator as authorized by Section 2.2-3711 (A)(1 ); and 

• Discussion and consideration of the performance or disciplining of a specific public officer (a Board Member) as authorized by 
Section 2.2-3711 (A) (1) of the Code of Virginia. 

Motion by Ms. Reaser to Convene Closed Meeting. 
Seconded by Mr. Serotkin 

Motion Passes 8-0-1 with Ms. Barts absent for the vote. 

ht tps ://go .boarddocs.com/vsba/loudou n/Boa rd. ns f /Public Page 1 of 1 
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Agenda Item Details 

Meeting Nov 17, 2020 - Special School Board Meeting to include a Closed Session and School Board 
Elementary School Attendance Zone Work Session (Virtual Meeting) 6:30 p.m. 

Category 

Subject 

Type 

4. Closed Meeting 

4.04 Motion Required by Closed Meeting 

Action 

Motion by Ms. Sheridan that after providing Ms. Barts notice and an opportunity to respond in Closed Session to an 
allegation of unauthorized disclosure of confidential attorney-client privilege information from Closed Session, Ms. Barts 
declined to attend the Closed Session; and 

That based on the evidence, the Board finds that the confidential attorney-client information from Closed Session was 
disclosed recently by Ms. Barts without authorization regarding social media; and 

That the Board, after considering the evidence, reaffirms the confidentiality under the attorney-client privilege of certain legal 
( ·ce provided by outside counsel in Closed Session, and 

That for the same reason, it is the determination of the Board that a violation of School Board Policy 1030, paragraph (8)(4) 
and a violation of the confidentiality of Closed Session as well as the unauthorized disclosure of attorney-client privilege 
information were committed and, therefore, Ms. Barts is hereby reprimanded. 
Seconded by Ms. Reaser 

Mrs. Corbo would like to divide the question into two motions; the first three paragraphs and the last paragraph. 

Motion 1 - The first three paragraphs: 
Motion by Ms. Sheridan that after providing Ms. Barts notice and an opportunity to respond in Closed Session to an 
allegation of unauthorized disclosure of confidential attorney-client privilege information from Closed Session, Ms. Barts 
declined to attend the Closed Session; and 

That based on the evidence, the Board finds that the confidential attorney-client information from Closed Session was 
disclosed recently by Ms. Barts without authorization regarding social media; and 

That the Board, after considering the evidence, reaffirms the confidentiality under the attorney-client privilege of certain legal 
advice provided by outside counsel in Closed Session, and 

Motion Passes 8-0-1 with Ms. Barts absent for the vote. 

Motion 2 - The fourth paragraph: 
That for the same reason, it is the determination of the Board that a violation of School Board Policy 1030, paragraph (8)(4) 

· a violation of the confidentiality of Closed Session as well as the unauthorized disclosure of attorney-client privilege 
111ormation were committed and, therefore, Ms. Barts is hereby reprimanded. 

htt ps://go. boarddocs.com/vsba/loudou n/Boa rd. ns f /Public Page 1 of 2 
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11/30/2020 

Gmail 

Beth Barts is out of Line 
1 message 

Gmail - Beth Barts is out of Line 

Melissa North <melissanorth77@gmail.com> 

Melissa North <melissanorth77@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 30, 2020 at 10:36 AM 
To: brenda.sheridan@lcps.org, eric.williams@lcps.org 

Hi, 

We need to move forward together without the Beth Barts mania swings. These kids 
desperately need to be in school. My own son spoke at the school board meeting a few 
weeks ago (red sweatshirt, Stone Bridge student, just completely broke down). I just 
want to thank you Dr Williams for reaching out to us. Even though we probably have 
different views about how this has been handled, it felt really good to feel that someone 
was listening and might actually care about how hard this is on kids. I'm very grateful. I'm 
also tremendously relieved that we are starting to bring kids back. I know this decision 
took a lot of courage. 

However I'm writing to express my frustration of the constant hystronics on full display by 
Beth Barts. She is just one ridiculous side show after the next. She is the Donald Trump 
of the Loudoun County School Board. She is divisive, unprofessional, a fearmonger, and 
a mob-baiter. It is absolutely incredible that she is the communication chair! What an 
embarrassment! She now has parents on social media freaking out that doctors are 
saying their kids and the teacher will be dead if they return to school. She has absolutely 
no ability to lead with facts and not emotion and drama. 

She is making ridiculous claims about what medical professionals have said in private, 
as if this is gospel. Anyone who has looked at the news lately is hearing an ever louder 
beating drum that we must get kids back to school and that schools can be opened 
safely like in so many other places. Guess what? I can make claims about what I've 
discussed off record with medical professionals too. I've spoken to medical professionals 
about how much harm is coming to kids keeping schools closed. Two such professionals 
are a local family Psychiatrist (Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology) and their Ashburn based 
pediatrician. We can all play this game all day long. The difference is she is a public 
figure and is full blown reckless. I would not take these two anecdotal conversations I 
have and then try to create public hysteria. 

You, as a board, really need to have a primer on ethics and responsible leadership. 
There needs to be some measure of control exerted by the members of your board. 
Maybe she can get a crash course from Phyllis Randall, who has shown incredible 

\._ leadership and class. 

Screenshot attached showing the latest attention grabbing, fear mongering from your 

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/0?ik=669e6c99bc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-6066885388986420917% 7Cmsg-a%3Ar-6070190355... 1 /2 



11/30/2020 Gmail - Beth Barts is out of Line 

biggest drama lama to grace the board. 

I'm not even going to get into the fact that she is encouraging people to call her so the 
info cannot be FOIA'd. Maybe these "calls" she is receiving from the medical community 
are currently off record because they don't exist! 

Regards, 
Melissa North 

ft • 

r#.,..• ·••..._ ,...,. . ___ ,_,. __ ..., .. 
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Screenshot_20201130-054628_Facebook.jpg 
547K 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=669e6c99bc&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-6066885388986420917% 7Cmsg-a%3Ar-6070190355... 2/2 
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December 1, 2020 

Closed session called because Beth threatened Dr. Williams to hold a press conference if he didn't do 

what she wanted with regards to closure metrics. Barts did not join the meeting while Sheridan 

presented the concern. Barts joined exactly after Sheridan's remarks to make a statement she had 

previsouly emailed to be read on her behalf. 

Repsonsive documents: 

12/10 email attachecl from Beth threatening to hold a press conference; Brenda Sheridan reminding that 

we are trying to hire a new Superintendent and that we should conduct ourselves professionally and 

threats are not necessary. 
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Re: Motion 

Brenda Sheridan < Brenda.Sheridan@lcps.org > 
Thu 12/10/2020 12:01 PM 

To: Beth Barts < Beth.Barts@lcps.org > 
Cc: School Board Confidential <SchoolBoardConfidential@lcps.org>; Eric Williams <Eric.Williarns@lcps.org >; Asia Jones 
<Asia.Jones@lcps.org >; Ashley Ellis <Ashley.Ellis@lcps.org >; Stephen De Vita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org > 

ToAII 

I have spoken with Nyah and Cabinet is very well aware of the situation and working on the next steps. 

I want to remind everyone that the Board elects a Chair to speak on their behalf and holding a press 
conference by one individual would be highly inappropriate. It is threats and rogue behavior such as this 

that is causing us to be in a continuous state of chaos. 

Everyone needs to remember that we are in the process of trying to hire a new superintendent. Our list 
of potential, highly qualified candidates will continue to diminish if we behave unprofessionally and 

erratica lly. 

Please remain calm and let staff do their jobs. The threats to cover yourself must stop now. 

Brenda 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 10, 2020, at 9:57 AM, Beth Barts < Beth.Barts@lcps.org> wrote: 

> 
> Good Morning, 

> 
> The board motioned 6-3 that we would return to all remote once our metrics went above both 

thresholds. 

> 
> The VDH K-12 metrics show us above both thresholds since December 6th. 

> 
> Dec 5 10.0 Saturday 

> Dec 6. 10.4 Sunday 

> 

> 
> Dec 7. 10.4 Monday 

> 

> 
> Dec 8. 10.4 Tuesday Day 1 

> Dec 9 10.4 Wednesday Day 2 

> Dec 10 10.4 Thursday (today) Day 3 

> Dec 11 ? Friday Day4 

> Dec 14 ? Monday Day 5 
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From: 
To: 

Peter Livingston 
Beth Barts 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] I guess some one didn't listen to Atoosa? 
Wednesday, December 2, 2020 6:58:48 PM Date: 

Much like you aren't a doctor you are also not an attorney. Do the community a favor and get 
off social media. 

Peter Livingston 

On Dec 2, 2020, at 6:51 PM, Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org> wrote: 

Mr. Livingston, 

Thank you for sharing your concerns. The open meeting rules only apply when 
more than 2 board members are conversing on school board business. As you can 
see I shared information and Mr. Morse responded to a few parents but no other 
board member participated in the conversation. 

I have shared school information to many families in my community including 
PT A groups, Community boards and neighborhood forums. I have shared 
information on our schools to Civic organizations and even the LCDC - which 
quite a few of us have shared membership in. Being a member of a group or 
organization in no way violates the open meeting laws unless MORE than 2 
elected representatives are having a conversation in real time on social media or 
in person about school business but please feel free to clarify with the 
Commonwealth Attorney. I am sure she will give you good advice as she and I 
campaigned together last year and I know her personally to be a great CA for our 
community. 

Also .... Mr. Morse brought up the camera concern from the Dias a month back. 
So it has been brought up publicly as well as being on the agenda last night. 

Have a wonderful evening, 

Beth Barts 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 2, 2020, at 6:01 PM, Peter Livingston 
<plivingston@kw.com> wrote: 

Looks to me like 7 of you are members of a private group on Facebook 
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Both Barts In Loudoun Paronts, Toachers and Staff for Evld 

Group Posts 

Beth Barts 
,,, 'F. 

This was the response f,orn the Depannwnt ol Digital lnMvat,on. 
Roferring to my p,e'llous p-O~t asking for feedback). Thar,k ~•ou for 
~·our er1yayerrli!r'1t. 

•• 

Ms. Barts, 

The Blur feature is disabled on all Chromebooks 

by Google because Chromebooks do not have 
the processing capacity required to operate that 

feature. This is not something that LCPS has 

the ability to control. 

( , .. . , , Loudoun Parents, Teach ... 

'rf>1: Bet~Barts 
- ,1f1 ' J.1 

Jeffrey Morse shared at the end of the meeting he will be bringing a 
motion rorwarcl to require students to have cameras on. It was accidentally 
skipped in discussion but on the agenda so it will not be an information 
item from my understanding but an action item on tho 15111. If passed I 
assume it would start after winter break but do not know for sure. 

I would like to hear thoughts on this from the community. I will also be 
asking for feedback at the SEAC meeting tonight. From my understanding 
parents will be allowed to opt out their own child and this would have to be 
honored by all teachers and schools. 

I have asker! DOI about the blur fe.iture as not all families are comfortable 
with other students seeing into their child's bedroom or home. At one time 
it was disabled clue to "glitching". This must be an option if we are going 
to require this in my opinion. 

Please feel free to share feedback sii,ce we will be voting on this. 
understand teachers have been asking for this and while I unclerstand their 
frustration. I don't see how we can enforce it or bring cfisciplinary 
measures if students do not obey. I do know it cannot impact a students 
grade. 

'disclaimer - this post is reflective of my opinion only ancl does not reflect 
the opinion of the board as a whole". 

o·.-.-, 

'f~ --;" 
1,._.~..,.N~•oeltov ... "11'ul! ~RO-Jdt.owrcf<t/111> 
__ w, __ .,,,, ..... , .... ~.,~-- ... -"'.t.' 
,,..,.,.,,,o.,._..,_.._~,,,~co.-.o 
,.,._, ...... .,...,.~c-.,...1.,.;,w-..• .. ....,.........., 
........ ..,...., ........ 1., ............... ....,flo •• _~ .... . 
~!:=~~:'-=•.:!.,~-:;!:'!,'.:-!.·~ 
::~::...-"""1W.o.M ... l'<l11f-Kl'l('f~ll"""'°'71 

,,,...,__, __ _, IUl'IMl-•1~""4-• ... -
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From: Ellilll..8l!.eJ 
To: Brenda Sheridan: Atoosa Reaser: Denise Corbo: Harris Mahedavi; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ 
Subject: [EXTERNAL) Re: LCPS schools 
Date: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 9:30:09 AM 
Attachments: ~ 

I find this behavior to be unacceptable. Barts has a way of vilifying people and creating a mob mentality. Way to throw your fellow 
colleagues under the bus by taking things said out of context. When is enough, enough?? You are supposed to be an example for our 
community. Instead Barts is "sharing information because voters have recourse." 
Faith Riley 

8:14llil®~~0arr■ 

face boo I< Q 

IJ._/ Llr,c y--1 r\ll vVV C I 

.. , Beth Barts ► Anti-Racist Parents 
r~ of Loudoun County 

47m • IE 

••• 

I wanted to share that last night Mr. Beatty 
motioned for the Equity Committee to be 
discharged. This motion died on the floor due 
to a lack of a second from the 8 other 
members. I felt it was important for this group 
to know this occurred and that the Equity 
Committee will continue to play an important 
role in 2021 when it comes to feedback and 
recommendations for LCSB policy creation and 



t;rJanye~. 

Be safe and Happy New Year. 

Beth Barts - Leesburg District Representative 

10 3 Con1ments 

(6 Like CJ Comment 

Caitlin Garrison Keefe • Are we allowed to share this? 

""' --- '- · 

111 0 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 2 1, 2020, at 8:33 PM, Faith Riley <fmhall 1983@yahoo.com> wrote: 
> 
> Dear School Board, 

< 

> I am writing on behalf of my three children, a 7th grader, 5th grader and 1st grader. I am hopeful that if you read enough of these 
stories then one day, one day you will have an eye-opening experience to the impact of your decisions on the children and fam ilies you 
serve. Yes, you are elected officials AND yes. whether you support my district or not, your vote matters for the collective sake. You 
should be listening to your constituents. Not mocking them with insincerity on Facebook, not ignoring their verbal pleas and playing on 
their phones at the school board meeting, but listening. I am a nurse, I have worked over 40-60 hours a week from March onward. I 
have worked frontline swabbing patient's noses testing for Covid. I have worked in the preoperative and recovery room caring for 
critically sick patients that may or may not have covid. I wore a mask/ shield, I wore gloves, I washed my hands. I have been exposed 
to people in their most vulnerable states with Covid. I have NOT gotten Covid. What I have suffered with is being at work and my 
cellphone vibrating in my pocket, checking my cellphone on my lunch break and hearing my child crying that they are struggling and 
need help. Coming home every night and reading multiple books with my 7 year old, who despite everything I am attempting to teach 
her, is below grade level and struggling more and more each day. A child who once bounced out of bed and was excited to go to school, 
asks me every night if she has to tomorrow. A child who at only 7 says that she hates online school. What you don' t know is that during 
the first month of school my 12 year old came to me with alarming infonnation. He said that he was sad and that school is so 
overwhelming that he could see how kids could want to kill themselves. Immediately, I called the school for help. I got the case 
manager, assistant principal, counselor involved. We changed his schedule so not all of his core classes were on one day and his 
electives were on the other. I came home and supported him every night. The poor teachers heard from me weekly, sometimes more 
(and he has 8 teachers). I wi ll say the implementation of ABAB has been dramatically helpful with the overwhelming feeling of 
schoolwork. However, today, I came home from work to a sad child. He came to me and said he has nothing to look forward to, no 
sports, no friends, he doesn't have any Christmas spirit. He states he feels isolated and depressed. I had changed my children's choice to 
hybrid and he said that he is afraid that he won't be able to start hybrid in January. I have already emailed my child's pediatrician 
because I wi ll continuously advocate and fight for my chi ld. I am a very proactive parent, we go for car rides, we went to see the bull 

( 
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< f·;~~--~~~ Beth Barts- Leesbur ... q ... 
--· '· 

CIThe board approved the Virginia School 

Boards resolution recognizing March as 

Equity In Education Month. All members 

except Mr. Beatty supported. He shared 

that his objection is Critical Race Theory. 

As you may remember Mr. Beatty came 

under fire for his remarks regarding 

masters and slaves a year ago. We share 

schools so I do want to understand his 

concerns in more detail when it comes to 

equity. 

CIUpdate on hybrid. Lots of frustration 

with the new CDC guidance as it appears 

to make it harder to bring back more 

students than prior guidance. The Interim 

Superintendent recommends no changes 

to our current modality at this time. 

Join Group 
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" Barts Blog" ..... stay up to date with the Loudoun County School Board ... ts o f pressure from those outside our buildings looking in I Facebook 8/7/21, 11 :37 AM 

( Beth Barts 
January 17 • ■ 

Lots of pressure from those outside our buildings looking in. t • 

■ 

Perhaps the BOS chair can continue her advocacy on getting vaccines into our staffs arms. 
That is actually very appreciated. I told a parent yesterday, if you picked hybrid you accept the 
risk when we go back. They agreed. 10 minutes later I had to tell a teacher who has a family 
member who is immunocompromised to try and keep open 3 devices to get one of the next 
slots since they don't qualify for P1 status. 

I read the emails from our staff who were in our buildings. I posted the emails so the 
community could see them as well. We are installing plexiglass, have set up an an anonymous 
tip line to report violations, are interviewing for the contact tracer job posting and have 
changed the secondary schedule in preparation for a return. 

I have no doubt we are going back soon but proud of my colleagues who have asked hard 
questions along the way and very very grateful to those staff members who shared their real 
experiences so we could addres them. 

We added leave so staff can stay home if they have any symptoms and not use personal sick 
leave and we have approved stipends for those who have worked and will work in person. 

Thank you to those who spoke up. Thank you to those who believe in science but also know 
( the reality of teaching in person. Together we WILL get back into our physical buildings. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/620489581949188/posts/6920694 51457867 Page 2 of 4 
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< "Barts Blog" ..... stay ... 

Beth Barts 
Jan 31 · 0 

• •• 

••• 

This is what I was referring to. The 

pressure will be on. Please know that I am 

committed to following our protocols in the 

HYBRID modality for the safety of all at this 

c time. 

We are still in a pandemic. - -- _ 

Guess what? We will continue to be vocal anyway! And 
the six feet social distancing in the CDC guidance is 
not mandatory. If you familiarize yourself with it, it 
says "when feasible." I can send you screenshots if 
you would like. Thank you for your time as always, Ms. 
Barts! 

1 Share 
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Yahoo Mail - Fwd: [EXTERNAL] 8/6/21, 11: 34 PM 

( 

( 

Fwd: [EXTERNAL] 

From: Elizabeth Boyko (eboyko01@yahoo.com) 

To: rosepotomacfalls@verizon.net 

Date: Friday, August 6, 2021, 10:08 PM EDT 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Elizabeth Boyko <eboyko01@yahoo.com> 
Date: January 31, 2021 at 4:36:20 PM EST 
To: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org> 
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] 

Of course I'm aware of FOIA. But that doesn't excuse your behavior. Do you not understand by now 
that parents have had enough of you mocking and belittling us? Maybe you're proud of that behavior 
but I teach my children not to do that! 

On Jan 31, 2021, at 4:34 PM, Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org> wrote: 

As you are aware emails to elected officials are not private or confidential. I of course 
would never share your name. 

Kindly, 

Beth Barts 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Jan 31, 2021, at 4:32 PM, Elizabeth Boyko <eboyko01@yahoo.com> 
wrote: 

Sharing emails from a parent (me) in a public forum (where no 
one can reply) and bashing me is completely appalling and 
unbecoming of an elected official. I wrote that in response to 
your other post. So you can keep gaslighting the community, 
Beth, and you can continue to mock and belittle parents who 
are fighting for their kids, but your childish behavior will not shut 
us up. You should be ashamed of yourself and you owe me an 
apology, although I would never in a million years expect you to 

https://mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/1/messages/148623 Page 1 of 2 
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do the right thing. 

<IMG_ 1001.jpg> 

https://mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/1/messages/148623 

8/6/21, 11:34 PM 

Page 2 of 2 
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Beth Barts-Leesburg District School 
Board Member 
12h · 0 

••• 

I have been informed over 300 voters in town have 
asked for me to be removed as the Leesburg 
District School Board Representative. I suspect as 
residents sign that piece of paper, it feels good to 
have a name, a face, a real live person to blame. It 
helps channel the anger and frustration that all of 
us have struggled with at some point over the past 
10 months. 

I can't deny that I am strong minded and 
passionate and that I tend to be more activist than 
advocate at times for our community. I give 100% 
when it comes to making decisions .... regardless 
of the political side .... because this position is by 
Virginia Law nonpartisan. I don't always mince 
words but I also don't claim to be perfect or to 
have a crystal ball telling the future. I do know that 
I have worked very hard for the past year and at 
times felt exhausted and scared but not once did I 

feel alone. Not one sinale time. 

7/13/21, 11:52 PM 

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id=144553049 ... 495212640450&message_ id=mid.%24cAAAAAAg2h0KAOkQYt16oP7B3G30y Page 1 of 2 
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I can't deny that I am strong minded and 
passionate and that I tend to be more activist than 
advocate at times for our community. I give 100% 
when it comes to making decisions .... regardless 
of the political side .... because this position is by 
Virginia Law nonpartisan. I don't always mince 

( words but I also don't claim to be perfect or to 
have a crystal ball telling the future. I do know that 
I have worked very hard for the past year and at 
times felt exhausted and scared but not once did I 

l_ 

feel alone. Not one single time. 

If you want me to continue to represent our 
community I need you to say so. Educators voices 
are welcome as well. A short email to 
Beth.barts@lcps.org saying you do not support a 
recall is all I need. I will save it and hope I never 
need to use it. 

Thank you. 
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February 9, 2021 

Closed session called due to allegations that she misused division resources for personal gain. 

I referenced several email excahnges where I asked Beth not to involve me by copying my LCPS email on 

her messages related to the political recall effort, because I consider misuse of my time as misuse of a 

division resource. I also referened the continued use of email, despite previous warnings, to try to 

discuss board issues with a quorum of members on the email, in violation of the law. 

Responsive document s: during this closed session I referenced multiple emails {dated Jan 2, 9, 10, 11, 

2021 and Feb 3 and 10, 2021) 

- I refrenced my Jan 2 email where I asked her to drop me from her recall effort emails as it was 

preventing me from doing my school board work 

-I referenced my Jan 9 email where I told her "I think this might be my fourth request (at least the 

second in recent weeks)" and that her forwarding emails to me that she wants to use to fight the recall 

are " impacting my ability to do my own work, so I respectfully ask you to keep your own records .. ." 

-I referenced my Jan 10 email where I say "For me it's really just more a matter of trying to work 

harmoniously like we talked about in the [a previous] closed session ... Being a team instead of creating 

division. I'm not interested in trying to exert authority over anyone, I'm interested in influencing people 

who want to take my influence and being open to the same from my colleagues so we can help each 

other do a good job for the kids." 

-1 referencP.d the Jan 11 email where she agreed to stop involving me in the emails fighting the recall 

-I referenced the Feb 3 email where I asked her to stop involving me in the effort to fight the recall 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] My thoughts on school reopening 

( Atoosa Reaser <Atoosa.Reaser@lcps.org> 

Sat 1/2/ 2021 1:19 PM 

( 

C 

To: Beth Barts < Beth.Barts@lcps.org > 

Cc: Scott Ziegler <Scott.Ziegler@lcps.org > 
Bee: School Board Confidential <SchoolBoardConfidential@lcps.org> 

Good morning, 

Could you please drop me off of replies you send to emails that are going to you individually? 

Thank you, 
Atoosa 

Vice Chair and 
Algonkian District Member, 
Loudoun County School Board 

Please be aware that correspondence with an elected official in the Commonwealth of Virginia is 
subject to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) disclosure laws. 

From: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org> 

Sent: Saturday, January 2, 2021 7:42:50 AM 

To: School Board Confidential <SchoolBoardConfidential@lcps.org> 

Cc: Scott Ziegler <Scott.Ziegler@lcps.org> 

Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] My thoughts on school reopening 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Stacey Holtz-Schmidt <stacey.holtzschmidt@gmail.com> 

Date: January 2, 2021 at 2:57:01 AM EST 
To: Beth Barts < Beth.Barts@lcps.org > 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] My thoughts on school reopening 

Hello. I follow you on Facebook and have been very impressed with your willingness to 
listen to LCPS staff. I work in the Transportation Department as a School Bus Driver 
Instructor. I have been back full time in the office and training on the bus, since the first 
of July. My department has not had the luxury of being allowed to telework. Not only are 
we doing in person training but also some training classes are impossible to social 
distance while completing-and yet we are required to do them. I understand that we 
need bus drivers, but every single day I am being told to show up and work. 



( 

( 

L 

Yet I have to go to work, while watching the 
positivity rates climb. I am resentful and angry that myself and my coworkers (3 of which 
have now tested positive) are required to put ourselves and by extension our families at 
risk. Opening schools up would only increase that risk. Bus drivers don't get the benefit of 
temperature checked kids. We Have been told that we must to take everyone to school -
even if they appear sick. I can only hope that the school board considers ALL of the 
employees required to work, not just the teachers. Please advocate for us. Keep the 
schools closed for the safety of the employees and the community. Thank you, Stacey 
Holtz-Schmidt 

Sent from my iPad. Any mistakes - blame autocorrect. 
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Re: [EXTERNAL] Thank you for your service 

( Atoosa Reaser <Atoosa.Reaser@lcps.org> 

Sat 1/9/20211:18 PM 

To: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org>; Brenda Sheridan <Brenda.Sheridan@lcps.org> 

Hi Beth, 

I don't need forwards of emails you get. I think this might be my fourth request (at least the second in 
recent weeks). It's impacting my ability to do my work, so I respectfully ask you to keep your own 
records, if you feel they may be later needed. 

Thank you, 
Atoosa Reaser 

Atoosa Reaser I Loudoun County School Board 
Vice Chair and Algonkian District Member 

email: ato osa.reaser @lcps.org 
mobile: (571) 291-5325 

Please be aware that correspondence with an elected official in 
the Cam.monwealth of Virginia is subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA} disclosure laws. 

( From: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org> 

Sent: Saturday, January 9, 20211:04 PM 

To: Brenda Sheridan <Brenda.Sheridan@lcps.org> 

Cc: Atoosa Reaser <Atoosa.Reaser@lcps.org> 

Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Thank you for your service 

For your records. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Martha Jones < marthaJones3@verizon.net > 
Date: December 19, 2020 at 11 :28:53 AM EST 

To: Beth Barts < Beth.Barts@lcps.org > 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Thank you for your service 
Reply-To: Martha Jones <martha.jones3@verizon.net > 

Dear Beth Barts , 

I want to take a moment to thank you for serving on the Loudoun County School Board and for 
providing frequent, succint updates. This year has had so many changes it has been difficult to keep 



r 
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L 

abreast of them all. Your updates make it much easier to stay up-to-date with the frequent changes. 

I especialy appreciate that you have continued these updates even after being baselessly attacked 
by a few very vocal citizens. These very vocal citizens are mean and use hateful speech that I have 
reported several times. 

You had my vote the last time you ran and you will have my vote next time if you decide to run again. 

Thank you, 

Martha Jones 
Leesburg, Va 
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BoardDocs® Pro 7/12/21, 10:27 PM 

Agenda Item Details 

Meeting 

Category 

Subject 

Type 

Mar 04, 2021 - Special School Board Meeting - Closed Session Only 7: 30 p.m . (Virt ual 
Meeting) 

3. Closed Meeting 

3.04 Motion Required by Closed Meeting 

Action 

Motion by Ms. Sheridan that the Loudoun County School Board approve a limited waiver of the Closed Session 
confidentiality and associated attorney-client privilege regarding discussions with such waiver being strictly limited to Board 
Member behavior discussions during the Closed Sessions on the following dates: 
June 2, 2020 
July 21 , 2020 
November 17, 2020 
December 1, 2020 
FF>bruary 9, 2021 
( )nded by Ms. Reaser 

Motion Passes 6-0-1-2 with Mr. Mahedavi abstaining from the vote. Ms. Barts and Ms. Corbo were absent for the vote. 

Motion by Ms. Sheridan that the School Board finds that School Board member Beth Barts did violate School Board Policy 
1030, Code of Conduct for School Board Members, in failin to put student interests first (paragraph A2); failed to show 
respect for fellow board members in a spirit of harmony and cooperation (paragrap ); failed to weTcome and encourage 
active cooperation of Loudoun County residents in the district (paragraph B9); and failed to work in a spirit of team work in 
service to the community (paragraph B10); and that this Board does not condone the behavior of School Board member Beth 
Barts and does hereby publicly censure her. 
Seconded by Ms. Reaser 

Motion Passes 7-0-2 with Ms. Barts and Ms. Corbo absent for the vote. 

htt ps ://go. board docs.com/vsba/loudoun/Board. nsf /Public Page 1 of 1 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

March 5, 2021 

BETH BARTS AND HER 
COUNSEL RESPOND 
TO SCHOOL BOARD CENSURE 

Attorney Charles King, 
representing Leesburg School 

c Board Member Beth Barts, 
responded to the School 
Board's decision to censure her 
on Thursday, March 4, 2021. 

"While a pandemic rages, 
School Board Members scold 
each other rather than worry 
about kids getting a sub-par 
education and keeping teachers 
safe." 



( 
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Quoting from Alice in 
Wonderland, King described the 
School Board's actions as 
"sentence first; verdict 
afterwards" and continued: 
"The School Board may have 
cancelled Dr. Suess, but not 
Alice." 

"Watching this process, 
parents should be concerned 
about the judgment of the 
elected officials in charge of the 
Commonwealth's third largest 
school system." 

Barts added: "It's not my 
job to be liked. It's my job to 
ask hard questions, work to 
provide the best education for 
our kids, make sure our 
teachers are paid what they 
really deserve and represent the 
people of Leesburg." 
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King said he learned of 
the planned Thursday night 
closed session last Tuesday 
morning in an email from School 
Board counsel Stephen DeVita. 
The email contained allegations, 
exhibits and requested a 
response. King responded by 
letter requesting the hearing be 
continued and the allegations 
clarified. Copies of Mr. DeVita's 
email and Mr. King's response 
are available on request. 

King, who was not 
allowed to participate in the 
meeting, said his client was not 
told all of the specific 
allegations until discussion 
began in the meeting. 
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7/13/21, 11:58 PM 
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Beth Barts shared a post. 
2h · 0 

••• 

,~ LCPS Minority Student 
...,, Achievement Advisory 

Committee - MSAAC 
Sh· 0 

CTI 

As you all know, there is a lot happening 

in the county right now. It's very 

disheartening and disappointing, but not 

surprising. MSAAC, has decided that to 

"Focus On The Good" and we are 

asking you all to do the same. There is 

strength in numbers and we believe 

wholeheartedly, that united, we can and 

will silence the opposition. We ask that 

you please support our call to action by 

engaging in these 5 small, but impactful 

actions to help us in our mission of 

Join Group 

I.I 

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media?thread_id =144553049 ... 87422203343&message_id=mid.%24cAAAAAAg2h0KAOko5WV6oQThpLdDo Page 1 of 2 
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Yahoo Mail· - Fwd: Code of Conduct 
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From: 
To: 
Bee: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Dear colleagues, 

Beth Barts 
Peoise c:orbo: Harris Mahedayj: Jeff Morse 
Brenda Sheridan: Atoosa Reaser: Ian Serotkjn: Leslee King: Scott Ziegler: Chris crou: 
eaualitvfoudoun~mail,com 
Abstentions 
Wednesday, May 26, 2021 10:03:00 AM 

I want to share how deeply disheartening it was to hear your abstentions last night after I read the proclamation. Mr. 
Beatty gaYe a reason for his nay Yote. While I may not agree with him, I respect him for his transparency. 

Each of you h a,·e spoken \Yhile in sen·ice of your concerns onr the mental health of our students as \Yell as 
increased support for suicide preYention. Yet on a night when many came to spew hate, your abstentions 
empowered the fears and behaYiors that often result in increased mental health issues, harassment and discriminauon 
for our LBGTQ children and staff. 

Your choice to abstain has sent a message to ALL students in LCPS that this particular group is not ,,·orthy of a yay 
or nay YOte. Not ,,·orthy of support. Not worthy of an explanation as to \\·hy you could NOT support. Just .... 
nothing. 

I am Yery grateful that the state has mandated that our transgender students be supported and protected in policy. 

I encourage you to ha,·e an anS\\·er ready for your constituents who are ad,·ocates and allies of our LBGTQ families. 
I han· absolutely no doubt they will be coming for it. 

No response to me is necessary. 

Beth 

https://m a ii. yahoo.com/d/search/keyword = kay/m essages/14 7278 

8/9/21, 11:38 PM 

Page 2 of 3 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Charlotte McConnell 
Harris Mahedayj 
Re: [EXTERNAL] Pride Prodmation 
Friday, May 28, 20211:00:48 PM 

I hope you will send a message of support and inclusion and let people know you support our 
LGBTQIA community. 

The fact that you voted for it last year and abstained is perplexing. I am not sure who you 
mean when you say "because of a toxic board member" 

On Thu, May 27, 2021 at 7:38 PM Harris Mahedavi <Harris,Mahedavj@Icps.org> wrote: 

Hi Charlotte, 

I stand for civil rights and equity for all our children and staff in LCPS (including LGBTQ 
staff and students), and reject any discrimination and harassment directed towards anyone on 
the basis of race, gender, religion, sexual orientation or gender identity. My voting record 
stands as a commitment to this in the past 17+ months. As you may be aware that I voted 
for the Proclamation last year, and I look forward towards future proclamations. 

On the _hind sight I wish I would have had worked with Board to make any modification 
motions, however at that time (because of a toxic board member) I felt I would not have 
been heard or resulted in a productive conversation; hence abstained from the vote. 

I realize my response perhaps may not be satisfactory and my apologies for hurting. I 
however look forward towards representing all communities, including LGBTQ, and 
continue to make LCPS inclusive and safe place for all children. 

Regards 

Harris Mahedavi 
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Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County 

Hilary HL 
June 1 · 8 

••• 

Action item regarding Byron (Tanner) Cross, Leesburg ES 

DISRUPTION OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES due to his employment can 
help keep Cross on leave. This should take the form of phone calls 
and/or emails to Shawn Lacey, the principal of Leesburg ES. 

Phone number: 571 -252-2860 

Email address: Shawn.Lacey@lcps.org 

Let's keep the heat on to demonstrate that Cross' behavior is not 
only contrary to district, state, and federal policy, but also 
unacceptable to our community . 

••• 0 0 V.R. Maddox, Danielle Zuk and 16 others 16 Comments 

(6 Like CJ Comment 

All Comments • 

ft Kellie Sullivan-Herring 
toll~· 

Like • Reply • 5w 

-~ Marna MG 

Maybe I'm just petty like this, but I will forever call him 
Byron. It's his given name, after all. 

Like · Reply · 5w Ot, s 

Kathy Beynette 

Entirely compatible with what I suggested in PM. Will do . 

Like • Reply • 5w 

Hilary HL 

0 Kathy Beynette "Someone gimme a green 
light!" A ~ ~ 

.. 1 
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Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County 

Jessie Ericson 

If our children aren't enrolled in LES do our phone 
calls/emails still help or is it like calling the senators in 
another state? 

Like · Reply · 5w 

Hilary HL 

Jessie Ericson Nope. Still disrupts school 
activities .. 

Like · Reply · 5w 

Jessie Ericson 

Hilary HL Awesome! Thanks!! 

Like • Reply • 5w 0 1 

Hilary HL 

Jessie Ericson The scoop I got is that the 
disruption of activities is the specific reason 
for leave, not the statements. So any actions 
Cross has taken in school to disrupt smooth 
running PLUS any fallout from his actions .. . 

Like · Reply · 5w 0 2 

Amanda Pettis 

Hilary HL we'll never know what he's already 
said to children ---

Like • Reply · 5w ·-· 2 
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Anti-Racist Parents of Loudoun County 

Heather Elise 

He filed suit??? 

Like · Reply • 5w 

Rebecca Stack 

0 Heather Elise of course he did and probably 
backed financially by cornerstone. Don't get me 
started on these mega churches covering for 
these types. That's a whole other fb group I could 
start. 

Like • Reply • 5w 

Heather Elise 

Rebecca Stack churches should be taxed. 
All of them. 

.. .. 1 

Like · Reply · 5w 

Rebecca Stack 

0 l) 3 

0 Heather Elise agree 

Like · Reply · 5w 

Write a reply ... 

Caroline Davis 

Was this all staged one wonders? 

Like · Reply · 5w 

Hilary HL 

Caroline Davis SGP and others seem to have 
a lot of details about Cross' history, career, 
beliefs, etc ... 

Like · Reply · 5w 
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A!f}Ule,everywt'lefl 

( :i:~= Leesburg Outreach... Q • • • 
... 

See All 

New ~cth,ity 

~ Beth Rae 
~ 19m·0 

c Thank you. I appreciate 
everyone who took action 
today. #Leesburg 

••• 
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BoardDocs® Pro 8/11/21, 7:07 PM 

Agenda Item Details 

Meeting Aug 05, 2021 - Special School Board Meeting - Closed Session Only 6:30 p.m. 

Category 2. Closed Meeting 

Subject 2.01 Motion to Convene Closed Meeting 

Type Action 

Recommended Action That the Loudoun County School Board Convene this closed meeting. 

MOTION TO CONVENE CLOSED MEETING 

I move that the Loudoun County School Board recess this public meeting and enter into a closed meeting, pursuant to §2.2-3712 of 
the Code of Virginia, for the following purpose(s): 

( 

• Discussion of plans and procedures related to school board meeting security, as authorized by 2.2-3711 (A)(19) of the Code of 
Virginia. 

• Consultation with legal counsel retained by the Loudoun County School Board regarding specific legal matters pertaining to 
Board members involving insurance, social media and advisory groups that requires the provision of legal advice by such 
counsel as authorized by Section 2.2-3711 (A)(8) of the Code of Virginia; and 

• Discussion of the award of a public contract involving the expenditure of public funds and discussion of the terms or scope of 
such contract all related to the purposes of considering a contract for the facilitation of the LCPS Strategic Plan, where 
discussion in an open session would adversely affect the bargaining position or negotiating strategy of the School Board under 
§2.2-3711(A)(29) as authorized by §2.2-3712 of the Code of Virginia. 

ht tps ://go. boa rddocs.com/vsba/loudoun/Board. nsf /Public Page 1 of 1 
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(2) Facebook 

+- 8 Loudoun for Evi... Q ,. • • • 

Beth Barts shared a post. 
9h • IE 

••• 

~ - "Barts Blog" ..... stay up to date with the 
'· Loudoun County School Board • Join 

Beth Barts • 9h • 0 

I appreciate the feedback so far on the 
proposed dress code revisions. 
Some areas of interest-

students may wear hats 
students may wear shirts with straps ( does 

not specify the "greater than 1 inch" 
requirement as before) 

it specifies that students may not expose 
underwear but does clarify that visible straps 
or waistbands worn under ot... See More 
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